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BUSINESS CARDS.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

"eThTripleyT

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Undortakor.
respectfully inform the citizens Portland that he is prepared to furnish Coffin*,
WOULD
Casket* and
at
of all
of

Orave-Clothc*,

styles,

the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
feb!0d6m

mul

Job

dffiovk,

BERRY,

(ga’id ffi’anlel,

No. 37 Plum Street,

E. C. JORDAN Si
Civil

Engineer* and
No. 184 middle 8t.,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

E^J5 A Ia L

15 A S

ysT

BOWDOINS

!

KESOLUTES,

TUESDAY, May 30lh.
AT

—

—

PRESUMPSCOT PARK.
Game called at 2.30 o’clock. Admission 25 cents.
Tickets to be bad at Fred Meaher’s and at the gate,
my 27

d3t

CO.,

Land

Purveyor*,
me*

Portland,
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c. Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering, Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.apr7d3m

Dr. R.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Ladies of the

Abyssinian Church and
Society wiU hold a

The

Dinner and

Centennial

IN

—

OVER X. P. FARRINGTON’S,

Sapper

Tuesday, May 30,76.
Dinner from 12 to 2 P. M. Supper from 6 until
10 P. M.
Speeches and Singing in the Evening.
Admission free. Donations received Tuesday mornuntil
11 A. M.
from
8
ing,
my26d4t

Street.
jan5(Ilf
FRESCO PAINTER,
Office in Casco Bank Building, over F.
H. Fassett’* Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt
ttention.w
apr3d3m

U PHOL8TERER

T. WYER & CO.Proprietors.

Parlor

Suits,

Lounges,

Beds. IVLattresses.

rrirp_

!

World

Specialty

Grand Combination!
Thursday, Friday & Saturday,
AND

Ladies’ Grand Matinee Saturday Afternoon, Commencing at 2 o’clock.
For fall particulars see street Programme.
Tickets secured at the Box Office three days beperfcrmauce. Prices for evening 35c, 50c
Matinee 12c, 25c, 50c.
my29dlw

fore the
and 75c.

—

THE

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jut
PORTLAND, ME.
dly

Attorney

Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female

College,
PRIZE DECLAMATIONS AND READ.
INKS,
Jane Sth.
ORATION AND POEM,
June 7th.

1776 Antiquarian Concertc. 1876
Ye songsters to be arrayed in ye elegante costumes
of 1776.

AND
EXHIBITION
CANiXENCEJMLENT EXERCISES,
Jane Sth, 1896.
LEVEE AT COLLEttE CHAPEL,

Thursday Evening,

OFFICE

IN

pleasant

above stated and will be
happy to wait upon all his old friends and the public
in general in all departments of the Hair Dressing
Line.
jar* First Class Work at Popular Prices.
a

room

&

customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by giving notice at the office,
will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our Customers to report
any neglect oi our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause it made at
the office, will be attended to promptly.

dCw

my23

td

A

Plasterers,

AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Ornaments

in every

N. B. -The most
any distance.

and 15th.

"PREMIUMS

done in the

Variety of Styles,

!

neatest

mauper.

delicate work packed to go safely
Joseph Craig.
James Wilson.

mai7d3m

FRED. N. DOW,

First Day, Wednesday, Jane 14tli,
$200 FOR 2.43 CLASS.
$120 to First, $60 to Second, $20 to Third.
Same Day,
$400 FOR 2.31 CLASS.
$250 to FirBt, $100 to Second, $50 to Third.

ATTORNEY AT

172 Middle
*

DAUT■

LAW,

Street,

A IL'Tk

d6m*ttf

apl3

Second Day, Thnrsday, June 15tli,

H.

$300 FOR 2.30 CLAMS.
$200 lo First, $70 to Second, $30 to Third.

HANSON &
MANUFACTURERS OF

No. 007

company nomination.
Entries close TuesdayjJune 6th, at 11 P. M,, at
Preble House, Portland, and should be addressed to

M71ALL,
Secretary Presumpscot Park,
JOHN C.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
The Heat Work at moderate Prices.

AIM

T 0

A.

J.

PERRY,

1-3 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

DYER & CURTIS,
New No. 56 Cross

Street,

Below Leavitt & Burnliam’s lee Houses,
Opposite Kelley’s Iron Foundry.
Seale of Prices for the Season,

Four

or

HOUSE.

I have the largest and ficest assortCarriages in Maine. The product
of my own factory during the winter
months. Alt of them made of-carefully
selected material under my own personal
supervision, and by the best Mechanics
iu Sew England- I offer the above at
reduced prices and as low as STRICTLY
FIRST CLASS WORK can be sold.
S. B-—This work eannot be found at
tlie Auction Sales.
ment of

CARD.

daily

10 lbs.
15
20

from

ale at the auction sales in this city, I would say
tat my work can be tonnd on sale at my factory and
?pository only. Every carriage made by me bears
:y name plate as successor to J. M. Kimball & Co.,
ad 1 will pay $50 for the conviction of any party
sing the same on other than my own work,
my 19

8 00
10 00

«

Icc will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at tbc same rate i>er month as
during the season.
If not taken the fall season, the scale of prices
will be
10

15

lbs, daily,
“

20

per month...$2 00
2 50
3 00

customer leaving town for TWO WEEKS or
at one time, by giving notice at THE OFFICE will be entitled to a proper reduction.
|3?=*Notice of change of residences or complaints
against the drivers for neglect, carelessness or any
other cause, left at the office, will receive prompt atJESSE DYER,
tention.

Any

more

m EVERY VARIETY.

MOULDINGS.

BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,
Satins and White Blanks,
AT

PRICES TO SUIT THE

LOSING, SHORT &
(^r*T. W. EMERSON,
has slate at our store.

TIMES.

HARMON.
apl L

MEDALS!

ORGANS,

Parlor Desk extant, and
lovers of fine work the

FLEETWOOD

CO.,

_ThS&Tly
FOR SALE,

Stosuu liiiginc auo .Boiler
upright of about fix horre
fjp>1
^ 'HnanUpright
Tubular Iioiler of about
lnnhlu ii„.
"" engine.
,,V°'
L tvn
v
Apply lo WJL-

KKjI&
CO
u.iv
ooM 38
jIj

U"i.on
bnioti
street.

'A

this complaint the good effects of the Vegetine
realized immediately after commencing to take
it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood, a d
Vegetine acts directly upon the blood.

Vegetine

is Sold

SORRENTO

AND

dlwt

W. H.l'KN'ueSSUtt.

Treadle Machines, Fancy Woods,
Patterns, «.Yc. Being the

MANUFACTURER’S AGENT
for all of the above, I can sell at
Factory, and I think satisfactory,
prices to coaiparc with the times.

3 Free Street

Block,

by II, §. If aler & Co.

BEFORE KU 111*42 A

SEWING
be

sure

MACHINE,
and

6ee

NEW PHILADELPHIA

—

the
or

TRIUNE,

Samples

—

AT

TDE

—

KTew Store

COR.

and color to

beautiful Designs

AGENTS

mats

in

Kelief

Street,

EXCHANGE.

Having just completed repairs

ou our

Corner Store, we now invite ail our old
friends and customers to give us an

early call and examine the best selected
Stock of Gents’ Clothing and Furnishing
Goods in the City.
This store wlR be known as the CASH
CORNER STORE, and CASH always
means the very lowest

prices.

Come down and prove

ns.

175 Fore
COR.

Street,

EXCHANGE

STREET.
eo<12w

THE- KIMBALL

U* S# MEDALLION CO.* 212
Broadway*
P.O.Box 5270.
Sew York

mlll)’___d&wGmll
For Sale a! a
Bargain.
Ini’ffc sizr ITIn.ou A- Hntnlin Cabinrl Oi'jian. Iaquirc nl 90 «'lark Ml.
myl3
dlw

BOOT!

Name?
A good name is a capital to a manufacturer, and
should not be kept from the public that may wish to
know where to find his productions and KNOW that
they are his when offered for sale.
The Senior Partner has made it a specialty to
manufacture Ladies* Fine Boots and Shoes for oyer
FORTY YEARS in Boston, and lor THIRTY of
that time retailed them from his own counter. For
the past TWELVE years a very large part of them
have been retailed by the most popular Shoe Dealers
in Boston, one firm alone (that of H. H. Tuttle & Co.)
having purchased in twelve years Four hundred and
fifty thousand, dollars worth and are now running
000

over

a

weekly.

who know the value and ease and comJjaUlDO fort ol the French Boot or Shoe will fiud
perfect counterpart in the

T A niFQ

a

BOOT

AND

SHOE.

We shall be happy to open an account with one
first-class Shoe Dealar iu any City or Town outside
of Boston.
Our principal customers in Boston at
present are
Henry H. Tuttle & Co., 429 Washington
street,
Varnuni & McNAUGHT, 529 Washington
srteet,
A. H. Howe & Co., 2179
Washington
street, and
John H. Rogers, 1 and 3 Tremont street.
There are no new goods in the market without our

stamp.

KIMBALL i SOB.

at

WANTED.

is There in

Sudbury St.
my20dlm

d3m

To TUEJPUIILIC.
I

ever were

some one is troubled by a
of names. I never sold a drop
mm in my life, but I do think J can
and will sell the Bc*t Oysters that
sold in Portland.

ALBERT NEWCOMB HAWES,
I

my7

ti> 4'oinnirrcial

ircet.

dtf

Tow Boat.
J-.

<
m
z

Long Range Breech loading
Practice Pistol & Targets.

18_

dtf

_

SALE !

A large stock of

Carriages, Wagons ami Buggies

of every description; top and no top, single and
double, at ten per cent, lower than at any other factory in Maine. Concord and Express Wagons

specialty.

Carries a
inch ball with accuin
fifty ieet, without powder or
<0
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For salo
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for

ACENTS WANTED.

adahs,

Mnccarappa, iRe.

French Lamidrjing;.
collars, handkerchiefs, &c., pillow shams,
lace curtain?, &cM laundried in the most satis-

LACE

A. A. GRAHAM, 67 Liberty street, New York.
d&w6m21

13

$500

REWARD !

REWARD of FIVE HINDRED dollars
is oftcred by the Town of Cape Elizabeth for
the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who set fire to the stables of Nalhan Dyur and Wm.
S. Emery on the niahts of May 18th and 19tb, 1876.
Selectmen
THUS. B, HASKELL,
)
E. N. JORDAN,
of
>
STEPHEN SCAMMAN,) Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, May 20,1876.
myPTd2w

A

is

0!

factory maimer.
Orders left at 81 Newbury St., Portland, Me.
dlw*
my26

general system
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TREES, PLANTS, ROSES,
i mini

O

iriiAII I'liHBaniiiiiiiR 11 issa

*

w
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of

public instruction.
Republic worth
the martyrdom of thousands of good men,
there must be a higher and truer civilization
based upon a higher intelligence, a broader
sense of private and public
integrity, a nobler code of public and private honor and a
more active private and public conscience.
To make the country worth what it has cost
in blood alone, it must be something more
than a state whose people regulate duty and
conscience by the statutes, and the decisions
of the courts; something more than a territory where material prosperity is the only
measure of greatness and
an arena where
ouiuuiuu

UJ

TV UK.U

uuaiacici

ao

well as property is measured, and one man or
class of men may become opulent at the
price of the wretchedness and ruin of others.
Great reforms are demanded in a general
way, but the demand will be futile until all
that we desire in the administration of public
affairs prevails on the street, the farm, in the
mart, the workshop, and wherever man
comes in business and social contact with his
fellows.
Above all it is essential to maintain the
difference which existed between the men
who died for the Republic and those who fell
in attempting its overthrow. While as men
we should be above the resentments of the
late war, this sentiment should not lead us to
render the same homage to the rebel as to the
patriot. To do so is to inculcate the lowest
notions of patriotism and sacrifice for principle. That they were brave men and true
men all
will generously admit. But they
were brave and true to a wickbd cause.
On
the other hand, the soldier of the Republic,

appreciated

the

great principle

at slake and

dared and suffered death to maintain the
right. They belonged to the great army of
heroes who, in all ages, have given their lives
for human rights. They are martyrs of heroic mould. For them we have garlands,
honor and tears. For those who fought to

destroy our fair heritage, we have tears and
pity and for their present sufferings, aid. But
between the patriot who becomes a martyr
and the bravest

man

who dies in

an

endeavor

destroy a blood fought country there is a
gulf as wide and impassable as that which
separates heaven and hell. Our patriot dead
to

innumerable company ol heDeioug
roic men who, in all ages, have (lied on the
battle-field, the scaffold aud in the dungeon
for human liberty.
Let us not do violence to
their memory by putting them on the level of
gladiators or even of brave men who faced
death without a holy cause, Rather than do
this it i3 better to forget them, since to be
forgotten is better than to be insulted.
If we will bat hear, these dead we honor
speak as the living cannot. Let us while
standing about the graves of the patriot
dead—these altars of sacrifice—dedicate ourselves anew to the higher duties of citizenship. Thus may we be enabled at this centenuial time of the Republic to turn back to
life’s duties with a nobler purpose to be
worthy of the sacrifice made for us because
we have scattered flowers upon the graves of
the patriot dead and rendered true homage
to their noble martyrdom.
10 tnat

Of Governor Tilden’s “memorandum,” attached to the veto of the Canal Deficiency
bill, the New York Times very pointedly and
justly says it “is uutrue and is intended to
deceive.” It proceeds to review the paper at
length, proving that the Governor has resorted to “artful tricks” in the perversion of
figures, and convicting him of misrepresenting the “real economies,” for which he
claims credit, to the extent of five millions.
It is a very severe arraignment, but every
point is demonstrated.

*

B

to

^

give.

But our homage will be but bitter mockery
if it is all to end with the public services of
this day—with eloquent words of tribute and
the strewing of the graves of the dead with
flowers which will be withered to-morrow.
Our highest homage must be rendered in
deeds. We can best show our appreciation
of their faithful and unselfish service by striving to make the state they saved worthy of
their martyrdom, and the people to which it
was bequeathed worthy of the great sacrifice.
To save the country from another civil war
and the vice and crime which always attend
ignorant masses, tho nation must secure a

target practice indoor*,

and for sporting out of doors.

O

JOHN
aprfeodtf

5

racy

w

FOR

a

m

Orders for Tow Boats
i-r'i will be received as usual,

ftTjT"*

(IIAS. SAWYER’S
OlHce, 123 Commercial Street.
my

0)

notice that

similarity
/0 /(vis.
I V ^Of
f
V—/

and

KELAIL PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts,
(Jilt, SI, in fancy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, different designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show wiudows, etc,, sent on
receipt of draft or Post-office Order for $4, or will
ship Express C. O. D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense
profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
free. Extensive fields for
enterprise. Address all
communications

Work,

men can

‘UWUVJ

Q Casco St.

INTO.

Albata Plate, equal in appearance,

of

living

or

To realize that which makes a

CLOTHING

Which sellr at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and

OIVK

OP

congratulation that DecoMemorial Day has come to b
generally recognized and observed. It woul
be an act of the basest ingratitude to forget
the men whose patriotism, self-denial and
sacrifice saved the Republic aud the blessings
which we as a nation enjoy. The government
“of the people by the people, and for the people” which our fathers transmitted to us was
Its preservation by the
a priceless legacy.
patriotism, valor and sacrifice of hundreds cf
thousands of men of our own generation,
should makeit yetmore sacred, and they justly
merit every tribute we can offer. To-day
hundreds, in words of eloquence, will do
homage to the nation’s dead—the saviors of
fatherland. Hundreds of thousands will show
their regard for the nation’s dead by participating in the imposing and suggestive services
to which the day is set apart. Hundreds of
thousands will shed the silent tear above the
graves of those who 'are regarded as the
martyrs to a great and just cause. It is well
thus to do. We can never repay the debt we
owe the men who forfeited life for national
existence and universal freedom. The heroic
dead, the memory of whom we refresh to-day,
have justly earned the largest praise which
ration Day

more

What

bamiiel Ihurstoii.

City

Druggists.

OPENING DAY !

for the

inyll_dtf

of

by

All

myll

KIMBALL

presenting a variety

DISCOVERY J

of these

GEO.W.RICH&CO.,

SCROLL SAWS,

lately occupied

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD,

tlio use of which every family may give tleir
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to fine laundry
work. Saving time and labor in ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins’.
KKO ,v f’O
13 N. Fourth Ml., Fhiia.

causes

invigorates and sffbngthens the whole

General Debility.

which, wherever it lias been introduced, is universally acknowledged to he the best Office and

*

wear

By

PERSONS

Instruments,

WOOTON CABINET DESK,

Piiprr Simmer,

"centennial
MEMORIAL

t

al)rl3

It

system, acts upon the secretive organs and allays inflammation.

my 20

Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” oi W. C. A
No. 1C Spring St., pi.'do
.ad family sewing, dress-making, copying, embr-tld
cc29tf
&c.
rug and fancy-work in’wools, &

ol

lot

choice

from the factory
of those Princes ol Piano Makers,
Me PH A11, & Co., of Boston, and
the new and popular NATIONAL
PIANO ot New York. Also

VELVET PAPERS,

Struck in solid

A
Hole Ascn^ for JIninc.

Vegetine is not a stimulating bitters which creates a fictitious appetite, but a gentle tonic, which
assists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy ac-

from some of the best builders,
and on or about May 22 an invoice
of the justly celebrated patent

WAINSCOATINGS.

In every

30 COMMERCIAL
ST.
tfcbl2dtf

a

PARLOR

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

McAllister*

MONDAY, May 15, for the sale

ol

FRESCO BORDERS,

EVER ISSUED.

Randall &

on

PLAIN TINTS,

POLISH J

ATIVOOD, STEADMAN

Faintness at the Stomach.

175 Fore

carefully selected

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1$ inch, in diameter, Jymdsomcly put
up and sell readily at sight.

!

If Vegetine is taken regularly, according to directions, a certain and speedy cure will follow its use.

The subscriber desires to intorm
his triciids and Hie public that he
will

SOUVENIRS \m MEMENTOS

Csirgo

Dyspepsia.

ERS, &cM at THE LOWEST MARKET
BATES.
my24dtf

tde most valuable

tiae

Vegf.tine has restored thousands to health who
long and painful sufferers.

have been

No. 3 Free St. Block.

LORING,}

FUEL.

retail a choice variety tor
’amity use, warramed to pivc j»erect *,atistaction.

Piles.

PIANOS !

Will be peremptorily sold the above named si earner; this fine new steamer was built last year expressly for tlie Porgie fishing, and is well adapted lor towing vessels Terms cash; $500 to be paid down at
time of sale.
By order ot
HE MAN SMITH.
)
HARRISON
Assignees.
DAVID SNOW,
)

_d‘2m

fey

I take this opportunity to return to my patrons in
Portland and vicinity my sincere thanks for their
patronage in the past, and am pleased to announce
that 1 am constantly receiving and have on hand the
choicest and most stylish French, German and American goods, which I propose to make up in as good
a manner as can be done elsewhere and at as reasonable rates. 1 shall be pleased to show my goods to
all who are trying the market.
No garment is allowed to go from my establishment which does not give perfect satisfaction.
II
KOHLING.
W.
99 Exchange St.
myl9tf

“Mionic Wales.’’
THURSDAY, June 1, 1876, at 4 o’clock P. M., at
Portland Pier, Portland, Maine.

GREAT

Vegetine does not act as a cathartic to debilitate
the bowels, but cleanses all the organs, enabling each
perform the functions devolving upon them.

CAB

Nirnmrr

A

the ouly subslanlial benefit can
tbe blood.
Vegetine is tbe

Constipation.

N. C. CURTIS.

ICE supplied by ihe TON to SCHOON-

sale.

STARCH

great blood purifier.

It is a matter of

KOHLING’S, Entirely New Stock
99 EXCHANGE ST.

DECORATIONS,

down at the time at sale.
On the land there is a large lake situated on a hill
a few hundred feet above the factory, from which is
conveyed in pipes an abundant supply oi pure, fresh
water for the factories aud steamers.
At the same time and place, immediately after the
sale of the above, will be sold the following property,
viz:
Schooners “Nellie Grant,” “Yankee Maid,”
“Yankee Bride,” “Effort,” and “Odd Fellow;” nine
Lighters or Carraway Boats, with masts and sails;
ten Seine boats, ten small boats, one Sail boat, five
Seines complete, purchased last spring; two older
Seines, 1500 empty 0,1 Barrels, about 40 cords of
Wood and small lot of Groceries. Terms cash; $200.00
to be paid down on each of the schooners at time of

DOBBINS’

For this complaint
be obtained through

JOHN HALL, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary,

Portland, May 4,1876.

Decoration Day.

Catarrh.

It you want your Clothes made
iu the most workmanlike manner
and a perfect tit every time, go to

A

JOSEPH W. PORTER, Penobscot.

E. A. THOMPSON, Piscataquis.
J. W. WAKEFIELD. Sagadahoc.
R. B. SHEPHERD, Somerset.
WILLIAM W. CASTLE, Waldo.
WM. J. CORTHELL, Washington.

Old Sores

are

Exchange St.

June 1st to Oct. 1st.§ C 00

ASSIGNEE’S SALE.

WEDNESDAY, May 31, 1876, at 1C o’clock A. M.
Will be peremptorily sold by order of the assignees,
on the premises, a certain parcel ot land containing
seventy-five acres, more or less, situated in the town
of Boothbay, in the State of
aiue, on Linniken’s

or

Are caused by an impure'stateof (lieblood. Cleanse
(be blood thoroughly with Vegetine, and these
complaipts will disappear.

—

roy20,22,2I,26,29,60,31ju1

As interested parties have given the impression
(erhaps unintentionally) that my carriages are for

At

No. 99

S. 8. MARBLE, Lincoln.
ENOCH FOSTER JR., Oxford.

outward

Vegetine acts directly upon Ihe

make it at

HIRAM BLISS, JR., Knox.

and Humors of the Face.

Tumors, Ulcers

11 A. id,

in

WILLIAM P. FETE, Adroecoggin.
DANIEL RANDALL, Aroostook.
STANLEY T. PULLEN, Cumberland.
CHARLES J. TALBOT, Franklin.
JOHN D. HOPKINS, Hancock.

application can ever cure the defect.
Vegetine is the great blood purifier.
no

22, INTO,

The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town, and plantation is entitled to one delegate and one additional delegate for every seventyfive votes given for tbe Republican candidate for
Governor in 1872. A fraction of forty votes over the
number which is entitled to one delegate, will be accorded a delegate.
The Republican State Committee will be in session
in tbe ante-room of tbe Hall at 9 o’clock the morning of the Convention. The usual reduced fares on
railroads and steamboats maybe expected of which
dne announcement will be made.
JAMES G. BLAINE, Kennebec,

Reason should teach us that a blotchy, rough or
pimpled skin depends entirely upon an internal cause

complaints.

OHLING
can

dlw*ttf

Neck, so-called, and known as the “Suffolk Oil and
Guano Works,” together with all the buildings thereon, consisting of factories, a wharf, scrap-houses,
storehouses, dwelling-houses, and all the machinery,
tools and implements, furniture and fixtures therein:
all of which will be sold in one lot, $1000 to he paid

CO.,

Pimples

June

tbe purpose of Dominating a candidate for Governor to be supported at the September election and
two candidates for electors of President and attend
to such other business as nsnally comes before such

the most in-

cure

In

HANSON.

Attorney at Law,
49

Vegetine has never failed to
veterate case of Erysipelas.

Female Weakness.

lias the Goods and

:

On

Congress Street,

uoal

KOHLING

Thumln,,

Chairman,

tion.

OPJEN ROOHIS

Oil and Guano Works,Schooners, li&hter*.
Boats, Lines. Seines. Tools, Casks, Cord
Wood, Ac.

with the “OLD HOUSE” of

F4VORITE

Do you want the Nobby Suit of
the season I

1876

d6m

JOHN

Exchange St.

jan8

SON,

aprl7

1876.

Successor to and for 20 years connecled

THE

PEEAES.

CoDsrcoM §t.,We8t End, I'oTlSnnil,

Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.
HENRY HANSON.
WM. H.

jan21

ZiltS THOMPSON, JR..

PREBLE

No. 99

244 Middle Street*

SAMUEL HATCH & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

OPPOSITE

W.H. Holdings.

MANUFACTORY AT

CONDITIONS,
to be mile beats, best 3 in 5 in harness, and will be governed by the rules of tlie National Association, as amended February 187G. Heats
in each day’s races to be trotted alternately. A
horse distancing the field, or any part thereof, will
be awarded but one premium. Under no circumstances will a horse be entitled to more than one
premium.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse, which must ac-

J. M. KIMBALL &

W. H. Kohling’s,

and Granite Work.

races

Carriages

Do yon want a Slylisli Suit made
ot the best material and in the best
manner? Go to

Do you want a Business Suit iu
the latest style of Goods and make ?
Go to

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones

Same Day.
$300 FOR 2.31 CLASS.
$353 to First, $100 to Second, $50 to Third.

Exchange St.

99

NOKOnBEOA IIALL, Bangor,

Erysipelas.

months.

Designed by

Tinting

Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, &c„ will certainly yield to the great alterative effects of Vegetine.

to

Jackson.

Plain and Ornamental

Pain in the Bones.

and

99 EXCHANGE ST.

WILSON

No. 4 South Street, Portland, Me.

1876.

2 50
3 00

as

Summer Meeting.

myl5dtf

$2 00

Any

my8^dtt
CRAIG

myldtf

Portland, May 1,1876.

PRICES.

all not taking Ice the whole

more

BUILDING,

PORTLAND. ME.

The above

to

season, or four months,
10 lbs. daily per month.
15
20

Over Horse Railroad Depot,

the best artists in the country, sucb as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.
Repairing, Plastering. Whitening and

$1400

apply

Campbell,

Formerly Craig

ASSOCIATION!

IN

rates

Exchange Street.

LANCASTER HALL
Has

—

COAL AND WOOD,

Law,

at

Fred W.

Sth.

Presufnpscot Park

Juno 14th

MONTHLY

Monthly

in

success

Salt Rheum.

and would be pleased to see all tbeir former patrons
and as many new ones as may liivor us with a call.
WILLIAM E. DENNISON.
EDWARD n. SARGENT.

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1-2

IK

—

jamsdtf

JUNE Gth, 7th and Sth.

my 20

8 00
10 00

Fessenden 1876 ICE.

d. w.

—

Jnne

1.§ 6 00

Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st October, at the same rate per month
during the Season,

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

commencement

OF

10 lbs. daily, from June to October
15
20
S‘

MANUFACTURER OF

—

The V eoetine meets with wonderful
the cure of this class of diseases.

St., «|y,c-

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

No. 17 Market Street.

Zj a m son,

JOBBER,

Mercurial Diseases.

they will continue the business of

Convention.

Republicans of Maine and all others who propose to support the candidate of the Republican party in the pending elections are invited to send delegates to a State Convention to be held in

meetings.

In this complaint tbe Vegetine is tbe great rein» removes from tbe
system the producing

Commercial

where

Republican State

w

5 a
§ 2
?

The memorial address of the Rev. S. Taylor Martin, in which he bitterly attacks the
North and proclaims that the hope of Southern independence is not
yet given up, is very
generally condemned in the South, not be.
cause of the nature but of the
impolicy of
the sentiments. Those who blame the orator take occasion to
say that they believe in
the truth of
every word he uttered, and yet
they think he wa3 unwise to speak as he did.
Thoughts like his should have no expression
until after the Presidential election.

The

for

Cauker.

copartner-

Ac.

&

The marvellous eflect of Vegetine in case of Cancer and Cancerous Humor challenges Hie-most
profound attention of the medical faculty,
many of
whom are prescribing Vegetine to their patients.

Season Trices for Families and Oiiices.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

a

as

Humor.

Vegettne has never failed to cure the most inflexible case ot Canker.

DENNISON k CO.,

SARGENT,

CO.,

d&wtf

MODEL

undersigned have this day formed
ship under the lirm name ot

indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
a guaranty cf good faith.

cases

We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Vegetine will eradicate from tbe system
every
taint of Scrofula or Scrofulous Humor. It has permanently cured thousands in Host on and viciuity
wbo bad been long and painful sufferers.

WHARF.

The

Spring:

ma3

JUNE lit, 2nd and 3d,

"exhibition and

D. W. CLARK &

repairing neatly done. Fumitnra
oct5-’69T T&Stl

P.

ST.,

COPARTNERSHIP.

IIS

A. M. D.
Office 499 1-2 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hour* —lO to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P. W.
C.

To-

LONG

all

Cancer, Cancerous Humor.

lls COMMERCIAL
HEAD

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of tbe writer are in

SCROFULA,
Scrofulus

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNINU, MAY 30, 1076.

but

and have taken thg stand at Long Wharf,

THOMAS RAINEY, M.

siigridan & mm

—

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

THE

—WILL CUBE—

lias removed from

COMMERCIAL, STREET

230

LoungeB, En-

Patent Bed
ameled Chairs,

83T*All kinds of
boxed and matted.

WM. E. DENNISON

’67.

ISos. 31 and 33 Free St,

SIcOoodAgh

—

76.

MANUFACTURES OF

GIANTS
AO

HOOPER,

J. H.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.
THE

Middle

Chas. J*. Schumacher,

ROOM,

Oity Hall,

HBMOVAIii

1— No
at large or
loose in any street, lane, alley, court, or travelled
way, or in any uninclosed or public place in this city,
until the owner or keeper of such dog* or the head
of the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office or other place where such dog is kept, or harbored, shall have paid to the city marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at largo.
2—Tlie city marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large, on the payment of two dollars; which license shall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
3—It shall be the duty of the city marshal to
cause all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found
at large within the city, without a collar.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
myl7dtf

—

RECEPTION

I.

180

Street,

hearing will be bad on said j
Where he is successfully treating the sick by the use
petitions, at the Aldermen’s Room in City Building,
of Dr. J. Clawson Kelley’s Botanic He meon MONDAY, the fifth day of June next, at 7£
in connection with
dics,
Electricity and the
o’clock P. M., and that thereafter they will deterAlso is Agent tor Dr.
Ilea It li I lift Cure.
mine and adjudge if public convenience and necessiHlectro
Kidder’s
Premium
Magnetic
ties require the construction of said Sewers.
Battery. Advice free.
myl2dtf
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
my8Jtd

dtf

WM. H. MOTLEY,

No. 2 Casco

for Sewers in Hanover and

1876.

VEGETINE

removed to

Has

30.

MAY

_miscellaneous.

GOWELL,

DR.

a

Wilder

T.

Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shad be healed
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
The

nov8

ABISSINIAN CHURCH.

in the petitions
NOTICE
Casco Streets, that

Ordinances.
Dog shall he permitted to go

STEPHEN

_REMOVAL.

City Clerk’s Office, \
J
May 6. 1876.
is hereby given to all parties interested

Sexton Second Parish Church,

MORNING,

PRESS.

The Indianapolis Sentinel, (Dem) refuses
publish a fulsome puff of Gov. Tilden
sent on, in print, to be paid for as an advertisement.
The Georgia Chronicle (also
Dem.) received a similar request and used it
as a text for a scathing criticitm upon that
mode of manufacturing public sentiment.
to

Our New York Letter.
Madden Whirl ia

A

Trade,-Production
Connnplior.-Dearth orEnp'of

and

“eni.-The Political Outlook

New York, May 27,1870.

\Ve witnessed this week one of those
sadden
whirls in trade, which is almost
always the
rebound from extreme and unnatural
depression and inactivity. The
agents of somo extensive mill owners, tired of

holding large

Barney Caulfield favors the nomination of Judge Davis, because the
Judge “is
in full accord with the leading
principles of
the Democratic party.” He certainly follows
its practices, and hastens to affiliate with the
leaders of every cheap movement, like inflation and labor reform, in the land.

stocks of cotton goods for which there was no
demand at any price, determined .to offer them
at auction. Tbe consequence was that there

Political News.
is said to have
offer to lecture at the North on

demonstrated'that they bad only been waiting

Ex-Doorkeeper Eitzhugh

received an
Southern Democracy.
Representative Ben Hill is a prominent
candidate for the seat of Uuited States Senator Norwood of Georgia, whose term will end
next year.
The Republicans of the Seventh district of
Iowa have nominated Col. H. J. B, Cummings, an editor, for Congress. This is Mr.
Kasson’s district. He was not a candidate.
The Chicago Tribune learns that the President is said to have suggested the names of
McCrary, of Iowa, and Senator Alcorn, of
Mississippi, as the favorite candidates for the
Vice Presidency.
The New York World is engaged in
proving that the resolutions of the recent Democratic convention in that state do not trammel the delegates, who will therefore go to
St. Louis unpledged. All of which is very
sad for Tilden, whose presidential
prospects
seem to have flattened
terribly.
Gen. Sherman has put on record again his
sensible determination to stay put where he
can do the most good.
In reply to an admiring friend he says:—“I recognize the friendly
motive of the communication, but am so
hardened in my preference for my own profession over all others that nothing can shake
my determination. I have no fears on the
subject, but am sure that our country will
nrodllAA

An

amnlu

siinnlXT r\f

rrnrwl oeiwll.lnfAn

and that the people will choose from their
number a good President.”
[Boston Advertiser.1
or Shall I Noll
To the Editors of the Boston Daily AdvertiserWill you allow a much bewildered man to
attempt to explain the cause of his confusion
and to ask your advice? I have been for
years
an earnest politician, by which term X mean
that I have always voted and worked for
principles and men apparently worthy of support.
I have been' a eteady and persistent

Shall I,

Republi-

can, because in the snccess of that party alone
could I see any prospect of tbe
triumph of
right principles. I voted for Fremont and
Lincoln and Grant as the standard-bearers of a
just cause. I bolted Bntler and Talbot and so
on, two years ago, because it seemed pofwble to

separate

men

from

principles,

and the men

not to my liking.
But now lam in a quandary.

were

join a Bristow club,
whether, on principle,

to

I am solicited
and I am trying to see
I should do so or not.

I ask first the cause of its existence,
having a
reluctance to join a club devoted solely to the

advancement of one man. I remember that
there were Tweed clubs in New Yors and
Flynn clubs in our own city; and I do not
exactly like the idea of a Bristow club, at least
before he has become the nominee of either of
tbe great parties.
X am assured that this movement is in the interest of

Reform, and is
independent voters, and

great uprising of the
all that; but I find its

a

supporters in this city

are the Democratic Herald and the nondescript Globe. I look in
vain,
Mr. Editor, in your columns for advice, and I
have decided to ask you for it, point blank.
It had really seemed to me that the
of

object

National Convention was to select a candidate; that there were several very suitable and
fit persons in the Republican ranks whose
names would be before that
convention, and
that I might well wait the result of tbe meeta

ing at Cincinnati before X prcclaimed my own
choice. Suppose X shout for Bristow as the
only pure and upright man left, and sneer at
Conkling, abuse Morton an d decry Blaine; and
then suppose that Bristow is not
nominated;

what shall I do? I can’t rttract, I can’t recent
and to bolt I am ashamed. This, indeed,
gives
pause.
But again, when tbe Bristow movement began, I said to myself. “Morton I know, and
me

a-eiuiuu

a.
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I knew Dotting of him literally, for J.
presume
I know as much as nine-tenths of the
gentlemen composing the
club; their meetings seeming to be held maiDly to enable ore or two gentlemen to explain that they personally know
the Secretary. But in the sense of knowing
how the man would act in office, I repeat I
know nothing, and I lack courage to take aDy
more untried men.
I remember Mr. Editor,
the late lamented Andrew Johnson. He also
was a Southerner, and a Urnon
mao, and I believe he did good service in his sphere. But he
became President and then-. To be impartial, I recall that Grant was an able general,
bnt untried in high office; we made him President, and—we shall not renominate him.
Now, when any man has been in Congress
lor years, when he has had to speak and vote
on important public questions, we all make
up
our minds as to what he will do in future affairs. I may not like Cox, or Randall, or
Banks, or Morton, or Blaine, or ConkliDg, bnt
X think I know what they will do in regard to
matters of finance, or tariffs, or education, or
State rights. But as to this estimable Bristow,
what do I know? He is large, he is upright,
be is a fair lawyer, he cut off the gas and water at the Boston Post Office, be does not seek
office, he has not made any mark as a financier
he has prosecuted the whisky rings, be is taciturn. These are the very heterogeneous bricks
from which I am to erect a platform, or, rather
the only materials out of which I am to construct the statesman of the future.
And again, Mr. Editor, I should not feel at
home in a Bristow club in Boston. I was an
anti-slavery man in the old times, and I believe that Republicanism means a holding fast
to what we gained by the war. But X recognize
amoDg| the movers a very different element.
Xtsee therein the men who opposed Governor
Andrew and Charles Sumner trougliout, and
who would to-day say that they fought to uphold the Constitution, but not to tree the slave.
Now they have a right, to their beliefs and
opinions, but. if these are different from mine,
bow can I join bands with them and oppose
the nomination of an old aDti-slavery man per-

haps?
Besides, I feel
w

nuc

a

half impression that
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contributing to a deplorable result 1 had
supposed that Blaine fairly represented New
England Republicanism, aud if not a saint be
was at least, like our friend Judge
Russell, “a
very sweet sinner”. United New England
may have a great influence at Cincinnati, but
with a divided delegation can she do much?
1 admire Reform. I like to Rpeil it with a
large R and resolve that it is essential aud all
that But if the time be not ripe for it, and
instead of Reform I aid in a fizzle, with a very
small f, shall I be able to look oack to my
Bristow club-work with complaceocy? Can X
or any two hundred gentlemen of leisure so instantaneously change the American voter
tlirougbt the land, as to make him forego bis
am

desire to shout and vote for some man be has
heard of and to persuade him to take np my
pet candidate whom l admire chiefly for being
cultured and quiet and gentlemanly? And it
1 do not, am I not giving a victory to some
fierce aud terrible Democrat who won’t be wise
and may be dishonest? Can X explain to myself why 1 pass over Charles Francis Adams,
who has a national reputation aud is my highest type of a statesniao, to take up Bristow,
who may prove to be a similar man after he has
had the twenty years pnblio training which he
now lacks?
Really, Mr. Editor, as you see, these questions are troublesome. I want Reform, 1 perhaps wish to be a reformer. It would be a
sweot thought after electiou that X had
joioed
the uoble kuot of humble citizens, unknown to
public fame, who bad broken in pieces the corrupt ring of office holders. How grand to be
the little David to slay this Goliah! But supposing that Goliah not only kills David, but
does it without effort, will tho immediate
friends of the deceased be able to think of his
fate with complaceocy? May they not instead
iuscribe u^on bis tomb some such epitaph as
this:
"To be a noble ox he lusted—
But from excess of wind ho busted.”
I believe the liberty party some elections ago,
were able to defeat tbe Whigs,bat thereby gave
the victory to tbe Democrats. Is that a good
example to follow? In short, Mr. Editor, is
not this Bristow movement in Massachusetts a
misuse of energy and ability at the present
time, and an exhibition ot an almost feminire
impatience aud inability to await events? If a
bad nomination be made at Cincinnati, there
will be enough ready t) bol'; but until that
convention is held why should any clique of
Bostouiaus be so anxious to settle tbe decisions
of the party, and if they aspire to do s j will
they merit or receive any thanks?

eager throng of bidders, aod things
off with great spirit and success uDder
the stimulus of active competition. Dealers
appeared from every large city in tbe United
States, and bought with an alacrity which
was an

went

for some

satisfactory

test

to assure them

that

prices had reached their minimum in order to
gird on their strength for a fresh start in the
race for proflts.
Goods sold low of course.
That was to be expected. But the number
and character of the purchasers, the confidence
with which they entered the lists, and tbe
spirit of hopefulness which pervaded the assemblage were all auguries of better times.
One of the encouraging features of this occasion was the evidence it gave that while so
many traders have been obliged to sucoumb to
the pressure a goodly number of strong aod
steadfast houses remained to contest for prizes
in the great lottery of business.
They are

ready

to

profit by a reaction whenever it comes.
no instant appreciation of values

There will be

perhaps, certainly

no

returning

waveof san-

guine speculation, but something like an established market, iu which people can buy and
sell with the confidence inspired by tbe belief
that tbe laws of supply and demand and the
relations between producer and consumer are
not entirely suspended.
The sale was on four
months credit, but the buyers were men of
such high standing that the risk of
selling
them was very trifling. Many of them could
cash their bills without tbe slightest inconvenience at almost any time of year, aod
parnow when tbe rate of interest
ranges from two and a half to five per cent, per

ticularly just
annum.

It would be by no means safe to assume that
the surplus stocks of dry goods have been suffi-

ciently

reduced yet to bring production and
into
healthful juxtaposition.
And until that point Is reached the
public may
reel an easy assurance that
they will not have
to pay ewrbitant prices for the
leading staples in that line. All the materials which constitute the necessary clothing of men or women

consumption

about half the price they
the decade preceding the
are lines of goods—print cloths
that rule forty per cent lower

are at

ing

averaged durpanic. There
for example—
than they did

before the rebellion broke out, and when we
were on a specie basis. The
people can live

cheaply now. What they need is employment.
One of the most inevitable coosequenoes of a
commercial revulsion is to compel a large number of changes of occupation. There are fewer
shop keepers and middle men than there were.
Producers and consumers are getting nearer
together, and are not obliged to submit to so
many exactions for intermediary services in
exchanging their commodities. This all goes
to help the masses, but it bears with peculiar

severity upon the individuals who have hitherto
derived their support from that source.
In New York there always is an excess of
applicants

for situations over the requirements
The fascinat on of a pursuit in
which there are possibilities of fortune, attract
hitber ambitious youths from all parts of the

of

business.

country to increase the native supply which is
never scanty.
Consequently in the noon tide
of prosperity clerks can always be hired for a
pittance, and there is never room for all that
are seeking places.
Bnt after such a panic as
we had in 1873—when so many mercantile
houses were engulfed in hopeless iusolvency,
and those that survived the storm reduced their

expenses to the lowest possible figure, such a
multitude of men were thrown out of employment that it is pitiful to witoess the
eager
strife with which they jostle each other in
quest of any kind of a position. Even the
humbler offices ia the federal, state and muni-

cipal service, which are wretchedly ill paid and
of most uncertain tenure, are sought for with
iotense avidity. On the occurrence of the recent change in the bead of the Appraiser’s Department in the New York Cnstom House, the
incumbent was besieged with importunities for appointments, notwithstanding the
new

places

were

nlleU and the

substitution

was

al-

together personal and in no sense political, in
less than sixty days be bas received thirteen
hundred applications, and there are but two
hundred and ten posts at his disposal, so that
if he were to turn out every man in his force,
to
make
room
for
tbe
besiegers, be
would still be obliged to disappoint considerably more than four-fifths of them. And yet,
this calculation of chances makes
of expecunts follow up the
escalade with a perseverance that ignores obstacles and a pertinacity wb ch is terribly destructive of tbe peace and comfort of the gentlemen who happen to be the object of their
solicitations.
Bearing in mind that here is a ratio of eightyfour per cent. of petitioners to sixteen per cent,
of places, and that too of places which are
neither vacant nor likely to be vacated, and
which it is for the most part an utter waste of

hopeless

the

as

effort, thisjarmy

time to seek, you can form some idea of the
numbers that have been reduced to penury and
are suffering privation and misery in the
grest
metropolis because they can get nothing to do

whereby they can earn bread. Years must
elapse before business will revive to a sufficient
extent to give them all an opportunity to gain
a livelihood by their old calling even
if their
sad experience should deter others from enter,
ing into the list of competition with them.
The beet thing they can do for their own advantage and that of the community is to migrate to regions where there are lands to be
tilled and crops to be raised. The hardy independence of the farmer is infinitely preferable
to the toilsome, precarious and subordinate life
of a clerk.
An exodus of ten or twenty
thousand of this class of onr citizens, woald
diminish the burdens of New York and add
to tbe store of the country at large.
The events of the week have lifted some of
the clouds that obscured the political horizon.
Leaving out of view the possibilities of tbe ap-

something

pearance while tbe tournament is at Its
ui
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ai-

read; foreshadowed under the title of the “Unknown” and who is expected by some to bear
off the prize—there ye but two competitors for
the Republican nomination whose chsnoes are
at this moment
wotth considering.
One of
them hails from your State, the other from
ours.
No Repubticao, do citizen indeed,who is
loyal to his country aud sincere in his desire
for economy in administration, and fidelity in
public trusts, can reasonably take exception to
either of them. The attacks which have been
made npon your Representative have certainly
wrought him no harm w popular estimation. In
fact it is not at all unlikely they have benefited
him.
There are iu all manly natures instincts
which repel with scorn, imputations and aspersions that manifestly have their origin iu
meannrtb and spite. And what could be more
and sneaking than the reviving ef old conversations, or the hunting up of obsolete cor-

low

respondence, snd the turning of either to political account? It is not very creditable to the
press that such electioneering staff finds publishers. But it is acheeriDg sign ef an improved public sense of decorum, that if it has
any appreciable effect at all, it is favorable instead of adverse to the assailed party.
It seems entirely clear now that Mr. Bristow
will have no considerable following In the Convention uuless it be for the second place on the
ticket. His canvass was worked np with great
zeal in type and make a prodigious show considering bow little substance there was in it.
His lieutenants, Generals Burnett and Wilson,
deserve credit for doing all that could be done
In his behalf. They invested the Union League
Club, and a tenth of its members surrendered
unconditionally. They organized a “Reform”
Society, aud secured the prisoners they took at
the siege of tho Club, as picket) t) man their
outposts.
They issued darning manifestoes
passed volumes of resolutions, and did all the
things which politicians without » party possibly could do. But when ,it came to veritable
business the performance could not go on for

want of actors.

Bat whether this

palpably in-

discreet effort to lift their favorite to the first
place has damaged his chances for the second,
it is not so easy to determine.
It has been

qnite

to

the custom

associate

in

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN

connec-

with tbe nomination, the names of
“Blaine and Bristow” “Conkling aud Hayes”
and it cannot be denied that either of them
would make a decidedly Btrong combination.
I do not think it in good taste or good tem.
tion

per for Republicans to allow their preferences
to take tbe extreme form of exalting some candidates aud disparaging others. Just as soon
as the work of the Convention is
completed wo
shall have to join hands iu the common strife

victory.

for

The

political orthodoxy of tho
nominee every subaltern in the party had a

right to insist upon. But there is not now,
and as I have always strenuously maintained,
there never has been danger on that point.
The Republicans are too sensible and well satisfied with their organization to declare for anybody whose fidelity to tho cause was questionable

or

lukewarm.

They could not be expected

to vote for any man who was not a cordial suppotter of the administration of General Grant.
If the party were cowardly enough or dishonorable enough to repudiate it; obligations to the
eminent sol lie.' and civilian who has led it so
bravely and wisely for eight years it would desorve to be crushed out of existence.
If it were

MAINE;}

10 o'clock and examined liarney,
the
former doorkeeper, in regard to the payment of
to
Kerr
for
the
money
Speaker
appointment in
the army, of A. P. Green in 1860.
Messrs.

Kerr, Morrison, Scott,Lord,Hereford. Springer,

A CANAAN FAltIUIll£ SHOT IN A

({IIABREL
[.Special Despatch

to

the Press.]

Fairfield, May 29.—Ourvillage was thrown
into a state of excitement today by the nows of
a shooting affair in Canaan, yesterday.
It
that two farmers named Harmon and
Herrin got into a dispute about the right to a
field, and that Herrin shot Harmon, indicting, it is thought, a mortal wound.
Immediately after shooting Harmon Herrin loaded his gun and started for the woods, threatening to shoot aoy one who followed him.
At

seems

last reports he had not been captured.
Harmon is alive, bat is not expected to recover.
[To the Associated Press.l

to

have been from Washington’s time to ours—
had impaired its faith in bis purity and ability
it would be guilty of ao act of monstrous folly
and base ingratitude.
As an indication of what intelligent gentle-

Drowned.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, May 29.—At Tenant’s Harbor,
yesterday, Charles Fullhart and John Leonard
were drowned by the upsetting of a sail boat.
Fnllhart's body was recovered last night.
Presentation.

men think of tho administration, I was struck
with tho remark of a wealthy citizen retired
from business, who'was formerly a Democrat,

bnt of late

years had not been especially
identified with any party. Said he, “if I
were to j udge by what I read in the papers
I should oorne to tho conclusion that the government at

Washington

was

dreadfully

cor-

But I form my conclusions by results. I notice that when Johnson was
President tbe tax on whiskey was two
dollars per gallon and we got a revenue
from it of eighteen million dollars. Since Grant
has been President, the tax is fifty cents and

rupt.

we

get sixty-five millions out of it. I make up

my mind that an administration that marks
that degree of improvement cannot be very

ball”
There is no getting away from that reasoning
—which will be found quite as applicable to all
other matters as to those of revenue. Stump
may declaim, and hungry partisans
may bellow till they are hoarse about “corruption” but the government has never been more

the

Thiseveu'ng Prof.John Singhi was mad6
recipient of an elegant silver conet by

the
the

members of his band.
Ponrth of July.
Bangor, May 29.—E. B. Heally will deliver
the oration in this city on the 4th of July.
Editors and Publishers Association.
Augusta, May 29.—The Maine editors and
publishers who start on their excursion to Philadelphia June 5th, will bo quartered during
their stay at the Elm Avenue Hotel, Fowler &

Co., proprietors.

Rain.

Bangor, May 29.—A heavy
menced this evening.
Eire.
An old house owned by the
destroyed by fire to-night

valueless.

NEW

ralu storm com-

Duffy heirs
Unoccupied

wag

and

HAMPSHIRE.

orators

frugally, faithfully, judiciously

conducted than
it has since Gen. Grant entered upon the occuYarmouth.
pancy of the Executive chair.

Portsmouth and Dover Railroad.
Portsmouth, May 29 —The committee reports that the board is without funds adequate
for the completion of its depots, that it cannot
assess its stockholders, that it has no means of

and other members of the House were present.
When asked about the payment of money witness refused to testify, and when told that he
would be compelled to do so, he asked for time
to consider the matter
I3y advice of counsel
Kerr said if witness knew anything relating to
him he was willing he should tell the truth
about it.
Witness—Does Mr, Kerr want me to tell all
I know?
Kerr—Yes, I want you to tell the truth about
it.
Witness—Then 1 will tell what I know and
I wUl tell the truth about it too.
Witness then said that when Green came to
him he told him that he would make inquiries
and as soon as he could find a vacancy he
would let him know. In looking over the list
he found a vacancy in.Kerr’s district.
He saw
Kerr and told him that he had a friend who
wanted an appointment.
Kerr said he had
made a nominal ion but the person had not
qualified, and that if Green could bring satisfactory letters of recommendation from some
of his Democratic friends in New York he
should be appointed. Witness told Kerr that
if the appointment was made he should be
paid for it. To this Mr. Kerr returned no answer except to
give witness an invitation to call
at his room.
The next evening witness went to Kerr’s
room and the matter was talked over.
Kerr
said the place was worth $500 and witness said
he did not believe Green was able to pay so
much.
Green sent to New York and got the
required letters, which Kerr said were satisfacA
few days after witness and Greeu
tory.
went to see Kerr, and the latter said he would
make the appointment.
Green then raised
$110 and gave it to witness, who added $10
more.
A few days afterwards he met Kerr
coming out of the eastern front of the Capitol.
Kerr inquired if he had got the money yet,
whereupon he pulled a roll of bills out of his
pocket and gave them to Kerr, who put the
money into bis pocket. The nomination was
then made.
Green returned heme in a few
days and sent witness the additional $10.
“This”, said witness, “is the whole story.”
Bass said be had no further questions to ask
and witness was then turned over to Kerr’s
counsel, R. K. Elliott, who cross-examined him
at length, but witness adhered to the story

throughout.

After Harney’s testimony, the examination
for to-day being at an end, Speaker Kerr remarked that he did not want to retire without
saying a few words, and asked to be sworn.
This having been done he said: “I only want
to remark to-day that I deny every material
statement made by this witness affecting my
personal honor and official integrity. That is
all. If I were in sufficient health [ would make
a statement of the circumstances which led to
this investigation in connection with the anonymous letter I received, but 1 do not feel able to
do so to-day. I will further say that consciously I never knew this witness in my life, but I
do not say nor wish to be understood as saying
that he
did not introduce Green
to
me.
I do
net know six. doorkeepers
about
this House now
though they are supposed to be my political friends.
I
never
consciously exchanged one miuute’s
wuivaowviuu

An Egyptian Funerai..—The funeral of Bauh iaim

acuoruiug to ancient r.gy puan rites,
the occasion for a gathering of nearly 4000
people at the Masonic Temple in New York,
Sunday afternoon. The deceased Baron, wflo
came to this country fifteen years ago, had exuu

was

pressed

a wish that no Christian priest or minister should be allowed to take part in his obsequies. They were conducted by the T leosophical Society of New York.
Only those hav-

ing

fifteen hundred in all,
admitted to the building. The assemblage
was well dressed and intensely curious in retickets, about

were

gard

to

the nature of the funeral rites.

They

simpler character than had
been expected.
The coffin cont lining the body was placed on
a dais on the platform.
On the coffin were
seven lights, arranged in the shape of a triangle.
Col. Olcott acted as master and conducted the
ceremonies. With him were six others to make
responses.
They were habited in long black
robes. After brief intervals of music the questions and responses began.
They consisted of
curiously phrased questions and answers from a
regular Egyptian liturgy in regard to the nature
of God, the human soul and a future state of
existence. During the questions and answers
incense was burned and a figure of a serpent
twisted round a wooden “T” stood beside {the
coffin. An old gentleman, who did not like the
nature of the ideas put forth in the ritual, ordered his daughter to leave the organ, so some
of the musical part of the ceremonies had to
be dispensed with.
Col. Olcott delivered a lengthy address on the
nature of Tbeosophism, and said that the deceased Baron after a long life in courts and a
career of ambition, finding nothing in the
creeds to satisfy his inquiries in regard to a future state, found consolation in the Theosophic.
After the rites were over the remains were
removed to a vault in the Lutheran cemetery,
and a will, it is said, be cremated as soon as
permission can be obtained from the authorities. The body was embalmed soon after death.
were

of a much

The Thievish Cadets.—The robbery for
which nine young midshipmen have been expelled from the Naval Academy at Annapolis
occurred in this wise:
On Saturday, May 19,
Mr. Simon Goldsmith, proprietor of a large

gentleman’s furnishing goods store in Baltimore, visited Annapolis for the purpose of
selling goods to first class midshipmen,who are
about to go on their regular summer cruise, as
before starting en such voyages it is customary
fcr them to lay in a stock of wearing apparel.
For several years Mr. Goldsmith; has supplied
demand, and on the present visit he car-

this
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ties, cuffs, collars, sleeve buttons, underwear
and other notions, valued in all at 8108. These
goods were, however, merely taken as samples.
After displaying his goods in one of the rooms
Mr. Goldsmith went out for a walk with two
of the students, leaving the goods in the room
and locking the door.
On returning the door
was found broken open and the most
costly
samples missing. A search of the rooms of the
cadets was made and the stolen property found
nine students who have all'benu expelled from
the Academy. The youngest of the lot is 17,
the oldest 21. All have heretofore borne good
reputations, and all belong to wealthy families
except two.
News and Other Items.
The “Centennial plan” for making horse car
conductors honest is to fire off a small cannon
after the reception of eSch fare.

Joseph Jefferson,

the comedian, has named
his latest born after the New York critic, William Winter.
The wife of

ex-chief

cleik Avery of the
Treasury Department, who was convicted of
complicity in the crimes of the St. Louis whiskey ring, has recently been given a clerkship
in the Interior Department at Washington.
James Lee, a person of color, has applied for

permission to exhibit his father at the Centennial. The old gentleman claims to be 102 years

old, and young James says that, though his
papa was not Washington’s body servant, “he
looked very much like Gen. Washington,
and had been mistaken for him several times.”
Edward S. Stokes sleeps in the
dissecting

of the hospital in Sing Sing prison.
Some nights his rest is broken by tbe
bringing
in of corpses. His term will expire on the 2Gth
of October next, and he expresses the intenroom

tion of returning to New York to live, notwithstanding “the threats of Jay Gould and
his ruffians.”
Mr. A. B. Stockwell, erstwhile of Wall
St,
where, after a brief, dashing career, he was
cleaned
out on Pacific Mail, has turned
finally
up on the English turf in a new role, his exploits in which have astonished the British
turftsmen. In partnership with a notations

gambling Lord, Stockwell entered for the late
great race for three-year-olds a horse which the
book-makers and betters with one accord pnt
down as certain to come out second in the race.

Having

staked moderately on their nag, Stockwell and his partner bought the favorite “Pa-

trarch,' carefully letting the fact leak out, to
create the impression that they meant to save
1
their bets on the other nag 4jy
having ‘Petrarch’ * ridden to lose the race.
Thereon the
knowing ones, who know Stock well’s reputation on this side the water, bet
heavily against
the favorite, running the odds up to 25 to
1,
which Stockwell and his partner

quietly took,

entering the favorite to win. which ho did.
They are reported to have cleared an immdlse
sum by the trick, which the
English, strange
as it may seem, haven’t got done
wondering at

yet, while in Wall street, where Stockwell was
so easily cleaned oat, the wonder is that there
are men on the English turf, or anywhere
else,
who are such innocents as to be
him.

taken

in

by

_

What Somebody told Somebody Else.
Boston, May 29.—The Herald will publish
to-morrow a report of au interview with a
prominent lawyer of this city who acted as
attorney for the creditors of Warren Fisher,Jr.,
(contractor) for buildiDg the Ft. Smith ami
Bittle Hock Kailroad, in their
investigation to
discover what became of
£1,000,000 of bonds
ana securities said to have
beeu given to Fisher.
aMerney says that Fisher states he had
paid lion. J. G. Blrine £130,000 for do consideration whatever; that
Caldwell, who acted as his
agent in negotiating the securities, used a
of
them in advancing his own
great portion

enterprises.

lUETEOItOLOlilCAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

ist against it, that the cities of Portsmouth and
Dover cannot, under existing laws, make any
farther advances in behalf of the road, that the
stock limited and unsold cannot at this time be
sold at par as required by law, and therefore
recommend that an effort be made to secure
such legislation as may be deemed essential to
enable said cities, in the exercise of their discretion, to meet all just and legal claims
against the road, and complete the construction of the depots, either by taking more
stock,
or allowing the rental and dividends due to all
the shareholders to be appropriated for
payment of all legal claims against the
road, and
for the construction of depots. The report was
accepted. The President being absent, W. H.
Y. Hackett was chosen President pro tem, and
it was voted, on motion of C. H. Sawyer, that
the committee already appointed be a comm'ttee to obtain such necessary legislation as will
enable the corporation to make provision for
the payment of the outstanding debt of the
road. Mr. Hatch addressed the meeting, giving
a sketch of the history of the
Concord and
Portsmouth railroad and predicting a successful result in this corporation. The meeting adfourned till July 19th.

NEW YORK.
Commodore Vanderbilt Worse.
New York, May 29—Last evening Commodore Vanderbilt was taken with a sudden
chill,
and his physicians remained with him during
the night.
He was very restless and this
morning very low, although perfectly conscious. None but the members of his
family
are permitted to see him.

THE INDIANS.
Gen. Crook’s Expedition.
New York, May 29.—A Fort Fetterman despatch of yesterday saj s the expedition is now
across the river and will move to
day.
A mau just from the Black Hill says that his
was
shot
the
companion
Indians on the
by
way and he had helped bury 73 out of the 300
men who had been killed in the Hills
by the
Indians. All who can leave are abandoning
the place, as gold digging is not profitable and
and the Sioux are murdering and robbing
daily
between the North Platte and tho Pacific railroad, and stampeding cattle.
Gen. Crook has no doubt but that Red Cloud
abets the Indian raiders, and thinks the contractors, interpreters and agents oppose the
subjugating of the Sioux, as the Indian ring
desite to prevent any change in the condition of
affairs, which now tends to the continuance of
their frauds. He believes that many stories
from the Black Hills are exaggerated, and
thinks that a hold stand will ha maria hw
Sioux and that the whole savage force will be
concentrated in the Big Horn country.
It is
doubtful if the Crow scouts can be secured.
Iron Bull, famous in battles with the Sioux,
will probably be the leading chief if they
join
the troops.
Warriors on the War Path.

Omaiia. May 29.—Capt. Nickerson aide-de-

camp to Gen. Crook, telegraphed to-day from
Fort Fetterman that alt the yonug warriors
have left Red Cloud, going north to join
Sitting
Bull, leaving their families to be protected at
the agencies. Capt Egan encountered over
800 going north. The indications are that Gen.
Crook and others will have to contend
against
the whole force of the Sioux.
Gen. Crook’s
command left Fort Fetterman this
morning.
The Black Hills murders.
Minneapolis, May 29.—Israel Hawes, just
arrived from the Black Hills, says he helped
bnry persons killed by Indians every day.
The bodies of those murdered are
always found
with six bullet holes and six knife stabs in
them besides the loss of the scalp.
Hawes
had several narrow escapes.
Every party that
attempted to enter or leave the Hills is attacked, and more or less fall victims. One party
of 25 attempted to escape and only one lived to
tell the story. More parties are leaving
every
day than arrive in a week.
There are some
5000 men in the Hills, among whom there are
probably 50 that are making §20 peT dayy to
1000 who make §1.
Attack on Custer City.
Omaha, May 29.—A citizen of this place just
arrived from Custer City, says on the night of
the 19th that place was attacked
by Indians,
who burned the ammunition house in the centre of the city, which in blowing
up destroyed
several houses. His party, numbering 9G, left
at daylight the next morning and cannot
give
the particulars
They buried Jno. Schenck of
who
had
been
shot
8
miles
Yankton,
from Buffalo Gap on the north side of the Platte.
Between Red Cload and Sidney they found the
of
T.
P.
Hermann
of Carlisle, Pa., who
body
had §7500 in checks and §21 in greenbacks
with him. The Indians left these, but
stripped
him of everything else and run off his stock.
Took the body to Sidney 'and from there forwarded it home.
On the 17th the Indians attacked a miner’s
cabin at midnight at Rosebud, between Custer
and Deadwood, and surprised and killed all the
occupants, literally hacking them to pieces.
About 4000 people are in Custer and 1200 houses.
Nothing can be done on account of tho
Indians. If a man goes a mile from the
camp
ul

ocaipi

Crimes and Casualties.
Extensive fires are raging in Carroll, in tho
vicinity of the Twin Mountain House and several hundred cords of wood belonging to
Brown’s Lumber Co. have been burned.
The body of a young man apparently about
18 years of age, was found in the Merrimac
near W. B. Thoms’ hat factory on River
street,
Haverhill. It is thought it may be the person
missing Irom Lawrence since East-day.
Tho mission house, connected with
the
Church of our Lady of Perpetual Help, at the
Highlands, was partly burned Sunday night.
Loss about £9,000, nearly covered by insurance.

Frederika Trechan threw her child into tho
lake at Chicago, Sunday, and then, with her
baby in her arms, jumped iu herself. The
bodies were found yesterday morning. The
woman is said to have been insane.
Passengers from the Hot Springs, Arkansas,
report intense excitement there on Saturday
over tho shooting of John C. Hale, a
prominent
citizen of that place, and son-in-law of ex-Governor Brown of Tennessee, by Win. P,
Walsh,
postmaster. The difficulty grew out of Wash’s
building a store on some ground claimed by
Hale. Walsh emptied a double barrelled shot
gun into Hale’s side,inflicting a mortal wound.
Walsh has been arrested.
John and James Young, uuder sentence of
death at Cayuga, Canada, managed to remove
the shackles, Sunday, and attacked the jailor,
leaving him for dead, and escaped.
The establishment of I?. J. WilsoD, flaji-culturists at Astoria, I* I., was almost destroyed
by fire Sunday night. Loss £10,000; partly insured.
Three white men, McCarie, Graham and Dumorville, sleeping in camp in Iberville parish,
La., were attacked by a negro, who killed McDardle and Graham with an axe and wounded
The negro then plundered tho
Dumorville.
ramp and fled.
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that person. I never knew him, and he was
never at my rooms as he has stated, and of
course I never received any money from him
nor from any one else.
Mr. Crosby, Chief Clerk of the War Department, produced papers relative to Augustus P.
Green. The first was a descriptive list dated
June 12,1866, and signed by Mr. Kerr, recommending Green to be appointed second lieutenant in the army, and certifying Green was personally known to him as a person of good
character, and that he believed Green was mentally, morally and physically qualified tc perform the duty of lieutenant in the army.
The next paper produced was also dated June
12th, 1876, and was from Nelson Taylor addressed to the War Department, asking the return of papers he had filed in behalf of Greene.
These papers were returned and afterwards
given by Greene to Mr. Kerr. The third paper
was one filed with the President by Hon. Wyer
Strouse, requesting the appointment of Greene.
The first paper was addressed to the Secretary
of War by Mr. Kerr, dated July 31,1866, as
follows; “Will you have the kindness to send
the commission of Augustus P. Greene to his
address at Madison Avenue, New York City.
He was nominated by me.” The fifth was as
follows:
House of Eepresemtatives, I
Washington, April 18, 1876.
j
Gen. E. D. Townsend, Adjutant Gen. My
Dear St,—May I trouble you to inform me
whether there is now in the army a man named
Augustus P. Greene, of the rank of First
Lieutenant, or any higher rank, and if such
person is not in the army, whether he was in
the last fonr or five years, and how he got out.
Your attention will greatly oblige me.
X have
the honor to be very truly yours,
M 0. Kerb,
The General replied that Aug. P. Greene was
a first lieutonant in the 4th
artillery, and was
dismissed from service by sentence by court
martial, March 28, 1873. He was appointed in
the regular army July 20,1866. He had previously served as an officer of volunteers.
The committee adjourned till Wednesday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
The general belief here among Republicans
as well as Democrats is that
Harney has falsified, and that Kerr never received any money
from him.
His manner in testifying has
Several witnesses
strengthened this belief.
will tomorrow contradict him.
Tonight Harwhen
asked
whether
he
had been scalped,
ney,
said “No, but I have killed the Democratic

party.”
The testimony of Augustus P. Green

on Satthe press, relates in detail the
urday given
story of his obtaining an appointment in the
army in 1866 through Mr. Kerr, and of bis payment of S450 therefor to Lawrence
Harney.
Witness hud interviews with Kerr, at which
the latter asked many questions, apparently to
ascertain his capacity for the position, but not
one word ever passed between them about
money. Harney told witness he paid the monjverr.
air. iverr s recommenaation proey
cured his appointment without any additional
influence. He was not examined by any board.
He was dismissed the army having made an
unfortunate step, and was “gobbled up like a
meat worm by a mocking bird when it is hungry.” Witness three years after his appointment stopped at New Albany to pay bis respects to Kerr, which he would not have done
if he had believed Kerr received the money
which he (witness) paid to Harney
He did
not then believe and does not now believe that
Kerr received this money.
Tbe Venezuelan Award.
'Bfce President has transmitted, in answer to
a resolution of the Senate, a statement of the
amount of money in the custody of the Department of State to the credit of the awards
of the Mixed Commission under the treaty between the United States and
Venezuela, of the
25th of April, 1866. The total amount received from the Venezuelan government up to date
is 8110,206.
The Secretary of State has given
public notice that he will distribute 8 per cent,
of the sum awarded to the holders of the certo

tificates.
Bribery in Ihc Hawaiian Treaty Matter.
The Ways and Means Committee commenc-

ed the examination of charges of
bribery in
connection with tbe passage of the Hawaiian
treaty bill. The correspondent of the Baltimore Gazette testified that Sam
Ward, vestibuli
rex told him. that money had been
used, and
that the same statements had been substantially made by Messrs. Morrison and Kelley in
their speeches in the House in opposition to the
treaty. It happens that Messrs, Morrison and
Kelley are both members of the committee conducting the investigation.
The Senate Tabes Jurisdiction.
The Senate this evening, by a vote of 37 nays
to 29 yeas, rejected the resolution of Mr. Pad.
dock “that Wm. W. Belknap having ceased to
be a civil officer of the United States by reason
of his resignation befare the proceedings in impeachment were commenced against him by
the House of Representatives, the Senate cannot tako jurisdiction in this case.” It was
then decided by the same vote that said Belknap is amenable to trial by impeachment for
acts done a3 Secretary of War
notwithstanding
his resignation, and it was ordered that the respondent and managers on the part of the
House of Representatives appear on Thursday
next at 1 o’clock to hear the judgment of the
Retirement of Legal Tenders.
The Secretary of the Treasury has directed
the retirement of $404,208 of legal tenders,that
being 80 per cent of the national bank circulation issued during tbe present month.
This
leaves the outstanding greenback circulation

$370,123,668.

Various Ratters.
33d degree of Free
Masons, southern jurisdiction of the United
States, will be held in this city this week, commencing at noon to-day, and will probably continue the entire week.
Official despatches from the Asiatic station
report that the rumor some t;me since of a
mutiny on board the Tennessee was pure fabrication. The ship’s company never manifested any dissat'sfaction.
Receipts of internal revenue to-day were
$551,735: customs $447,250.
Despatches received at the Navy Department
announce that the Huron was off Vera Cruz
on the 18th inst.; the Mono at Brazos.
The
Santiago, Texas and Hartford arrived there on
the 15tb, en route for Tampico. The Shawmut
and Swartara were at Tampico.
The

Supreme Council,

I lie Kmir Tragedy.
Bellows Falls, Vt. May 29.—Tbe woman
Mrs. Cram, reported as being connected with
the Foster suicide or murder, at Keene, attempted suicide herself at this place yesterday
by taking laudanum. She wrote an order,
signing it herself, ordering the drnggist to let
the bearer, a small boy, have laudanum for the
toothache, and upon receiving it swallowed a
portion. Medical assistance was summoned so
early that antidotes seemed to take effect, and
although in a critical condition last night it is
thought she will recover.

Centennial Exposition.
Philadelphia, May 29.—The attendance at
Tbe
the exposition today was about 25,000.
weather is quite warm. Many judges of award
are at work and hope to make
considerable
Some of
progress before the eud of the week.
tbo boards adjourned from Saturday till tomorrow, owing to tbe absence of some members.
The

.

Halifax, May 29.—The Itrlian barque Jenny Queerald, from Brest for Quebec, went
ashore during a thick fog at Glace Bay, Cape

No 2 Amber Winter to arrive; 1 47 @ 1 55 lor
White Michigan. Rye is quiet. Barley dull. Barley
Malt is unchanged. Corn—receipts of 14,675 bush;
sales ot 159,000 bush; the market is a shade easier
with a fair trade for export and home use; options
lower with more active business; 57 @@ 57Jc for no
grade Mixed; 58 @ 58$c lor steamer Mixed; 59$ @
60c for graded Mixed; 57 @for 60c ungraded Western Mixed new; 61 Jc for new Yellow Southern; 60c
for Kansas Mixed. Oats—receipts ot 179,328 bush;
the market is dull aud without decided change; sales
52,000 bush; 32 @ 43c for Mixed Western ana State;
35 @ 48c tor White Western, including 9400 bush
No 2 Chicago for export at 40; No 2 New York Mixed
at 38c. Coffee nominal. Sugar is steady aud in fair
demand at 7} @ 7gc lor fair to good refining; 8c for
prime. Molasses quiet and unchanged. Riee is
steady. Petroleum quiet; crude at 8} @ 8}c; refined
at 14$c. Tallow dull and heavy at 8g @ 8}.
Naval
Stores—Rosin is unchanged. Turpentine is auiet at
31 $c for Spirits. Pork heavy and lower; new mess
at 19 75. Cut Meat quiet; middles dull and heavy—
Western long clear at 10}; 11 for city long clear.
Lard opened firm and closed lower; prime steam at
11 55 @ 11 60. Whiskey quiet at 112.

f

tor

Pacific.

ern

GREAT BRITAIN.
The Emma Mine in the House of

met at

Another Murder.

@ 1 21 tor No 2 Milwaukee; 1 30 @ 1 32 for No 1
Spring; 1 06 for no grade Winter Rea Western; 1 25

FOREIGN.

Mr. Blaine and the North-

The Kerr InreMigntiou.
Washington, May 29.—Clymer’s committee

Skowhegan, May 29.—Merritt Harmon,
man shot yesterday in Canaaa
by his father in-law, Henry Herrin, died this noon.

indicate by the slightest faltering that the
foolish gabble of which the President has been
the object so long—just as all other Presidents

WASHINGTON.

Tbe committee of the Iron Manufacturers
and Boiler Makers’ Union of Pittsburg, have
been unable to compromise differences about
the juice of labor.
Several mills have closed,
and the Boiler Makers’ Union have determined to stop work after Wednesday unless an advance is conceded.

Com.

moil.

A 1.tiler from

Eli.bn Albius.

Boston, May 29.—The following letter given
to the press to night, explains itself:
Boston, May 29.
lion. J. G. Blaine: My Dear Sir,—I have
read the charges against you in the New York
Sun of Saturday, concerning the Northern
Pacific matter, and also your reported remarks
in regard thereto.
It is dne you that I should

say that I consider yonr action in that matter
was simply from a disposition to do a fiiendly
act: that you had no pecuniary interest whatever in the transaction, and it was fully understood that on no account would you become
personally interested in the Northern Pacific
shares. Your conduct was perfectly fair and
honorable, and I am surprised that any one
oan see anything in
it to complain of, or to
criticise. As ths wbole|transaction literally ended without accomplishing anything,- and as
the party proposing to sell the Northern Pacific
interest never delivered it, and those advancing
money receiving it back again with interest
without the slightest deduction by you for commissions or expenses, it seems to me very
absurd to make any reference to it. 1 shall
give this letter to the public, as l think such a
statement is due you from myself.
Respectfully yours,
Elisha Atkins.
(Signed)

London, May 29.—In the House of Comthis afternoon, Phillip Callan (liberal)
asked the government whether in view of the
grave disclosures made by the foreign affairs
committee of the House of Representatives at
Washington, concerning the connection of certain British subjects with the Emma Mining
Company, the government intended to ask the
law officers of the crown for opinions regarding the propriety of instituting criminal proceedings against persons implicated therein.
Disraeli said the proceedings of the committee of the Americau House of Representatives
are not yet before him in such an authoritative
manner as to justify him in taking the grave
steps desired by Mr. Callan.

mons

Mr. Callan then gave notice that he would at
early day move for the appointment of a select committee to investigate the Emma mine,
the Lisbon tramway and other kindred under-

Freights to Liverpool—market is firmer; Cotton
per sail 9-32d; Cotton per steam at 5-16d: Corn per
steam 9d; Wheas do 9$d.

an

Chicago, May 29.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat in active demand; opened strong and higher
and closed at inside prices; No 1 Chicago Spring at
110; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 06} on spot: 1 03} @
1 03| seller June; No 3 Chicago Spring at 98c on the
spot. Corn active and lower; No 2 at 45c on spot;
43$c seller June. Oats are in fair demand hut at
lower rates; No 2 at 28$ on spot; 28$c seller for July.
Rye is firm at 70 @ 70$c. Barley is irregular; cash
higher and options lower at 70c on spot; 53} @ 55c
seller June. Pork unsettled, lower and panicky at
18 65 & 18 75 on spot; 18 65 @ 18 75 seller June. Lard
active aud lower at 1115 on spot and seller lor June.
Bulk Meats are in fair demand and lower; shoulders
at 6gc; clear rib sides 9gc; clear sides at 91. Whiskey 1 09.
Receipts—12,000 bbls hour, 72,000 bush wheat, 281,000 bosh corn, 119,00b bush oats. 26,000 bush barley,
935 bush ol rye.

takings.
Winslow to be Surrendered.
te inquries made in the lobby of the
Houso of Commons show that the British government doubtless intends to surrender Winslow to the United States, and its ouly difficulty
is to find the means of doing so gracefully.
Members of Parliament of all parties agree as
to the justness of the surrender.

Replies

TURKEY.

THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
Batch of Worthless Testimony.
Washington, May 29.—The sub-Judiciary
Committee today continued the investigation
of the $01,000 bond charge against ex-Speaker
Blaine.
J. F. Meguire of Washington, testified that
in March, 1875, he was at tbe Fifth Avenue
Hotel in New York, with J. F. Wilson and J.
Mr. Wilson went out of the
C. S. Harrison.
said to witness, “Meguire
room and Harrison
I can tell you something that will make those
fellows (Union Pacific men) squirm.”
Harrison then asked witness if he had seen
some caricatures in one of the papers regarding
“Blaine up a tree,” etc.
Witness said he knew all about that picture,
and when Wilson came in Harrisou said “Meguire knows all about Blaine.” Wilson said
“You must not say anything about that, for
it will ruiu Blaine and hurt the Republican
A

party.”

Witness said he led them to believe he knew
all about it when he really knew nothing, only
what he had just heard them say.
Witness knew nothing whatever of his own
knowledge about Mr. Blaine’s connection with
these bonds. Witness saw Wilson after he testified here, and asked him to explain what he
meant by saoing to witness in New York that
it would ruin Blaine if the story got out. Wilson said he only meant that if such a story was
told and talked about it would become scandal
and ruin Blaine, whether true or not.
Witness reported that he had no knowledge
whatever of any connection that Blaine had
with the bonds referred to.
W. P. Denakla testified that he was a contractor of Little Rock and Fort Smith road in
IOTA
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for his services as contractor.
He did not perform an; service, but sold bis contract out to
Warren Fisher, who agreed to pay him in 300
bonds and $10,500 in stock.
Witness sold the
bonds and found the stock worthless. He traded some of the bonds for land and some he
loaned to friends.
Witness knows nothing whatever of 75 bonds
of that road going into the Union Pacific Company, had never heard of it till he read it recently in the papers, and knows nothing of
Blaine’s connection with them. Witness heard
bonds wero selling for $60 to $70 in 1871, and
tried to sell for that, but could not doit. Would
not have taken less than $30 to $40 for them at
any timo while he owned them.

Forty-Fourth Congress—First

Session.

SENATE.

Washington,

The Senate went

D. C., May 29.
into secret session on the

impeachment question.
HOUSE.
Mr. Adams offered the following:
Whereas the fact isapparentjthat all branches
of manufacturing,mechanical and mining pursuits are at this time greatly depressed and
that all legislation which tends to embarrassment by the unsettling of value or the rendering of manufacturing, mechanical or mining
operations uncertain is unwise and injudicious
therefore
Resolved, That in the judgment of this House
legislation affecting the tariff is at this time in-

expedient.

The previous question having been ordered
Mr. Morrison moved to reconsider and it was
reconsidered, yeas 119, nays 95.
Mr. Morrison then rose to debate the resolution and the resolution thus giving time to debate it went over under the rules until Monday
next.

House then went into the Committee of the
Whole on the bill to debate the proceeds of the
sale of public lands for educational purposes.
Mr. Walter explained and advocated the bill.
Mr. Cabell then addressed the House in regard to the system of internal revenue taxation.
Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, a member of
the Ways and Means Committee, addressed the
committee in opposition to the tariff bill, and
Chittenden of New York was the next speaker.
He had no personal ends or theories to support,
but be had 30 years experience in an honest
business. It was no exaggeration to say that
the commerce of the country, especially the
The country
foreign commerce, was in ruin.
was chained by the legal tender
madness and
If the present tariff
by a prohibitory tariff.
were continued the foreign trade of the counwould
be
try
extinguished. The pending tariff
bill had many good features, but the things
that were most needed in it were most conspicuuua

vy

men

auseuue.
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chairman of the Committee on Ways and
Means for his courage and intelligence in recommending a tax on tea and coffee and predicted that the revenue of the government
would never again be adjusted to its expenses
until a tax was imposed on tea and coffee. He
believed a tariff bijl could be framed in six
lines that would restore hope for despair, that
would give courage to thousands who were now
striving desperately to preserve something
from the wrecks of foreign and domestic
commerce.
That bill should provide a tax on
tea and coffee, and reduce all other duties temporarily 12£ or 15 per cent. Such a measure
would work no injustice or detriment to any interest, and would instantly form a basis for
reconstructing the shattered commerce of the

country.
Mr, Kasson of Iowa asked tho chairman of
the Committee on Ways and Means whether
he intended to bring the tariff bill t*> a vote at
this session.
Mr. Merrison replied he would like ito bring
it to early vote, and it would depend on the
business of the House whether he would do so.
He did not now anticipate that it would be voted on. He himself should yield to the appropriation bills, and if there was time after they
were disposed of he would ask a vote on the
tariff.
Mr. Burchard of Illinois—It will depend, I
suppose, on the length of the session.
Mr. Morrison—Very much.
Mr. Kassou—That still leaves the question
very much in doubt so far as the business interests of the country are concerned. 1 do not
believe it will be possible to bring the House to
an agreement on a tariff bill embracing such a
complete revision of the tariff unless it be first
prepared under the direction of a joint committee of the House and Senate, as was proposed
at the last Congress. There is yet time to provide for such a joint committee to take testimony and consider the subject fully during the
coming vacation.
The matter then passed over without action.
Mr.[Goodwin, from the Committee on Public
Lands, reported a bill providing for the sale of
the Osage ceded lands in Kansas to actual settlers. Passed.
Mr. Piper from the Committee on Commerce,
asked leave to report a resolution in regard to
modifying the treaty with China on the subject of immigration, but Mr. Holmau insisted
on interposing a motion to adjourn, and the
House at 5.20 adjourned till Wednesday.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
There wore only (17 arrests under the excise
law in New York Sunday.
The steamer Plymouth Itock got aground at
Bockaway Sunday evening, and kept a thousand excursionists there till late at night, and
then charged them fifty ceDts extra to
bring
them Lome,
A delegate convention of loyal Orangemeu of
the state of Massachusetts, will be held in Lawrence Thursday, June 1st.
The object is to arrange for a state parade of fourteen lodges in
that city on July 12th.
James Gallatin of New York, died in Paris
yesterday morning of pneumonia, aged 80.
Gallatin was the son of Albert Gallatin, and
for a long timeJPresident of the Gallatin
Bank,
which his father founded 50 years ago.
Base ball—Chicagos 11, Bhode Islands 2.
Bev. Dr. Stor-s will deliver the address at
that portion of the Centennial Celebration
which occurs the 3d of J uly at the Academy of
Music, New York.
D. Wennyss Jobson died of paralysis at the
Insane Asylum, Ward’s Island, Friday.
Today is a legal holiday in New York. Banks
public offices apd more important places of
business will be closed.
The New York Express says ex-Senator Jas.
O’Brien has lodged some important facts with
the sub-Judiciary Committee of the House in
reference to Lawrence Barney, who was appointed door-keeper through the influence of

Congressman Darling.

The Congressional Committee has arrived at
New Orleans and the investigation will commence

today.

Park street'church of Boston has issued a call
to the Bev. J. F. Withrow, D. D., pastor of the
Second Presbyterian church of Indianapolis.
Guiseppo Giglio, who escaped from the State
Prison at Charlestown, Mass., three months
since, returned voluntarily last night and surrendered himself.
District Attorney Dyer has obtained judgment on all the bonds of the illicit whiskey distillers, amounting in the aggregate to $1,0001100; also $10,000 against tbe Iron Mountain
Bailroad for back taxes.
The steamer Falmouth arrived at Halifax
last night.
At an adjourned meeting of citizens and
city
officials of Chicago last nielit, resolutions were
adopted recommending that an extension of
one, two and three years be obtained on outstanding city certificates, the city agreeing to
pay 7 per cent, interest.

Turkey Would Agree To.
London, May 29.—A despatch from Paris
What

says that there are some persons who maintain
that if the united powers should ask Turkey to
cede Herzegovina, charging the new principalities with their quota of the Turkish debt, and
settling the internal condition of these provinces in a manner meriting general confidence,
Turkey would not hesitate to agree.
England’s Intention.
An impression prevails at Portsmouth that
the government purposes takiug a bold position
respecting the Eastern question.
The Two Months’ Armistice.
A Berlin despatch to the Daily Telegraph
states that the Porte has indirectly notified the
powers that he will on no account consent to a
two months’ armistice.
The Servian Militia.
The Berlin correspondent of the Times telegraphs that the Servian militia, numbering
150,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry, with 300
pieces of artillery, are ready for action. Their
hospital utensils have been purchased at Vien-

Shipments-10,000 bbls flour, 110,000 bush wheat, 186,-

000 bush corn, 37,000 busu oats, 000 hush barley.
1600 bush rye.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
was firmer at 1 07 @ 1 071 seller June.
Corn is firm
at 45c seller May; 43$c seller June. Oats
28$c seller
June. Pork lower at 18 55 seller Juno.
Lard lower
at 1110 cash; 11 30 seller July.

Toledo, May 29.—Flour is dull. Wheat is dull;
Amber Michigan at 1 28; seller June at 128$; No 2
Amber Michigan at 1 10; No 3 Dayton and Michigan
Red 110. Corn is dull aud lower ;High Mixed on the
spot and seller May at 56c seller June; hold at 5(hi;
49$c otterea; low Mixed at 51c; No 2 White at 5uc.
Oats are dull; Michigan at 33c.
Receipts—00 bbls flour 25,000 bush Wheat, 41,000
bush Corn, 5,0C0 bush Oats,
Shipments—500 bbls flour, 3,000 bush Wheat.23,000
bush Corn, 7000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, May 29.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat is steady ;No 1 Milwaukee at 115};
hard do at l 22; No 2 Milwaukee at 11>8; seller June
1 07§; No 3 Milwaukee at 97$o. Corn weak; No 2 is

nominally at 44c. Oats are dull; No 2 at 29c. Rye
firm; No 1 at 72c. Barley demoralized; No 2 Spring
*
82c; No 3 nominally at 40c.
firmer—Wheat to Buflalo at 3; to Oswego

at

^Freights

na.

Receipts—8000 bbls flour, 12*000 bush wheat.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour,l63,000 bush wheat.
Si* Louis, May 29.—Flour is dull, unsettled and
weak. Wheat is firmer; No 2 Red Fall at 1 40 cash;

THE DOMINION.
The Ottawa Lumber Trade.

Ottawa, May 29.—A slight improvement is
reported in the lumber trade. The demand is
A New
greater and prices have advanced.
York firm have closed a contract for 5,800,000
feet.
The Canadian Shipping Act.
Tobonto, May 29.—A Globe cable despatch
dated London, Saturday, says that in the house
last night in reply to Mr. Childers, Sir Charles
Adderly said it was extraordinary that anyone

1 37$ bid seller June No 3 do saleable at 1 25. Corn
dull ;]No 2 Mixed at 42 @ 43c cash; 42$c seller June.
Oats are held firmly on light otterings; No2at33Ac.
Rye firmer at 62 @ 63c. Barley—no sales. W hiskey
nominally unchanged .sales at 1 09. Porkdull at 19 50
@20 00. Lard is nominal; current make 11. Bulk
Meats uominal. Bacon dull—shoulders at 7$; clear
rio and clear sides 10$ @ log.
Receipts—3800 bbls flour, 19,000 bush of wheat,*93.000 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 1000 bush barley.
000 bosh rye, 1,600 hogs, 1800 cattle.
rorK dull at 19 00.
unuuijiati, may
Lard
active and lewer—steam rendered at 11
11} cash
closing at inside figure; kettle do at 12} (gj 12). Bulk
Meats unsettled and lower: shoulders at 6}c; clear
rib sides 9} is 9}, closing, no buyers, at inside
figure;
clear sides at 9}. Bacon dull and tending
downward;
shoulders at 7}; clear rib sides at 10} @ log; clear
sides 11.
dull and lower; common to good
light at 5 50 (a) 6 25;falr to good heavy at 6 15
6 25;
receipts 1689 head; shipments 1170 head. Whiskey
in active demand at 107.

preieuumg to kuow suoum suppose me nonunion act of 18fi7 excluded Canada from the effect of the operation of the imperial acts, or
made Canadian bottoms other than British
ships. The acts contained two schedules of
subjects. The first enumerated were subjects
with which theDominionParliament might deal
outside of the provincial legislature.
The
second enumerated subjects with which provincial legislatures might deal exclusively of the
Dominiou Parliament, neither one nor the other excluded imperial
legislation, and the imperial Parliament overrode both just as before.
The imperial acts bound Her Majesty’s Canadian subjeots in this matter just as much as
It was a total mistake to
English subjects.
suppose the confederation act altered the relation of Canadian subjects to the imperial Parliament. A Canadian ship was a British ship
registered in Canada, and there was no distinction between the two.
The bill which the
house was now asked to pass to its third reading distinctly and rightly had borne in view the
existing state law and other relations between
British and Canadian subjects. The bill was
read a third time.
The Globe in commenting on the above says:
‘•This is strange doctrine in these times.
We
always supposed the object of giving constitutions to the colonies was that they might legislate as regarded all matters of domestic concern.
The people of Canada did not want the
confederation act to tell them, nor would Sir
Charles Adderlev if ho reads, history, either,
that the principles of the British constitution
itself are against his pretensions. The thing is
so absurd it really is not
worthy of argument at
all. All that Canada in relation to shipping
would contend for is that within Canadian jurisdiction a Canadian ship should be amenable
to Canadian laws.
Provisioning, manning,
loading, seaworthiness are all matters to be
regulated at the point of departure; they are
affairs of municipal concern and belong to the
authority under which they arise.”

da

Hogs

Detboit, May 29.—Flour is firm at 6 75.
Wheat
quiet and steady; extra White Michigan 1 38; No 1
White 134; No 2 White at 123; No 1 Amber Michigan 128}. Corn nominal. Oats quiet and steady:
Mixed at 34}c.
Keceipts—640 bbls flour, 18,200 bush Iwbeat, 1560
bush com, 5,370 bush oats.
Shipments—900 bbls flour, 15,360 bush wheat, 1140
bush com, 3,320 bush oats.
Cleveland May 29.—The Petroleum market is
firm and unchanged; standard 110 test at XI; nrime
White 150 testat 12 in car lots.
Chableston, May 27.—Cotton is quietl; Middling
8
uplands at llg ® ll}c.
New Obleans, May 29.—Cotton market steady;

Middling uplands llge.
Mobile, May 29.—Cotton market Is quiet; Middling uplands at log @ lie.
Savannah, May 29.—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 11c.
New Fork, May 29.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling uplands 113-16.
Memphis, May 29.—Cotton market is steady ;Miduplands log @ 11c.
Wilmington, May 29.—Cotton is unchanged ;Middling uplands 11c.
Galveston, May 29.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands llge.
Louisville, May 29—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at ll}c.

European Marketi.
M.—CodsoIs 93 3-16

London, May 29—12.30 P.

money and account.

London, May 29—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 10-40’s, 106}; United States new
5’5,105|; Erie 12; do preferred 19.
Liverpool, May 29.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steadier; Middling uplands at 5 15-16d; do Orleans at
6|rt; saleB 10,000 bales, including 2000 hales for speculation and export.
London, May 29—3,30 P. M.—Consols at 95 for
money and account.
May 29.—United States new Sr, at

Foreign "Voles.
A number of prominent members of the
House of Commons intend visiting Philadelphia in a body sometime during August or
September, and Bright and Foster will be
among the party.
Steps have already been
taken towards chartering a government steam-

^Feankfobt,

Sid im do 27th, barque Almira Robinson, Tarbox,
Havre.
PENSACOLA—Ar 23d, sch Veto, Henderson, trom

>r

X lew Orleans.

-.

]
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

1

WILMINGTON, N C—Ar 23d, sch White Sea,
lauft, Castine.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed oat 26th, ship Wm
1 Woodbury, for Bremen; Minnie M Watts, tor Green( ck; brig David Owen, for Demarara.
BALTIMORE-Ar 28th, schs Watchful, Gill, Richlond. Me; Aneroid, Talbot, Charleston.
Ar 27th, schs W S Jordan, Crowell, Boston; Nellie
] Sowers, Stackpole. Matanzas; Elizabeth DeHart,
J .owe. Wise asset; Philanthropic, Shea, Bangor.
Ar 29th, brig Herman, Hichboin,-; sch Maggie
] 1 Rivers, trom Bath.
Cld 26th, »ch Sarah F Bird, Hall, for Boston; 27tb,
1 Ilara W Elwell. do.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2Glb, brig Long Reach,
4 Lnderson, Havana.
Ar 27th, schs J Fitzpatrick, Cranmor, Gardiner;
,aura Robinson, Tibbetts. Bath.
Cld 27th, barque A C Bean, Cheney, Boston; schs
I Curtis, Curtis, do; Jas A Crooker. Brown, Salem.
Cld 27th, schs Waldemar, Parker. Richmond. Va;
a A Burnham,
Harris, Boston; Clara W Elwell.
??all, do; Parepa, Packard, Portland; Alpine, Mar-

ihall. Norwich.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th. schs Ernest T l.ee, Riderut, Norfolk; J K Lawrence. Herrick, Bangor; M J
^aughton. Hallowed, Whiting; A Hammond, Saco;
Laura A Jones, Cousins. Belfast; A K Bentley, from.
Bath; S S Bickmore/Tbompson, do; Laconia. Crock;tt, and Allegbanian. Bryant. Rockland; Caroline !
Knight, Rhodes, and Mansfield, Achorn, do; Chase,
Ingraham, Wareham; E C Gates, Freeman, Pronlence.
Ar 27th, brig Lewis Clark, Smith, St Croix; FI
Henderson, Henderson, Newport; sebs A S Emery*
Emery, Fall River; E Arcularius, Lord, Rockland *
Freddie Eaton, Motz, Providence; Olive Elizabeth*

Randall, Portland.
Ar 28th, ship Elwell, Barstow, fm Liverpool; brig.
Lewis Clark, Smith. St Croix.
Ar 29th, barque Everett Gray, Loring, Matanzas;.
Eden Dyer, Clapp, Havana; schs J J Ward, Fountain, Para; Robt Palmer, Dennison. Agnadilla.
Cld 27th, ships Ne Plus Ultra. Borden, London;
Robert Dixon, Smithwick, San Francisco ; barque
Templar, Bartlett, Cork; brig Amelia Emma, Field*
Baltimore; schs W H Card, Foss, Jack son vide: Harvest Home, Perkins, Edsworth; Gentile. Eluridge*
Providence.
Passed through Hell Gate27tli, sch Hortenpia,from
New York for Machias; H L Curtis, Port Johnson
for Salem; A E Willard, New York for Boothbay;
Starlight, do for Calais; Mary, fm Elizabetbport lor
Boston; Union, do for do; Raven, tm Amboy for <lo;
Venus. New York for do; Adrian, Hoboken for do;
J C Rogers, do for do; F H Odiorne, Weehawken for
do; F E Hal lock. Cole, Baltimore tor Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, sch Chas Comery, Creamer, Bangor.t
Ar 27th. sch Emily, Alley, Ellsworth.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 26th, sch E C Gates, Freeman,
Calais.

PAWTUCKET—Ar 27th, sch Mary F Cusnman,
Walls. Edsworth.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Harp, Bickford, and Caroline Grant, Bray, from Providence lor
Calais.
Sid. schs E G Knight. Caroline Grant, M B McGahan, Porto Rico, Maggie Mnlvey. A W Ellis, Harp,
Katie Mitchell, Abby Galo, James Holmes, Mary,
Hyena, Oliver Jameson, Mott-Haven, Wm Arthur,
Henrietta, Aide Oakes, Arctic. America, Herald, <J
L Godfrey, Jennie M Carter, Chilion, Grace Cushing,
Express, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs W Freeman, Robinson.
So Amboy; E G Knight, Pratt, New York; Nulato,
Small, Machias; Walter Irving, Ryder. Rockland.
Cld 27th, schs J P Wyman, Urann, for Charleston;
Watson Baker, Dean. Bangor.
Cld 28tb, barque Nicola, Smith, Cienfuegos; schs
Bowdoin, Randall, Philadelphia; Ganges, Sinclair,
Elizabetbport; Maggie Mnlvey. Melvin,Weehawken;
Mary, Magee, Hoboken ; Delia Hinds, Weds, and
Traveller, Young, Calais; Ximena, Thompson, and
Lizzie Lee, Ingalls, Machias.
Ar 29th, schs Decora, Thompson, Cienfuegos; C W
Lewis. Huprer, Port Royal. SO; Abbie jpunn. Martin, Phdadelphia; D L Lawrence, Davis, and AgcM L Crockett. Crockett.
nora. Keith. Edsworth;
Beirast; Onward, Lowell, Bristol, Me; PS Lindsey,
Johnson, Wiscasset.
Cld 29th, barque Sarah Hobart, Pinkbam, Limerick, I; brig Eliza Stevens, Rich, Calais; scbB Mary D
Haskell, Carter, Port Caledonia, CB; Mary A Holt,
Pomroy, Ellsworth.
BEVERLY—Ar 24th, sch Dolphin, Young, from
Port Johnson.
SALEM—Ar 27th. schs B L Sherman, Alley, Perth
Amboy; Quoddy, Young, Elizabethport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27th, sch Robert Rantoul,
Quinn, Portland.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 27th, sch Odell, Winslow,
Hoboken.
Sid 27th, brig Suwannee, Sawyer, Machias.
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HANDSPUN
BLACK CASHMERE SILK, manufactured from the purest Ital-

ian Silk, by the old and celebrated House oi “Hamot,” Lyons,
France.
A new lot of these
goods are now for sale by HORATIO STAPLES, 180 Middle St.,

Portland.

Another Invoice of the famous
GUINET
BLACK SILK for
$1.50. The regular price for
these goods is $2.00.

Also

a

good LUSTRE

PRINTS 5 cts.
trash

either,

a
yard, and
at STAPLES’.

no

BLACK HERNANIS from 25 cts.
up to an elegant Silk and Wool
for $1.25.
PARASOLS by the multitude from
20 cts. to $5.00, all sizes.
A lot of SPRING DRESS GOODS
marked down to 12 1-2 cts.
HEAYY BLACK CASHMERES,
double width, for 05c, 70c, 75c,
90c and $1.00. No better bargains in America.
A good BLACK ALPACA for 25c a
yard, and better ones in proportion.
All this and more at

Horatio

Staples’,

180 Middle Street,
PORTLAND.
®”Scnd for Samples.
my27

rtstia

FOREIGN POSTS.
Ar at Havre 27th Inst, ship Golden Rule, Morse,
New Orleans.
Ar at London 27th, barque Weymouth, Durkee,

Hemorrhage

Sid 27th, ship James A Wright, Morrison, for New
Orleans.
At Rio Grande May 13tb, sch Ella, Mitchell, for

Throat and all Lung troubles.

Portland.

SILK for 85

cts.

Bleeding
Lungs.

from the

or

Hundreds of

by

the

use

severe cases have been radically cured
of Dr. Morse's Inhalations. Also Catarrh

my27eod&w3msn

Boston, ldg.

Sid fm Matanzas 25th, barque J E Chase, Davis,
North ot Hatteras; Kalaiis. Brown, Boston.
Sid fm Sagua May 26th, barque G Reosens, LeighNew York; sch L M Knowles, Dinsmore, Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 26th, schs Don Pedro, Spragg,
and Mary Ellen. Britt, Portland; Hattie E Kina,
Crowley, Shuloe, NS, for New York; Olive, Warren,
Machias.

[Latest by Enropean steamers.l
Cld at Liverpool 15th, Southern Rights, Harward,
lor Pictou.
Ar at Hyde 13th, Tranquebar, Waterhouse, from
Falmouth for Hamburg.
Sid fin Limerick 13tb, Lizzie M Merrill, JohDson,
New York.
Ar at Rangoon 5th inst, Carrie Humphrey, Grazier, Cardiff.
Ar at Alicante Apl 28, Endeavor, Mountfort, from
New York.
Ar at Antwerp May 12, R B Fuller, Gilmore, from
San Francisco.
Sid 13th, Ada Gray, Race, Buenes Ayres.
Ar at EisiDore May 12th, Clara Eaton, Davis, trom
Galveston for Reval.
Sid fm Cadiz May 9, David Bugbce, Stowers, tor
Gloucester.
Sid fm the Teiat May 14, Jano Fish, Brown, tor
St John, NB.
SPOKEN.
May 23, lat 26 28, ion 79 50, brig S V Nichols, Chase,
from Matanzas lor New York.
May 24, lat 30, ion 99 40, brig Thos Owen, Guptill,
from Sagua lor New York.
May 26, lat 35 45, Jon 74 20, sch Julia A Brown,
from Cardenaa for North of Hatteras.

LINEN

SUITS!

Eastman
WILL
—

Bros.
OPE1
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—

Wednesday, May 24th,
full assortment ot

a

Linen Suits,
Linen Costumes,

er.

The Due de

Cases,

French minister of

for-

Regulate

the Bodily Functions.
advice should be especially heeded by those
who sutler from an irregular habit of body or disorders of the bladder or kidneys. Inactivity of the
bowels, or of the urinary orguns, is speedly rectified by that wholesome aperient and sterling invigorative [diuretic, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters;
and, as all affections of the organs of discharge have
strong tendency to become chronic, and that very
rapidly, tho use of the Bitters should not be delayed
a moment longer than is necessary.
The action of
this inestimable corrective upon the bowels differs
widely from that ot a drastic purgative, since it is
never violent or abrupt, but
always gentle and
natural, and its effects upon the bladder and kidneys
are strengthening as well as mildly stimulative.
The healthful impetus which it gives to digestion also
renders it a most desirable general tonic.

eign affairs, in a speech to the Chamber of
Deputies yesterday, declared that the government was confident the good
understanding
which was necessary for the peace of the world
would be established everywhere.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale market.
Monday, May 29.—The markets were quite firm
to-day. Sugars dropped 08 to 9£c for Extra C. this
morning, but later in the day the market was very
strong at that price, h lour is Brm with no change
to note in prices. Grain is in quite good demand at
the following quotations: Corn, Mixed at
65c, High
Mixed 66c, do bag lots 70c; Meal at 67c; Rye at 125;
barley 75 (eg 85c; Oats 50 @ 55c; F ine Feed at 30 00;
Shorts 24 00.

MARJRIED.
—

Foreign fixporn.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Schr Nellie—1200 bbls
180 bbls refineu oil.

I

flour,

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By Boston and Maine Railroad.—H Poor &
Son 1 car hides, W F Phillips 1 do carboys, Severence & Co 1 do com, A I) Morton 2 do com, S W
Thaxter & Co 1 do com, Stevens & Co 1 do com, G
W True & Co 6 do corn, same 1 do flour, D W Coolidge 4 do flour, order 1 do cotton, Phelps & Co 1 do
cotton, J W Far well 1 do cotton, G T R 7 cars merchandise CRR 25 cars merchandise, P& O R
R 1 cars of merchandise.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.
_

iTIarket

Boston .Mock

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, May 29.]
Railroad 7s. notes. 49}
$1,000
$5,000 Eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s,.50
Eastern

New York Stock and

.-

In

—

Naples, May 6,

Alvarado
both of

Hadlock and Miss

Emma L. Chaplin,
Naples.
In Damariscotta, May 20, Algernon Hopkins and
Miss Julia Clark, both of Jeflerson.
In Otisfleld, May 16, Geo. W. Hobbs of Norway
and Miss Emma E. Wardwell of Otisfleld.
DIED.

city, May 28, Lerline S. Hunt, aged 6 years
3 days,—only daughter of Sarah F. and C. W. Hunt,
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 33 Gray street.
Burial at conveniecne of the
family.
In this city, May 29, Mary Jane, daughter of Patrick and Mary Sullivan, aged 2 years.
In West Baldwin, May 27, Mrs. Mary E., wife of
Peter G. Cram, aged 40 years 10 months.
In West Baldwin, May 28, Mrs. Esther W., relict
of Abner R. Binford, aged 79 years.
In Bridgton. May 22, Mr. Orin B. Edgcily, aged 37
years 10 months.
In this

ITKoney ITIarket.

New York. May 29—Evening.—Money was easy
2} @ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange duil
487} @ 488 for 60 days and 489} (g? 490 for demand.
Exports of domestic produce for the week $5,224.530, against 4,268,064 for the corresponding week in
1875.
Gold opened at 113 and declined to 112J, against
113} at Saturday’s close. The rates paid for carrying
were 1 @ 3 per cent,; the decline is due to more
peaceful tone of European dispatches and reports
of large foreign orders for grain here. The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were $47,494,000.
The customs receipts to-day were $348,000. The
Treasury disbursements were $43,000 tor interest;
$142 for bonds; $83,544 in silver coin. Governments
steady. State bonds dull. Railway mortgages are
steady. The stock market declined } @ § per cent,
at the opening on reduction of passenger fares to the
West, but soon became strong and advanced } @ 1}
per cent, on rumors that the rednetion was made to
precipitate the settlement of the railroad war. As
the day wore along the market became dull and tbe
improvement was partially lost except on Pacific
Mail, which closed strong at tbo highest price of tho

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE
Ifork .Havana
May 30
Idaho. New York .Liverpool... May 30
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool
May 31
Leo.New York. .Nassau. &c. .May 31
Atlas. .New York.. Kingston,<&c June 1
City of New York .New York. .Havana.June t
Bermuda.Now York. .Bermuda. ...June 1
Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpool....June 3
Bolivia.New York.. Glasgow.j une 3
Partbia.Boston.Liverpool... .Jane 3
St Laurient.New York. .Havre
June 3
Celtic. New York -Liverpool. ..Jane 3
Etna.New York ..Aspinwall... June 7
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .June 7
Moravian .Quebec.Liverpool.... June 10

Wilmington.New

Minatnre Almanac.,...May 30.
Sun rises.4 27 I High water.5.30 PM
AM
Sun sets.7.28 | Moon sets.

The transactions were 98,000 shares, including 41,150 shares Lake Shore at 51} @ 52} @ 53} (gy 52};
Western Union 18,300 shares at G5| (eg 67} (g) 662 (<g
66}; Pacific Mail 12,450 shares at 25} @ 25; St. Paul
preferred 6100 shares at 64} @ 64} @ 65} @ 65}; Michigan Central 4500 shares at 45} (g) 45} @ 46} @ 42};
Erie 5000 shares at 13} @ 13}; St Paul at 37 (<§ 372 @
37; Chios 1400 shares at 17} @ 16}.
worn

thn olnoinir

mintatinna rtf

Ha.

ernment securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881... 122
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.115
United States 5-20’s,1865, new..
United States 5-20’s, 1867.1211
United States 5-20’s, 1868
United States new 5’s.117,
United States 10-40S, coup.118}
Currencv 6’s.
127}

do.123}

The

following

Stocks:

were

the

closing quotations

oi

Western Union Telegraph Co..
66}
Pacific Mail. 27
New York Central & Hudson UK.110
Erie. 13}

prelerred. 19
Michigan Central. 45}
Erie

Union Pacific Stock. 69
Panama.136
Lake Shore.
52
Illinois Central. 94
Chicago & Northwestern. 39}
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred. 58
New Jersey Central. 83

Sock Island.105}
St. Paul. 37
St. Paul preferred... 65}
Wabash. 2
Delaware & Lackawanna...105}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 14
Missouri Pacific. 12}
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Kailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds...107}
Union Pacific bonds.
,..104}
Union Pacific Land Grants cx-in.99
Sinking Funds.
89}
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 20

Guaranteed.

21

Providence Prim Cloths Market.
Providence, May'29—Printing Cloths market
unchanged at 3} 0 3}c for standard and extra 61
x64.
_

Domestic Markets.
New Iobk. May 29—Evening.—Cotton quiet and
firm at 1-16 advance; sales 1312 bales; 1113-16 for
Middling uplands; futures advanced g 0 7-16. Flour
receipts 13,237 bids; sales 16,400 bbls; the market
opened firm andlciosed quiet, holders disposed to accept Saturday’s figures; No 2 at 3 00 @ 3 50; Superfine Western and State at4 10|@4 50; extra Western and State at 5 00 @ 5 25; choice at at 5 30 @
7 75; White Wheat Western extra at 5 80 07 00;
Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra
Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 00; extra St Louis at 5 20 @ 9 00
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 25 @ 7 25; choice at 7 55
@ 9 50; Southern Hour at 5 00 0 9 00.
Eye flour is
unchanged at 4 75 @ 5 20. Conimeal steady at 2 85 @
4 50. Wbeat--receipts of 613,938 bush; sales 157.000
bush; the market is dull and heavy and fully lc
lower with a limited export inquiry, advance in
freights and more quiet cable nccouuts materially
checking the expert demand; 1 10 for poor Spring;
112 for No 3 Chicago; 115 for No 3 Milwaukee; 129

PORT OF

NEWS.

PORTLAND,
irionanj, nny w.

ARRIVED.
New York, Winchester, Boston lor Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Harriet Chase, (Br) Quinlan, Providence.
Sch Geo E Thatcher, Bray, Boston, to load lor New
Orleans.
Sch Janet S, (Br) Somerville, Boston.
Sch Hyue, Oliver, Boston.
Sch Eliza Ellen, Montgomery, Boston.
Sch Ella Hodgdon, from Boston.
Sch Grape, Cousens, Essex.
Sch Elizabeth, Sinclair, Ellsworth lor Boston.
Sch Carpo. Carter, Ellsworth for Salem.
Sch Star, Clark, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Elizabeth, Stevens, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Georgians, Wentworth, Bangor lor Boston.
Sch Boxer, Grant, Bangor lor Newburyport.
Sch Danl Breed, Hcald, Bangor for Boston.
RETURNED—Brig Annie, hence for Matanzas,
(crew incompetent.)
CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Uenry

ami

itrArsns

aF

in,

a»Fa! 1a-

hand

promptly,

as

the

of all

services

are

needed.

Comrades will assemble at Reception Hall, City
Building, with Badge and Uniform Hat at 7J o’clock,
to attend services at the Hail.
The Mayor. Aldermen and Common Council and
others invited to attend the ceremonies at Evergreen
Cemetery will meet at City Building, at 2 P. M., and
in the evening at
Reception Room with other invited
guests at 71P. M., where a Committee will be in
waiting to receive them.
All Soldiers and Sailors who served in the late war
are cordially invited to unite with the Post in the
ceremonies of the day.
Per order,
C. N. LANG, Post Commander.
C. W. BEAN Post Adjutant
iny24sndtd

Every

with them at the Hall.
Donations of flowers are solicited and tbe Hall
will beopened Tuesday to receive them.
All honorably discharged Soldiers and Sailors are
invited to join with us on this occasion.
Per order,
W. E. DENNISON, President.
sn2t
my29

Steamer

eous.

Sch Sharon, Donnell, Boston—Jas Lucas.
Lfrom merchants* exchange.1
New York 29ib, barque Everett Gray. Matanzas; schs Almeda Wiley,'Wiiey, Pensacola; Grace
Cushing, Hamilton, Portland.
Cld at Philadelphia 29th, sch Willie Martin, Moshier, Portland: Jas E Bayles. and S S Hudson, do.
Ar at Lewes 28th, brig Torrent. Wilder, from Cardenas lor Philadelphia.
Sid lm Sagua 27tb, sch H E Riley, Coffin, lor North

CONmiLTED

28tb, brig Cascatelle, Devereux, trom

AratCardifl 27th, ship S F Hersey, Small, from
Hamburg.
Ar at Dunkirk 2Cth, barque Mignon, Soule, New
Orleans.
Sid fin

Pernambuco Apl 27th, brig O B Stillman,
Tibbetts, Rio Janeiro, to load lor Liverpool.
at
London
Cld
27th, ship Jas A Wright, Morrison,
New Orleans.
MEMORANDA.
Barque Reunion, Emerson, from Genoa tor NYork,
is reported by dispatch from London to have foundered oti the Island of Elba. Crewfsaved. The vessel registered 458 tons, was built at Waldoboro In
1865, and bailed from Boston. She was principally
owned by Capt Emerson.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 25th, sch May Eveline, McLean. Utilla.
Ar 26th, sch Carrie Joues, liorn Utilla.
Cld 26th, brig Susie J Strout, Fickett, Galveston.
Ar 27th. sch Sami E Fabens, Lyman, Ruatan.
Sid fm SW Pass 2Gtb, ship Northampton, Trask,
for Hayro,

SURGEON,

BE

—

FREE
at

his

rooms

OF

CHAHRE

iu

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
The Doctor Is

ias

a

eases

Eye

(It fen

Carpets_Beaten
B. DODGE &
Carpet Beating Rooms,

!

CO.,

No. 13 Union St.

We beat with Flexible Whips made of Ropes, not
stiff, unyielding sticks nor yet with iron chains.
Carpets called for, beaten, and returned for 4 cents

with
per

yard.

myBsncodlm

REMOVAL.
HR.

SHAW,

Hag removed to

NO. 609 CONGRESS STREET,
Opposite Plymouth Church.

my6•i-atf

TO

THE

LADIES 1

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING
Will make Ladies* and Children’s Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to carry them, look just as good as now. It
will not rub oft or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No
will be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale everywhere.
B. F. KKOWN A CO ; Homan.
mhl5
tmeodtiin

lady

REMOVED,
TO

—

NO. 608 CONGRESS STREET,
(CONGRESS SQUARE.)
Offlcc Iloum, No. 4 Elm St., from O to 10
A. M., at Re.idencr from 4 to O 1*. .n.
sutf
myl8

FOUE8T

T A It.

“For twenty years X have becu very much troubled
with Salt Rheum on my arm, fur which I have tried
various washes and salves, besides the treatment of
my

regular physician.

These havo only driven it

aud caused it to appoar elsewhere.
After using less than ono cake ot your Forest Tar

from my

arm

Soap, my arm is entirely well and I discover no
symptoms of the trouble elsewhere.” That is the
testimony of Mrs. B. S. Hunt, of Portland, Me. Get
a cake ot your druggist, or by
seudiug 35 cents to
The Forest Tar Co„ Portland, Me.
sii 9m

DisLungs, skill-

Ear,

Also Chronic* Diseases in all forms,
success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fails
to cure where a cure is possible.

Hours 0 to I'J A. HI., 1 to 5, and 0
to 8 P* 01.
lebl7snoodtt

Liquor Dealers

of

All former aud present Liquor Dealers of
Portland,
requested to meet at Wolle Tone Hall, 559J
THURSDAY
congress Street,
EVENING, June 1
.876, at 8 o’clock.
PER ORDER.
ray29
sndtd

Job

Printing

OFFIC E*

FISHING TACKLE,
Revolvers and

Portland Daily Press

Portland,

ire

Buns,

St.

Homoeopathic Schools,
for twenty years.
practice
and
Throat and

fully treated.
rbe Doctor’s

Office
de8

Congress

octl5

been in extensive
of tbe

BROS.,

of both the Allopathic and

Graduate

Ar at

of Hatteras.
Ar at Havana
New York.

,

l.Rte of Philadelphia,

Fox.

Ship P N Blanchard, (new, of Boston, 1582 tons)
New York, to load for San Francisoo -master.
Brig Ruth. (Br) LeBlanc, Pictou—master.
Sch Sami Gilman, Kelley, Baltimore—Tyler & Eaton, and Oriental Pooler Co.
Sch Nettie, (Br) Britt, St John, NB—John Port-

I n A I L K

CAN

these goods for

my 23
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Evergreen Cemetery.
Members not having uniforms will be furnished

—

534

HAS

of tbe Portland Army Sc Navy
Union is requested to meet at their Hall, TUESDAY, May 30th, at 1 o’clock, in full uniform to join
with Bosworth Post, G. A, R., in decorating graves

PHYSICIAN AND

EASTMAN

DAY.

member

DU.

We shall show some novelties in
which we have the exclusive sale.

DR. R. L. DODGE

P. A. & N. U.
DECORATION

Dusters !

—_

General Order, Headquarters Bosworth Post, I
No. 2, G. A. K., May 24, 1876. }
Comrades are hereby notified to report at G. A. R.
Hall, Tuesday, May 30th, at 8 olclock A. M., tor the
purpose of decorating the Soldiers’ and Sailors’
graves in Eastern, Western, Forest City and Calvary
Cemeteries, and at 1 P. M., to join the escort at precisely at 1} o’clock P. M., and proceed over the
route announced in the Programme to Evergreen
Cemetery to decorate the graves in that Cemetery.
Every Comrade who possibly can is eipected to be

at

MARINE

nrpaafVia

other fanciful designs in flower work which may be
intended for special graves, will be sacredly deposited
if properly addressed and sent to the Headquarters
of the Post, Mechanics* Hall Building, on Monday
aiternoon and evening,May 29th .and on morning Decoration Day. It is particularly desired that information respecting new graves be forwarded as soon as
possible to the undersigned in order that provision
may be made for their decoration.
The Committee will bo at Grand Army Hall, cn
Monday afternoon and evening, and on the morning of the 30th, to receive flowers and other donations
that may be donated for that occasion.
C. N. LANG, Post Commander.
my24sndtd

Peruvian.Quebec.... .Liverpool... .June 17

day.

Tlin fnllnwtni,

Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and
Sailors are notified that this Post will decorate graves
of Soldiers and Sailors buried in the several cemeteries, those within the City, Forest City and Calvary
on the morning, and Evergreen on the afternoon of
Memorial Day, May 30.
Donations of money and flowers are earnestly
solicited lrom all who are interested in tlis touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.

Prillmiafa

Ulsters,

—AND—

THE NATION’S DEAD.

on

at
at

Linen

SPECIAL NOTICES.

This

Ammunition of all

dudi.
Knud's
Agent for Lnfliu A
Drange Powder. Wholesale auil Ketail.
Buns and Fishing Rods repaired.

T.

B.

DAVIS,

Posters, Band Bills,

Bill Heads,

Corner Federal and Temple Streets,

,myl3

PORTLAND, ME.

OILMAN

sueodSm

mTwILSON,

Cards, Tiers,

TEACHER OF
notice.
I Xesidencc Cor. Pearl and Federal

my21

Sts., ©i>i>, llie Tark.
dlmsn*

&c.,

printed

at slioit

PRESS.

THa

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY

80,

187C

THE PBEH
Periodical Depots of Fes
Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Bros., email trains that run out of the city.
May be obtained at the
•enden Bros..
Marquis,
At
At
At
At
At

Biddetord, of Phillshury,
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,

Waterville,

of J.

S. Carter.

Bath, ofj. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY
New A<tv( 1’tUementM To-Day.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
All Kinds—Orin Hawkes & Co.
Masonic—Maine Council.
Dr. Crams’s Fluid Lightning.
Portland Catholic Union.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
1776 Centennial—Banfleld, Forristall & Co.
Centennial Celebration—C. Day, Jr., & Co.
For Sale—I be Brig Eudorus.

•

From 7.30

a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and Goueral Delivery
a m.

Portland, Me., May 15, 1876.
Arrival and Departure of Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.25
p. in. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.15 a m, and 1.00,2.30

*

West.

Arrive at 5.10 p

m.

Way Mails via Boston and Maine

Railway. Arrive at 12.25 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.15 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great SoutUern and Western. Arrive at 12.25
p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.15 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 1.45 p. m. Close at 12.20 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.45 p. m.
Close at 12.20 and 5.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 1.45
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 5.45 a in, 12.20 and5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a
m, and
2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday
at 12.41 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 1.45 p. m. Close at 12.20 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 1.55 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.

Brief Jottings.
It really seems as though We are to have some
warm weather after all.
The Sheridau Cadets have appointed a committee to see that the muskets are returned to
the state and to settle the affairs of the organization.
The statements in regard to the size of the
hailstones which fell yesterday afternoon differ,
hut it is safe to say they were very large.
The city and public offices, savings and national banks will be closed today.
A yonng son of Mr. James I. Libby fell and
broke his arm Saturday.
The entertainment given at Army & Navy
Hall this evening promises t be the grandest
affair of the kind ever held in the city.
The

proceeds go

to furnish the “Tea Club" room at
the Maine General Hospital.
The Allan mail steamer Sardinian, from

Quebec arrived at Liverpool Monday.
The next session of the Bight Worthy Grand

Lodge
city.

of Good

Templars

will be held in

this

To get an idea of the work done the past day
or two by the ladies of Bosworth Belief Corps,
should visit Grand Army Hall this morning and see the large number of wreaths, mottoes, crosses, &c., which they have made for the
one

decorations today.
The roof of the North School house was
touched by lightning last evening during the thunder storm.
There will be plenty of cars over the Bochester road this afternoon, and it will be a fine
chance to reach the Cemetery.

slightly

Stobm.—About 3 o’clock
yesterday afternoon, a violent hail-storm atViolent

Hail

tended with heavy thunder and lightning passed over this city. The storm was apparently
more severe in the western part of the city than
in the easter*. The streets in places were bad-

ly

washed and much damage was done to fruit
trees and glass. Two hours after the shower
passed over, quantities of hail remaiued in the
gutters of some of the up town streets.
The
fine fruit girdens of Messrs. H. P. Storer, T.
C. Hersey, H. L, Paine and others suffered
great injary. The glass in most of the hothouses was geuerally broken, as were exposed

sky lights generally. The storm was very severe at Ligonia village.
Hail stones were
picked up which measured four inches in circumference, Window* were more or less brokIn four windows in the office of the Keroen.
sene Company, eleven lights were
Three-fourths of the glass in the
Works was broken. The damage to
pany is about $100. Cassidy’s hill on

crushed.

Kerosene
the

com

Danforth
inch of wa-

street was badly washed. Half an
ter fell in half an hour.
In Scarboro the storm was very severe.

A

gentleman who rode in from there last night
says the hail in the woods in some places lay an
inch deep. The glass in hot-beds and windows
in houses was badly

broken,

and

fruit

trees

badly damaged.
School Committee.—The regular monthly
meeting of the School Committee was held last
evening, the full board being present with the
The usual reports
exception of Mr. Frank.
were read and accepted.
On motion of Mr.
Files it was voted that the prayer of the petitioners for the establishment of a school for
deaf mutes be granted, and the Secretary was
instructed to petition the City Council in behalf

of this Board for an appropriation of JJG00 to
the expenses of such a school for the remainder of the municipal year.

cover

The

gomery Guards.
At 1 o’clock all the comrades are ordered to
assemble at headquarters and join the escort.
The line will form in front of Grand Army
Hall at 1 30 precisely, in the following order:
Platoon of Police,
Chandler’s Band.
Marshal, E. H. Hanson.
Aids, VV. B. Smith and James M. Safford.
Military unaer command ot Capt. Chas. J. Pennell.
Ad’j M. Adams.
Detachment from U. S. S. Monongahela.
Portland Band.
Portland Army Navy Union, Capt. W. E. Dennison
Commander C. N.

will be under the command of

procession
E. H. Hanson, Chief Marshal, and will, after
forming, proceed over the following route: Up
Congress to High, down High to Deering,
through Deering tc State.down State to Spring,
Spring to High, High to Free, down Free and
Middle to Temple, up Temple to Congress, and

Office Hour«.

or

City and Calvary

Lang.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Intermediate

Forest

cemeteries, aud the Lincoln tree, with appropriate ceremonies. The squad designated for
Calvary Cemetery will bo escorted by the Mont-

The

Brown-Welch’s.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Manufacturer’s Sale—F. O Bailey & Co.
Store
Groceries,
Fixtures—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Portland Manufacture—John Russell.

and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

Eastern, Western,

Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. R

Wanted.
To Let—At 203 Cumberland St.
M. C. M. A.—Stated Meeting.
For Sale or to Let—Perley <2fc Russell.

Sundays

BANK OF PORTLAND.

the comrades of
their headquarters at 8 o’clock this morning, reoeive decorations, and under officers designed for that purpose, will proceed to decorate the graves at

commanding.

Young Man

from 9 to 10

memorial Day.

To-day being Memorial Day,
the Grand Army will report at

petition of

the committee of the graduating class to bold the graduating exercises in
the eveniug was referred to the Chairman and
Superintendent with power.

down Congress to City Building, there receiving invited guests and marching thence throngh
Congress to I’earl, and down Pearl to the Portland and Rochester depot, there taking the cars
for Deering.

Upon arriving at the Memorial .lot at the
Cemetery, the Post will be dividsd into sec'
tions which will proceed at once, in charge of
their officers, to tho portions of the cemetery
alloted to them, and decorate the graves.
After the graves are decorated, each section will

report to their command in line, and then
march to the Memorial lot, there to decorate
the lot, after which will follow music by the
band, prayer, a dirge by the hand, and the
benediction, after which the Post will return to
the city.
Comrades and invited guests are requested to
assemble at Reception Rooms, City Buildi ng,
at 7.30 p. m., to attend the evening exercises.
Comrades will appear with the Grand Army
badge and uniform hat, and the colors of the
The evening exercises will be as folPost.
lows :
Music by tbe Band.
Prayer.
Music by the Band.
Oration by Major George S. Merrill, of Lawrence,
Mass.

Singing

of

“America,” by the audience.
Benediction.

public are cordially invited to attend the
evening services at City Hall.- In order that
Tbe

tbe

decorations should be wbat tbe Grand
Army propose to make them, it is hoped that
those who have flowers to spars will send them
to Grand
is great.

Army

Hall this morning.

Tbe need

TRANSPORTA TION.

7ib.
_

Gobham.—Capt.

William Johnson of

buried from bis late residence this afternoon at
2 o’clock. Tbe friends and acquaintances of
tbe deceased are invited to attend.
Capt.
Johnson was 78 years old last January,—a
highly esteemed citizen, au honored member of
the Methodist church aid a worthy Christian

gentleman.
Base Ball.—The following games of base
hall will he played to day : The Clippers play
the Pine Trees on the paint factory grounds in
the morning. The Portland Juniors play the
Centennials of Lewiston at that city in the afnoon, and the Dirigos of this city play the
A very interesting
Emeralds at Biddeford.
game will he played on Presumpscot Park in
the afternoon between the Resolntes and the

Botvdoins.___
Suspected Incendiary,—llhe
beth authorities are in search of

Cape
a boy

Elizanamed
of settiug fire

Eugene Pike, who is suspected
to the barn of Nathan Dyer, recently burned
in that town. It is said that Pike, who lives
tome six miles oat, was the second person at
tho fire, and when questioned gave au account
of his whereabouts preceding the fire which
lias shown to he false.
Pike has been known as a shiftless fellow, but
has never been suspected of crime before.

subsequent investigation

Free High School—Hiram is to have a
free high school. Districts two and fourteen
have united and have raised three thousand
dollars for a budding to be put up at Hiram
Bridge on the left bank of the river. The
lower story is to be used for primary and grammar schools, and the town is expected to furnish the second story for a high school.
Centennial Entertainment.—The ladies
of the Abyssinian church and society will hold
and supper iu Reception
a centennial dinner
Dinner will be
Hall, City Building to-day.
served from 12 to 2 p. in., supper from G to 10
A litc-ary entertainment will be given
p. m.
iu the evening.
*

Admission free.

St. Johns’ Day.—The Portland and St. Albans Commariderics have voted to celebrate St.
Johns’ day, which occurs on the 24th of June.
The piogramme for the celebration will be an'

nounyed in

a

day or

two.

of

$16,000.

In order to prevent prosecution on a charge of embezzlement,
be conceived the plan of continuing that bank
in a private form, for at least two years, when
the statute of limitations would save him from
In a little over two years, by
that scandal.
sum

vouchers, Mr. Rollins showed that Mr. Goold
had expended for his personal uses $10,000. aud
this sum did not include incidentals, for which
no vouchers could be found.
In fact, in Sept.
1873, a little over one year from the time Mr.
Goold started the Bank of Portland, he was a
failed man.
He had spent every cent of the
depositors’ money. At this juncture he induced Mr, Moses B. Clements to hecome a depositor, and by that means, and by giving out that
he was a partner, he succeeded in tiding over
his troubles, and commenced trading on Mr.
Clements’s oapital which went the way of the
other. Indeed in Sept. 1873, while he bad spent
$10,000 since starting the bank, the amount of
deposits up to that time had been but $21,000
and Mr. Clements’s $42,000 proved a godsend.
Mr. Rollins succeeded in disposing of the assets so as to realize the sum of $29,354.22, which
is on deposit in the Canal National Bank. The
liabilities amount to $82,486.11.
The creditors
number 91, and they voted to declare a dividend of 30 per cent.
The creditors expressed themselves
well
pleased with the excellent manner in which
Mr. Ro'lins had conducted the affairs, and they
were generally surprised to find that so large a
It is generally
percentage would bo received.
thought that Mr. Goold cleared $6000 when ho
left Portland to take up his residence in St
John, where he now resides.

Removal.—Messrs. Pierce & Dunn, who
with others, are the proprietors of the Pierce’s
Paper File and Binder, have taken rooms at
10J Exchange street, up stairs, where they will
enter quite extensively into the manufacture of
this article alore.
They have already received
many orders and the “paper file and binder”
is highly commended by those who have used
it. The proprietors hope to be able ere long to
•‘•v.ii

luiuutiuu

upuu

uuu

A Church Secession.—Cornish is agitated
over a church secession. The Rev. Mr. Blades
has been minister over the Methodist church in
that town for the past year. This spring the

a

the Free

Blades

now

Obituary.

Forks, Dakota Territory, May
5th, Janies Deering, son of Nathaniel Deering
of Portland, Maine.
Mr. Deering, at the breaking oat of the late
war, entered the Navy as Paymaster’s Clerk
and was on blockade duty in the Gulf on the
frigate “Santee” and other vessels, for over
Died at Grand

two years.

He was

then transferred to the
Mississippi Squadron, then commanded by Rear
Admiral D. D. Porter, and in 1864 received a
commission as Ensign in the Navy. He was
executive officer of the iron clad gun boat
“Ozark” during the Red River expedition and
was complimented in tbe reports of his superior officers for his gallant and meritorious con.
duct during that time. He remained on duty
in the Squadron until tbe close of the war,
when he resigned his position in the Navy to

one in the Quartermaster’s Department
in the Army, and was stationed, at various
frontier forts in New Mexico and the West,
until 1871, when he resigned and went into
mercantile business in Grand Forks, Dakota

accept

Territory,

where he resided at the time of his
death, which occurred very suddenly May 5th
after an illness of a few days.
The Grand

Forks Plaindealer of May 26 closes an extended
notice of Mr. Deering with the following tribute to his memory. "‘Captain Deering had endeared himself in the hearts of our people by
his upright dealings in business matters,, his
generous and openheaitedness, and his frankin all matters whether public or private.
He mado no distinction between persons, but
was ever ready to salute in true military
style,
or doff his hat to the poor and lowly as well as
those of rank and wealth.
As a citizen he

prompt and energetic and ever ready to do
his share in the work of promoting the welfare
of this place. In a word, no man in our place
had fewer enemies and none who commanded
more respect from all classes.”
Personal.
Mrs. Annie Clark, the singer, is expected to
be at Congress street M F rbnreh Ibis evpn-

ing.
William Thompson of Limington, whose
hundredth birthday was observed last October,
died Friday.
Mr. Wheelock appears in “The Merchant of
Venice” at the Boston Theatre to-morrow evening, on the occasion of Mr. Lawrence Barrett’s benefit.
Mr. Henry R. Smith, formerly ol the Argus,
and latterly of the Boston Journal, has received an appointment in tbe navy to a very
fine position.
Mies Annie Louise Cary arrived at New York
in the England yesterday morning.

Capt.

Charles T. Chase is detailed from the
revenue steamer Dallas and ordered to Wilmington, N. C., in command of the revenue
steamer Schuyler Colfax.
Capt. Samuel S.
Warner is ordered to duty on the Dallas.
First Assistant Engineer M. A. Marsilliot is
detached from the revenue steamer Dallas and
ordered to San Francisco to duty on board the
steamer Richard Rusk.
The Spanish Consul was received on board
the Monongahelj with a consular salute-of
eight guns and the hoisting of the Spanish flag

The Editorial Excursion.—The Committee of the Maine Press Assooiat’on have com-

Djiiuuia

xianiuau

IU

A

UlldUCipUla,

reaching
Quarters

the exhibition grouuds at 10.30 a. m.
have been secured for the party at the
Elm Avenue Hotel, situated directly opposite
and within

stone’s throw of the principal eatrance to tbe main Centennial building. No
definite time has been fixed for the stay of tho
party in Philadelphia, the committee deeming
it advisable to leave that matter to the individual choice, aud the convenience of tbe excursionists themselves.
a

Heal Estate Transfers.—Tho following
are tbe real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
North Yarmouth—Lot of land with buildings
thereon from Harriet Crockett to Eliza A.

Kelsey.

Lot of land with buildings thereon from Betsey Mitchell to Wm. Early.
Portland—Lot of land with tbe buildings
thereon, on St. Lawrence street, from Eben
Corey to John E. Mountfcrf.
Lot of land on Spring street from Charles
Perry to JobnS Wilson.
Lot of land on Qnincy street from Abhy S.
Brown to Hiram Winchester aud Charles H.
Winchester.
Lot of land on Lincoln Street from A. W. H.
Clapp toF. D. Merrill and George F, Higgins.
Gray—Lot of laud from Jesse Plummer et
al, to Alfred Brown et al.
Yarmouth—Lot of laud from the town of
Yarmouth to J. G. Davis and T. S. Walker,
Fire in Gray.-The dwelling house of Mr.
Israel Hodgdou, on the old Portland load in
Gray, took tire about 11 o’clock Sunday forenoon, from sparks from the chinmey. Through
the assistance of several young men of the
neighborhood the fire fras extinguished, with

damage from fire and water to the
between $100 to $200. No insurance.

extent

of

Miss Cary in Portland.—The hundreds of
friends of Miss Annie Louise Cary will he gratified to learn that that lady has consented to
give a concert in this city and has fixed upon
Mouday evening, June 10, for tho same. Miss
Cary will be assisted by Miss Clara Nichols of
Boston, a member of tbe Temple Quartette, Id.

Kotzscbmar and others.
Common Council.—At a special meeting of
Ibe Common Council last
evening it was voted
to accept tlie iuvitatiou of Bosworth Post to
participate in exercises to-day.

PRICES

ORAND

FOURTH OF JULY

FIRE

NEWS

Agents for standard and leliable

FIRE

Meteor Rockets, Illuminated
Bomb Shells, Ac., Ac.
J3^*Citv and Town Commitleesjiurnisbed at short

notice and on liberal terms.
In addition to the above, we have Flags, Balloons, and a largo assortment of very handsome
Lanicrnti, including several new styles; also, every
other description of Centennial Goods. Send for Circular and Price List.

The Journal says Europe, Asia and Africa
Jones are the respective names of three brothresiding in Audroscoggin county.
The new Poland Springs Hotel is to be lighted with gas. The hotel will cost about $35,000
furnished. The opeuiDg will occur in June.
COUNTY.

Mr. A. W. Burnell of West Baldwin has earin bis garden up and hoed.

ly potatoes

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal says that Saturday, as Mrs.
John Russell, who resides at Vassalboro’, was
alighting from her carriage, at Augusta, she
made a misstep and fell, fracturing her leg
very severely in two places.
The Journal says that State Treasurer Hatch
has made “surety doubly sure” by placing in
the vaults of his office, a burglar aud fire proof
safe, wrought of steel, and weighing 5000
pounds. The steel plate is 31-2 inches thick.
The safe is four feet high, two and one-half
feet wide, and 23 inches deep, and is supplied
with a Yale time lock. Its cost, put in posi-

tion,

$1200.

was

OXFORD COUNTY.

A fearful fire has been raging in the heavily
timbered woods in CoDway, on the line of the
Portland & Ogdensburg railroad, in the vicini
ty of Rattlesnake mountain. It is estimated
that between four and five thousand dollars
worth of timber was destroyed. Some of the
territory over which the fire burned is owned
by D. R. Hastings, Charles Tibbetts, William
Jordan and others of Fryeburg.

BOSTON.

my30

TTh&Slm

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

JULY 4

1776

1876

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
such as Rockets, Roman Candles,
Mines, Serpents, Bengolias, Fire
Crackers, Torpedoes, Double Headers, Cannon
Crackers, Paper Cap Pistols, Bomb Shells, a new
and harmless Toy to fire Paper Caps, Paper Caps,
Flags of all description, Masks, Chinese Lanterns,
&c. Cities and towns furnished with displays at
lowest factory prices.

WORKS,
Pin Wheels,
FIRE

C. DAY, Jr., & CO.,
Street.
(Ieodia&w22ljyl

01 Exchange
my30

BROWN,
Blue and Pink Sash Ribbons 35 cts. to 75 cts. per
Worsted Fringes 12 cts. per yard, all shades.
Curls $1.00 to
Real Hair Switches 50 cts. to$t2
$3.00 per set. Ladies* and Misses* Aprons 20 cts. to
50 cts. Lace Ties 20 cts. to $1.50.
Ladies’, Misses’
and Children’s Hats and Bonnets in all the fashionable shapes, at lowest prices. Trimmed Hats 50 cts.
to $10.00. Shade Hats 25 cts. to 50 cts. Children’s
White Dresses $1.50 to $2 50, at

The

Men’s Silk and Wool Suits,
all sizes,
$12 00
Men’s Derby Frock Suits,
all sizes,
8 00
Men’s Doublebreasted Sack

Suits,

Ill V UV/1D01

M. C. M.

a7~

the Maine Charitable
STATED Meeting
Mechanics’ Association, will be held in the
Mechanics*
Room.
Building, THURSDAY
Library
EVENING, June 1st, at 7J o’clock.
of

A

SWIFT, Sec’y.

R. B.

my30d3t

Young: Man Wanted.
18 to 20, good penman requisite, salary
small but situation permanent. One who has
Address in own
had clerical experience preferred.
hand writing with references, Box 1659.

AGED

dtf

To liet.
Cumberland St„ a pleasant and

^

A T 203
ient rent

conven-

of 4 or 5 rooms. Two rooms on the
be connected. The house is supplied with gas, Sebago water and a furnace.
dlw
my30
lower floor

can

For Sale or to Let*
A Two Story House with Stable attached,
with
large lot of land ; building in good repair;
IJfljjjT

JHyjLsituated

in East Deering, on Verandah Street,
third house from Corner Store. Apply to PERLEY
& RUSSELL, 102 Commercial Street.
my30dtf

Now is the Time to Cleanse Feather Beds.
clean beds and pillows will prevent sickBeds and pillows throughly renovated
ness.
by steam, at 218 Federal Street, near Temple.

SWEET,

Orders left there will receive prompt attention.
eodtf
ap25

KID GLOVES.

...

FRENCH KIDS
!

shall place

kinds,

Prnts,

Kyle.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Our Rumford correspondent W. C. writes:
The Beason is very backward.
Farmers have
sown some grain, but previous to Monday had
done little planting.-Pingree & Co.’s drive
is near that place.-Caterpillars are very
plenty in the apple trees, and the price of apples will be a continual tight.-We received
quite a scare by the announcement that the
Umbagog dam had broke and 16 feet of water
was coming on the valley farmers.
Later we
learned that only sixteen feet of the dam had
gone out, which .settled our nerves somewhat.
The river continues to fall notwithstanding the
break in tbe dam.
Would it not be well to
have those dams examined and made secure if

insecure?
YORK COUNTY.

The Chronicle says that Judge Derby of Saco
in his capacity of Deputy Grand Master, went
to Sanford Corner last evening to re-organizo
Preble Lodge (Masonic) No. 143, aud to iustall
tbe officers elect,
ft was Joseph Kelly, graduate of Thomaston,
who stole goods from the store of J. S. Freeman of Biddeford, on Thursday night of last
week. He has escaped.

meeting

RETAIL

Real FRENCH
$2,00, for $1.50.
One lot Real LOUVINE

It*

Dr. Cram’s Fluid
or

any nervous
druggist for it.

pains

Lightning

cures

in one minute.

diuo,

KIDS, worth
KIDS, worth

iu

an

iuc

ucn

auu

same

make

in

solid

JHCtia*
mylCdtt

sens

©io.uu

Bouquet

worm

Cents !

i 00

H. S. Kaler & Co.,
259 MIDDLE ST.
my24

dlw
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CARRIAGES.
FINE lot of Pfinetons and Brewster top Buggies, built of the best material aud warranted
first class, for sale. Pleasa give me a call before pur-

A

chasing elsewhere.
F. II. RANDALL,

tf

ADAMS,

Thos.

IN THE

—

J. II. GAEBERT, Proprietor.

no25

—

Sun

ENGLAND

NEW

IS ONE OF

THE

OLDEST AND STRONGEST

$1,000,000
sinco its

1 nav’t.

2 nav'is.

1
2
2

30
40
50

329
49

32

nav’ts.

H

OQ

3
4
4

300
96

5
6
5

24

277
125
340

has taken the

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton

>1

9
10
9

to

246

*86

one half pure Hair.
Best suits all
pure Hair.
All ur Furniture put in the best
order and delivered free of charge.
Our facilities arc such for manufacturing and buying that we shall
not be undersold.
Parties about purchasing will

ment of

522

—

V. C. TAR BOX,
GEN'JL AGENT,

PORTLAND, Mo.
my27eodw21ti

—

Gr. Gt. HACKETT & CO.,
my27

Head

Central Wharf.

d5t

UYE AID LET UYE IS OUR MOTTO.
Great Reduction in Pi ices of Lnundry
Work.
Whirl* with Bonodh
Collar*
......
l»air Cutis

13 cents

3
O

“
“

Stylos
OF

Secret

STREET.

Best painted suits finished in the State, I manufacture my own suits, and also the

Ware Room 20 Exchange St^
Factory ou Plum Street.
my22is3w

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH

CORNS, BUNIONS!

Two Furnished Parlors with Bed-

INGROWING
JOIKTN OK
NAII,«t yon can cure them without using tile Knife
at the
fitted
by having jour feet properly

d3m

let without Board. These rooms are in a fine
location, very large and well famished. Will
he let low to single gentlemen, or to families.
Address “Z,” Press Office.
my231stf

LARGE

Boot and Shoe Store 230 Middle St.
ap28dtf

M. G, PAfclHER.

a

Benefit!

—

(FORMERLY NORWOOD)

_.

tures, &c.,

&c.,

MAINE

Exchange Street.

of

Manufacturer’s Sale
—•

CENTENNIAL

TRUNK DEPOT,

BLACKWOOD,

JOHN
Box 1819,

152 Exchange Street.

CARRIAGES
BY AUCTION.
On Saturday, June 3d, at 10 o’clock, at
the Horse and Carriage Mart,
Plum St, Portland, Me.,

WE

shall sell by order of Manufacturers 50 New

ICarriages, consisting of 2 and
Phaetons, full extension top Carryalls,

We shall continue our great sale

a large and complete
'assortment, ranging from

by offering

25 cts. to $4.00 Each.
bargains

House,

Banjos. Piccolos,

are afflicted, at 385
Congress Mtreet, Portlnnd. Me., Room 3,

Cahoon Block, where
monials can be seen.

a

We would call special attention

to onr line of

French

Chip Hats

Also to

number of testi-

].-U2tfls5fcwrf10

would inform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Porucr Portland and
mechanic Mircci*. where she is prepared to
out and make Boys’ Clothing in tho latest
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘Firs
mehldtf
come first served.”

styles

Baled

To Let.

Hay

lois to suit purchasers.

No
iny24dtiia

onr

RISTORI HAT !
on

Leghorn Novelty Hat!
Jnst the prettiest shape out lor
a Child’s Dress Hat.
Our stock of

French Flowers, Ostrich

Tips,

Fancy Feathers, Ornaments,
Trimming Silks, &c , Ac.,
is the largest to be found in the
be $old to meet the

city, and will

times.

itipmtuvea

iTimint'n

in

miciia-

ance.

wauled

Immediately.

H. S. KALER &

CO.,

259 Middle Street.

Ladies’ Fine

Boots!

all the leading styles, including the

in

Seamless Side Lace Loots
IS

—

II AND AMERICAN KID.

Ladle

Fine

Boots

in all Widths a

Specialty.
Also a line of
Hewed Wrork

No.

the celebrated Newark Handfor Gents’ wear.

1

Elm

Street.

PREBLKLDAvisir' } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
Of Measures taken for Ladies’ and Gent’s boots.
apr‘->0eodtf

RUBBER

HOSE

10 CENTS PER FOOT.
We will sell Hose for washing

windows, sidewalks sprinkling
lawns, gardens, dee., at the low
price of lO cents per foot and upwards. Brass Couplings, Pipes,
&c„ all attached and ready for
use at lowest prices.
Hall's Patent
Combination
Pipe, which
makes a sprinkler or solid stream
by simply turning the stop cock.
Try these and you will use no

others.

Call aiid examine at

Boys’ Custom Clothing ! Hall’s Rubber Store,
UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
MRS. f7c7 chase

Harmonicas, Clarinets,

Apply

large

Consultation and trial dose free.

Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra \ ioliu Strings, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.
jan31
deodly*

A

AERATED

cure

Organs,

SPIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfoith Street.

2m

eases

ALSO
cheap tor cash or installment?, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,

Flutes,

Dresses

Oxygen Treatment.
GENUINE
for Catarrh, Asthma,RheumaA istism,
Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disstill oflered to all who

&c.

The largest Stock in the City.
Reed

?' ?s

vizrat:

THE

Middle Street, Portland.

Pianos,

INDIA street.

aprll

C. K. HAWES,
177

Head of St. John St.

^Cotton anti Wool
Dyed Without Ripping.

MHQSICT7~

shall

we

25 doz Shade Hats, worth 38 cts., for
25 cents.
25 doz. Shade Hats, worth 60 cts., for
38 cents.
50 doz. Shade Hats, worth 75 cts., for
50 cents.
4 cases Hots’ Trimmed Hats, worth
$1.25, for 75 cents.
5 cases Trimmed Hats, worth $1.00, for
75 cents.
1 case Leghorn Sailors, worth $1.25,
•
for 75 cents.
1 case Centennial Sailors, worth 75 cts.,
for 50 cents.
25 cases Canton Hats (all styles), worth
75 cents and $1.00, for 50 cents.
50 cases Imitation Chip and Tape Hats,
worth $1.50, for $1.00.

FREN

DYE Cosi25yed’

deodis2w

Folios,

Spring

3

different
patterns,some very fine finish Standing top Carryalls,
Shifting top Box Buggies, White Chapel top Buggies,
Dexter pattern top Buggies, Howell Gigs, Piano Box
Buggies, Coal Box Buggies, Ivers’ pattern Wagon,
Beach Wagons, Concord wagons, Express Wagons,
25 New Harnesses from a Bankrupt Stock, different
trimmings; will be sold without reserve. These
Carriages are of different grades of work, some of
them from the most reliable Manufacturers in this
City and New England States; they are Carriages
which have accumulated on their hands this season,
and must be realised. Every Carriage ottered will
be sold without reserve.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO,, Auctioneer*.
d5t
my30
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SIMONDS

NIXON,

received daily by

or

DALY,

myl3

We bare on hand 11 Inrgc and well n.Morled Stock of OUR OWN nnd NEW
YORK MANUFACTURE of TRUNKN,
BA«8
nnd
VAI.18R8,
8HAWL
STRAPS, which we nre selling at price,
to suit the times.
TRUNKS
and
CANVAS
COVERS
MARE TO ORRER.
Also
repairing
neatly done.

Music,

—

YEW AYD FINE

—

Boohs.

OF

myZtdlw

Brown colt, sired 1872. Trotted full mile last fall as
3 year old in 2.36J, and drew wagon in 2.40$. Is sixteen hands high and weighs 1075 lbs.
Will make this season (and only one in Maine) at
860—payable in advance. Apply to

my27__eodtf

New Sheet

o’clock,

Coffees, Spices, 50
Soap, 25 dos. Brooms. 5 M
Cigars, Tobacco, Figs Starch, Prunes, Dried Apples,
Canned Goods, Corn Peas, Beans, Peaches, Tomatoes, &c., &c. Also Show Case, Scales, Benches, &c.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
<l3t
my30

APPRENTICE GIRLS

Sired by Blackwood, (3 years old, record 2.31) 1st
dam by Norman, sire ot Lula, 2.15, May Queen 2.20.
2d dam by Mawbrlno Chief, sire of Lady Thorne, 2.18.
Blackwood, siro of Blackwood, Jr.. 4 years old, record
2.32. Freshman 4 years, 2.36J. Rosewood 5 years,

State and City Securities,

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED,
the best and cheapest Spring Bed in the market. Call
and see for yourselves. Any one can have the Bed
on trial one week free of cost.

Curse or

a

BY

Marne Blackwood,

—

Portland Laundry, 22 Union St.
aplO

Inquisition

are secretly undermined by masked spies, and
frauds perpetrated, &c. Send for it and see the *ecret Black ldiat of Portland, with eighty other
cities. Price $1.75, mailed to any address. NIKRCHANTS URKDIT PROTECTION MO.
CIETV, 5M Idiberty Ml., N. If,
mj26dlm

—

EXCHANGE

d3t

_

—

ter

Government Bonds,

AGENT.

ST.,

large assortment of
Carriages, consisting of Phaetons, Jump
Seat Carryalls, Open and Top Buggies,
Beach Wagons. Concord Wagons, One
light 3 Spring Express Wagon, Ac. Ac.
Also a large number of Second Hand
Carriages, all in good repair.
a

A new and nobby sbape just
Also to our tine

Second Edition just published. Contains 300 pages
beautifully bound. It shows how credit and charac-

H. M. Payson& CO.,

THOS. IP. BELLS’,
20

sold

—

THOMAS FRANCIS MEAGHER.

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

toy 27
AT

THE

18 THE

—

my9iltt

EDWARD
—

mh21tf

EXPOSED!

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

32

5111-2 CONURESS
Will be

Beads

Man

COMMERCIAL AGENCY SYSTEM

—

were

Congress St.,

Room Paper.

Every Business

money by calling

BANK STOCK,
paid to the families of deceased members of this
Company under this Statute; every dollar of said
amount would have been lost to them bad they been
insured in any Company chartered outside of Massachusetts. This Company will also give PAID
UP insurance or CABM in lieu of the above equity
if desired.
There is nothing desirable in LIFE
INSURANCE which cannot be obtained in this
Company. Competent persons who are at present
unemployed, or those having leisure hours, liberally
dealt with on application to

Sts.,

full assortment ot

ol our own manufacture, aud the
cheapest suit we sell upholstered,

131
1875

a

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

lib-

the policy hold-

During

intends to keep

oTeverv description for Drapery and Decora,
tive Work. By making a specialty ot this department in upholstery, we propose to place before the
public every facility for obtaining the newest designs
and fabrics, and at lowest prices. Also Window
Shades and Fixtarea. And a complete assort-

isdly

Collins & Buxton,

dtf

Formerly with NIarrett, Bailey Sc Co.,

rt>p
P«-4

to

MOORE,

_

cash, and will be sold
can be bought in this

save

Carriage Repository,

As special
offer

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

>40

<t>p
P*-1

p

It requires no action on the part of
er to secure the benefits of this Law,

—TO—

aa we

de°29

Rnav’ts.

>40

>40

a>

ICO

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS

J:___...

OWEN

EACH,

on us.

and are absolutely

pv<3

MUSIC !

Okie

100 PARLOR SPITS

certainly

organization. Its policies are the most
eral of any of the old Companies,

>40
u>

493 CONGRESS ST.

af

and

BOSTON.

OF

lor

lower Ilian
market.

RUSSELL’S

Umbrellas.

Top and
3NTewStore.
Library Tables,
Geo.
iTI.
Bosworth,

bought

10 A. M.

—

—

wiah to cloae the whole lot at
•nee and prove to evrry one that thia ia
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEASON to pnrchaae there goods,
tomera

300 Marble

England
Mutual life tame Co,

n

my5

AND

tf

We bare just received a large and elegant
the late.t styles in Par.Mli
and Man Umbrella*. Owing I. the recent
great depression of business in Boston and
New If orb, we hare been enabled to bay
these goads 15 percent, under price. The

—

10 PIECES

JOHN

AT

nNsortnient af

—

New

Tn«nrcd.

Co.,

GENTLEMEN

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me

Prices that #will astonish
every one!

Insurance

Age

Charles Custis &

FOB

AND

^^•Examination solicited.

under tbe Statute Law of Massachusetts. The following table shows the time an ordiifkry life policy
will be kept in force by the operation of this Law
wbeu tbe premiums have been paid in cash:

Call anti Examine Them.

SYSTEM

GYMNASTIC

Doubles the strength in three months. Dtyss not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Naleiroom,

Bankrnnt Btnrk

NON-FORFEITING

SI.25 !

& Son,

TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAT.

IN

solicit applications for

Life

—

dtf

LADIES

G, A. Whitney & Co,,

IUEA,I3NTE[,

and nice Linen Bosoms and Cuffs
for flic low price of

Laughlin

A THOROUHGH

—

Exchange St.,

OF

Thursday, June 1st, at

Canned

HEALTH LIFT !

FURNITURE

IN

On

—

18 & 20 CENTRE STREET.

koMofl*

to

AND

—

46

AUCTION

On Thurgday, June lgt at 2 1-2

apr29

n
OF

CARRIAGES

BY AUCTION.

Parlies
wauling good work at fair
prices should bear in mind that wc have
superior facilities, and give personal
altention lo our business.

myl9PORTLAND.(ltd

—

PORTLAND MlNIIFiCTURE.

&c.

Iron Works for all other purposes.

STREET,

THE IT

dtd

J*»J22___

a

and at

A Few Active Men

IJnlaundricd Shirts, all finished,

TO

dtf

&

■nay f»c found at

Life Companies
America.
It has paid to policy
holders in Maine over

SHIRTS !

room.

Over Geo. Rose’s Stable on PREBLE ST

ihc Mhip^^Q

from live to fifteen to visit the Exposition, without
care, and in congenial company. Already a large
number of subscriptions have been received from
our best known citizens, and
early application for
passage should be made to

EXCHANGE

adapted

groceries, More f ix-

Shutters,

—

22

have instructions to sell without reserve one
car load of young aud reliable country Horses.
In tbe lot are Horses
to all kinds of work
and prime drivers. The Horses will be warranted as
An
represented.
opportunity will be given to examine them on
day before sale. At same time a let
ol Carriage* and Harnesses will be sold.
F. O. MiAILEV & lO., Auctioneers.

at Bagement Salesroom 35 and
Gratings, Fence,
37 Exchange Street,
Awning Frames WE shall sellGoods,large Stock of Groceries and
consisting
Sugars, Teas,
Boxes

This Excursion is intended to meet the wants of
families, and aftords a splendid chance for parties of

C. D.B. FISK & CO.,

in

sale cheap by

M. G. FAIiMEXl.

Iron

Music will lend its Attractions!

ROLLINS, LORING

—

WE

ALSO

tra,

ou

AT THE

—

Horse and Carriage Mart on Plum Street.

A..

Bridges,
Wharves,

u^=7"/ie Table will be Supplied with
the Best the Market affords

EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND

BANANAS!_BANANAS

men or women.

Portland will be reached
Friday, .Tune 33d.

ALL !

Street.

FOB

UUllUllIgS,

tlie way liome.

Liquors Mold

AT 10 O’CLOCK,

my 30

Touching at Martha’s Vineyard

THE

Me.
$3.50 and your old
Portland.,
del4
dly
Hat will buy a NEW
STYLE SUMMER Silk *
1
Hat at A, L. MERRY’S
Received this day per Steamer iroin New York
237 Middle Street,
Sigu of the Gold 200 Bunches
Bananas, Bed & Yellow,
Hat.
tor

A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor

my6

G 75
1 50

Low Prices

Very

POINT,

Every Garment marked in Plain
Figures.

An early inspection respectfully
solicited.

of Music.
eodlw

Side Lace Boots!
ja28

5 00

—

—

viewing the lamous scenery of that river, and

Oil

AT

—

Ticket,, including lUeala and Sleeping
Accommodation)!, 940. Stale Kooma ex-

have by tar the LARGEST, HANDSOMEST and BEST MADE assortment of Men’s. Boys’ and Children’s Garments in this State.
We open our doors at 7 A. M.
SHARE, and turn off the GAS at
9 P. M, Saturday excepted, when
weclose when the Coat tail of our
last Customer is lost to view.

SILVER

for

85

TO

WEST

IRON WORE

Thence

HUDSON

In connection with the above we

Now

lick

4 00

Children’s Iron Clad Suits,
Best Grade two Shades,
i 50
Children’s Suits, all sizes,
all kinds, from
$3 to 12 00

—

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Public
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
apr8tf

uv.Miauie

$1.00 and $1.25 Kids

Ask your

The health is not altogether lost, though you
may suffer acutely from Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and Glandular troubles, Diabetes,
Gravel. Female Irregularities, &c. Administer DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPHRETICJM, aud your whole system will
become invigorated to such an extent that these
diseases will be counteracted and the health restored.
my30eod&wlw7—22—37—52

„

Clothing.

Middle

Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely, D. D.
Rev. Thomas Hill. D. D., L
D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D.f of Philadel-

by Daylight,

THE

AUCTION,

ON THURSDAY, June 1st,

gentlemen:

Sail through New York Harbor

—

■

233

Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches, Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality duriDg the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For further information please call at No. 597
Congress street. Mme. will be at her rooms from
11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every
evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the
following

time to visit these Famous Watering Places, and thcnco

UP

PRICE”TO

only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will te given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early In September.

affording amplo

day at that city.

SPECIAL SALE OF

BY

phia.

next

varieties ot Roses, Geraniums, Fuschlas, Ivies, Lilies,
Ferns. Mixed Baskets, Verbenas, Pansies and many
Plants. This will probably be the only sale
Hovey & Co., will make in this city this season.
V. O. HAII.EV& t’O., Auctioneer*.
my27d«t

rare

Boston,

of

who desire

steamer will touch at

remaining till

ON

HORSES

The course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils

running direct to Philadelphia, where she will lie at
Walnut street wharf for four days. Horse cars can
be taken every live minutes from the head of the
wharf to the Exposition buildings.
Returning, the

AD-

WANTED !

These goods we guarantee to be
the best bargains ever offered in
this market, being all fresh goods,
just purchased direct from the Importers, and are much below the
regular retail price.
We shall also close out the balance of our

Neuralgia

Centennial Fire Works.—Now is the time
to begin to bottle up enthusiasm for the coming
Fourth of July Centennial Celebration.
The
advice of patriotic John Adams, as to how the
Fourth should be celebrated will certainly be
adopted this year as never before; and, in this
connection, we should like to call the attention
of our readers to the advertisement of Banfiold, Forristall & Co., of Boston, in another
column. They are one of the oldest and most
reliable houses that deal in Fire Works, and
this year they have an assortment calculated to
set all young America frantic with joy.

H

goods

JUSTAS

to 15,

GKE1S, DRABS and STEELS for $1.25.

_

0*||r

new

when

orocKoriage
of music for $1.50. See the

my27

TUESDAY, JUNE 13,

37

WEDNESDAY, May 31st, at 10 a. m., at
Salesroom 35 and 37 Kxchange Street, we shall
sell a large invoice ot Plants from the Conservatories
of Hovey & Co., Boston, consisting of the usual

—

^r,1?^"8®3* formerly

CAPE MAY and LONG BRANCH,

Suits,
Boys’ Doublebreasted Sack
Suits,
Boys’ Donblebreasted Knickerbocker Suits,
Boys’s Wool Pants
Boys’ Wool Suits, ages 9

shades, together with another line of

All kinds of Meu’s Hats, cheap, at Orin
Hawkes & Co.’s, 482 and 484 Congress street.
music.—ira

1 45

Bovs’ Silk and Wool Suits.
Age 9 to 15,
$8 00
Boys’ Double and Twist
1 25
Pants,
Boys’ Double and Twist

in our

and made of Wamsutta Cottons

There will be a meeting of the Portland
Catholic Union this (Tuesday) evening.
All
members are requested to be present as business of importance will come before the meetJ. E. Owen, Secretary.
ing.

all

are

$2.25, for $1.75.
One lot of those celebrated IMPERIAL

of Maine Council of

Tuesday, May 30,1876.

Leave Portland at 5 P. M.,

Overalls and Jumpers,
Blue, Brown or White,

DEPARTMENT

One lot

Deliberation of the Ancient Accepted Scottish
Rite will be held this evening, at the Masonic
Hall, at 7i o’clock. All members of the Rite
are invited to be present

3 00

65

ACCTIO.V

AT

late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proposes to establish a permanent French Institute in
Portland. She will commence her Spring term April

BRUNSWICK,

or llie International Line—which lias been completely refitted and refurnished—will

1 65

of

18th,1876.

3 50

...

These

LESSONS
AND

LITERATURE.

THE STEAMER

CAPT. PIKE,

sale Tills

MORNING, May 21th,

357 SPRING 8T.

martd3m»

!

5 50

my21
on

Edw. C. Farnsworth,
Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,

FRENCH

0. W. ALLBB

Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. n>.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt

20th.

particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.
apr!9tf

At the urgent solicitation of leading citizens the undersigned have undertaken the management of a

NEW

Regular sale

PIjANTB

For

—

Grand Centennial Excursion

HalMroam* 33 u4 37 Exchange HI.
W. O. BAILIY.

Quarter Commences

RESIDENCE

THE GREAT 0RE PRICE CLOTHIERS,

OPEKTEIJ

JUST

The Next

Philadelphia.

Men’s Working Pants, Vermont Gray,
Men’s Dark Check Pants,
2-3 Wool,
Men’s Double and Twist

ONE

We would call special attention
to our new line ot

the

A small wooden buildiDg on Depot street,
Calais, used for the manufacture of hoop poles,
was burned Sunday morning.
Loss §300; no
insurance. The building was owned by James

5 50

Men’s Double and Twist
Sack Suits, all sizes,
Men’s Business Wool Coats,
all sizes,
Men’s All Wool Pants, 20

Bangor,

sheep.

sizes,

all

Children’s

this port, 241 tons register, had large repairs and was metaled in January, 1875: is
now in fine order and well found in sails and rigging.
Will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
at

AND

—

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.

—

—

VERTISED^

Brig Eudorus

KIAltSARGE SCHOOL FOR BOVS,

OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST!

RANTED

SALE !

TO

MAINE.

F. O. BAILEY * CO„

Term will commence

March SI7lh.
For Circulars and Portland references address
H. F. EATON. Principal.
augiy-tf

PHILADELPHIA

We shall sell the following
Goods at

179 Middle St. regular sizes and WARWELCH’S,
d3t*
my30

FOR

Spring

April

Sixty Days

_

yard.

We

The Whig says that Dr. J. F. Babcock of
was recently awarded the “Johnston
Prize” of a suspension dental engine, valued at
$75, in New York, for the best written and
most instructive “essay upon facial neuralgia
aDd its treatment.”
Among his competitors
for the award were dentists from all parts of
United States.
Luther Penney of Clifton sawed 904 M.
spruce shingles in 41 days, being on an average
about 22 M. per day.
James McLaughlin of
the same town, sheared twelve and a half
pounds of good, nice wool from one small

—

Next

-AT-

Excursion

THE

BANFIELD, FORRISTALL & CO.,
26 & 28 Federal & 127 Congress Sts,»

■

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

FOR

AUCTION SALES

Family School For Boys,

Eaton

Centennial

CAN’T BE BEAT!

WORKS,

arc now prepared to furnish everything in this line
In addition to the
for public or private exhibitions.
articles generally used, they have a line collection ot
FIRE WORKS of large calibre and finest materials,
for Public Exhibitions and Private use, consisting of
new specialties never before exhibited, such as

my30

ers

CUMBERLAND

WORKS,

EDUCATIONAL.

KORRIDGEWOCK,

THAT

BANFIELD, FORRISTALL & CO., Manufactur-

ers’

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY

Masonic.—A

G. T., at its recent session at Louisville.

vvuvtai

congregation, holding its meetBaptist church, where Mr.
preaches.

STATE

yesterday morning.
Andrew J. Chase of this city was elected
Marshal by tbe Right Worthy Grand Lodge

1776 CENTENNIAL 1876

new

ness

was

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOW

luaiaov.

ings in

Fare

boat to New York, arriving there at 0 o’clock on
the morning o£ the 6th, and thence by the Penn-

Wednesday,

June

the

to

formed

a. m.

and back 20 cents.

Gor-

music teacher for the

lution,

depot for Calvary Cemetery at 8.45

ham, who has been sick for some months past,
died Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, and will be

Mr. Hazel was elected

morning, and made his final report. He stated
that he had carefully gone through with the
books and traced out where the money had
gone, as far as it was possible. Prom Mr. Rollins’s statement it appeared that Mr. W. N.
Goold, the manager, was a defaulter to the
Second National Bank, at the time of its disso-

conference refused to continue him there, sending the Rev. Mr. Andrews instead. Thereupon
some Methodists withdrew,
and with others

out

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Franklin J. Hollins, tlie assignee of the
Bank of Portland, met the creditors at the
office of the Register in Bankruptcy yesterday

A train will leave Portland and Rochester depot for Deering at 3 p. m. Fare out and back
20 cents. Tickets to be had of the committee
at the depot.
A train will leave Boston and

pleted their arrangements for tbe excursion to
the Centennial, The editorial party with their
wives, to the number of about sixty persons,
will leave this city next Monday at 2.30 p. m.,
taking the cars of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad to Norwich, Conn., thence by steam-

remainder of the year.
The meeting adjourned till

The End of Thin Ratter at Lam.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

INlars per ton at

at

|

|

my27dlwis*

for Sale
Price

eighteen (18) dol-

BROWN’S SUGAR HOUSE,
York Street.

*°y‘6__
E. BUTTE HICK A CO.’S

Patterns
Summer

2G7

of

Catalogues

Garments !
Just ttecelred at

MIDDLE

STREET.

C. DYER, Agent.
myl6

d3w*

POETRY.

WANTS.

REAL ESTATE.

MEDICAL

.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

—
~

The Winter is Past.

Beal

Patterson’s

F. G.

Estate

BULLETIN.
BY THOMAS

Estaie fcecurity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
3. PATTERSON.dealer in Real Estate. Office379J
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Myrtle
au28tt
md Pearl streets.

Breezes from Southern forests.
Bringing us glad tidings of summer’s
Promised return; waking from slumbers
Each of the earliest plants.

Real Estate tor Sale.

Lo! in the night the elm tree
Opened its buds; calthins of hazel
Tasseled the hedge; maple and alder
Welcomed with bloom the spring.

Faintly

first class Real

ON

Soft, on this April morning,
Breathe, from the South, delicate odors,
Vaguely defined, giving the breezes
Spring-like, delicious zest.

Story House; ten rooms, Sebago water and
garden well supplied with fruit. Lot 90x103;

All land

uuple

situated
oargain.

the

warbling bluebird
note; song sparrows boldly

This property is
for another house.
Mayo Street, and will bo sold at a
F. G. PATTERSON,
3791 Congress Street.

on

my29d2w

Utters his
Fling to the wind Joyous assurance—
“Summer is coming North.”

No. 46 St. Lawrence Street;
chased within thirty days at

Isx>51ilLliouse

General Direction, for Tree Planting.
Be careful not to expose the roots of trees
to the wind and sun more than is necessary
during the operation of transplanting. More
failures in tree-planting arise from carelessness in this particular than from any other

Preble
$2200.

To prevent this, carry the trees to the field
to be planted in bundles covered with mats;
lay them down, and cover the roots with wet
loa.m, and only remove them from the bundles as they are actually required for plant-

ing.

In planting, the roots should be carefully
spread out and the soil worked among them

with the band.
When the roots are covered, press the earth
firmly about the plant with the foot.
Insert the plant to the depth at which it
stood before being transplanted.
Select, if possible, for tree-planting, a
cloudy or rainy day. It is better to plant after the middle of the day than belore it.
All young plantations must be protected
from cattle and other browsing animals—the

greatestjenemies, next to man, to youDg trees
and the spread of forest growth.

Hint,.
In dressing your fields cut your coat according to your cloth, that is, don’t run in
debt for fertilizers, and when your sheep are
fleeced don’t let the wool dealer pull the wool
over your eyes as to the price.
When you feel like currying favors, go into
your stable and curry your horses and cattle,
that will pay best.
Do not do as money brokers do, sell your
stock of hay short; it is better to have several tons of hay leit over till another season,
than to be obliged to buy hay in the spriDg.
The time to shear sheep is when you throw
off your own coat for the season.
The only kind of stakes farmers should
hold are fence stakes.
After raising the best crops you can, the
next best thing to raise is the mortgage on
your farm; when that is taken up, a iarmer
feels in better spirits.
Spend rainy days in spring in practicing
dentistry on rakes and harrows, you can do it
A few

Liquid Grafting Wax.
The following is a recipe for making Lefort’s liquid grafting wax, which is highly
commended in France, where it was invented
and until lately kept secret. Melt one pound
of common rosin over a gentle fire. Add to
it an ounce of heel tallow and stir it well.
Take it from the fire, let it cool down a little,
and then mix with a teaspoonful of spirits of
turpentine, and after that about seven ounces
of alcohol. The alcohol cools it down so
rapidly that it will be necessary to put it
agaiu on the fire, stirring it constantly.
Still the utmost care must be exercised to
keep the alcohol from getting inflamed. To
avoid it the best way is to remove the vessel
from the fire when the lump that may have
been formed commences
melting again.
This must be continued till this is a homosimilar
to
mass,
geneous
honey. After a few
days’ exposure to the atmosphere it assumes
a whitish color, and becomes as hard as stone
being impervious to water or air.

TO LET
House to Let.
A First-class dwelling house pleasantly situated in the westerly part of the city, to a man
jKlL:iTi<l wife who will take two Ladies to board
if applied for immediately. Inquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
my29diw
VhfegA

Hojj

To L,et.
PLEASANT Lower Rent of 5 rooms, at 38
Chestnut Street, for $15 per month to a small
L. TAYLOR.
family. Apply to
my27dtf178 Commercial Street.

A

ROOMS TO LET.
Two large and very desirable rooms
on State Street.
Also a pleasant sunny honse. at $400
a year.
Inquire of J. C. PROCTEK,
93 Exchange Street.
my20dtf
To LrCt.
LOWER Tenement in House, No. 85 Lincoln
St., 5 rooms with gas and Sebago. Apply to
ALVIN A. LANE’S
my26dtw*
Store, 24 Wilmot Street.

mTlie

St., for rent. Apply
PATTERSON, Dealers in Real Estate, 379$ Congress Street.
my24tf
56 Winter

To Let.
the pleasant village of Cumberland Centre a
large two story house and stable, convenient for
two families or to take boarders.
Church, schools,
stores and post office near by.
Also one new Photocar
for
sale.
Inquire immediately of R.
graph
I\I DEOUT, on the Premises.
my23d2w

No. 92 Danforth Street;
tenement above.
rear; property now rents for
$390 per annum. Price $3590. Liberal terms of
F. G. PATTERSON,
payment. Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate, 379i Congress Street.
21

as a

Let.*

PLEASANT convenient rent of five rooms within two minutes walk of city building. Inquire
at No. 3 Portland Pier.
my23dtf

A

L.ET I

oc!2dtj

TO LET.

Wholesale Store,
Thompson Block, Nos. 17 A 10
middle Hireet. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
11. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32$ Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome.
mhl4dtf Aw22
the

To Let.

DOWN

For Sale and to Let.

TO^ LEASE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

THE

Address

AUG. P. FULLER,
lu24deodtfPortland. Me.

To Let.
on the corner of High and Danforth St.,
in the best of repair, has 9 rooms and large
pantry, good furnace, gas and Scbago water, good
cemented cellar, woodhouse and large garden, lnqiure at No. 18 High Street,
PETER HANNA.
mylGdtt

HOUSE

PLEASANT rent of six Toorns in perfect order:
Has ga* and Sebago. Rent $250,
Apply to L.
TAYLOR, 178 Commercial street.
myl2-tf

A

Rooms to Let

Apply at this office.

apr29dtf

To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given tirst of May.
eof
F. W. LIBBY,
a'prlSdtl42 Exchange St.

SThc

To Let (or Boarding House.
I,AMR HAS A HOUSE ON
gT. WITH TEN
rA..T^KOOTIH 'io I.ET, OPPOSITE
THE PARK.
aprl3dtf
UR.

iSSilCOKKKENN

Store to Le(.
No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hhbhs &
Son. Possession given immediately. Apply at 9G
Danforth St.
C. OXNARD,

FOR SALE.
Worcester houses, 254 and 256 Spring St,, and
and 40 Clark St. These are frame houses, gas, Sebago water, and all modern improvements.
Fine Cottage, with stable and about seven acres
of land, South St., Gorham Village; 12 rooms; a
very desirable country residence.
The Benjamin Norton Farm. Limington,
2£ miles from Cornish Village, 3 miles from Baldwin
Station on P.
O. R. R., 125 acre9, two-thirds
cleared, cuts 40 tons ot hay, good fences, 1 j story
house 28x32 ft., barn, stable ana outbuildings. Also
small cottage. Price $3500, §1000 down. Very cheap.
Several wmall farms for sale. Terms easy.
36

TO

EFT.

Nmall Tenements on India St. and one
Hancock St. One store on India St.

Two
on

FOR 8ALF OR TO

To
at ti

I-A

dtf

Let.
Dow Street.

on

Inquire

decl5dtf

House 42 P5ne 8t.y Hull Block, mastic finish,
rooms and all modern improvements.

contains nine

t wo Houses in nuu hiocu,
nrron wt.,
mastic, Dine rooms and all modern improvements.

Sfewart Sr. ITIelcher mill and outbuildings
West Commercial St., storage and wharfage to let,
or the entire property for sale or to let on long lease.
House on in. Street, occupied by John
D. Spaulding. Lot 60x40,
Edward F. Flint Property, near Andrew
Sawyer’s, Cape Elizabeth, House and 7 acres ot
land.
Several Small Farms to let.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Attorneys at Law, 31 1-9 Exchange

fivo
six rooms, in the central
OF part
of the city.
Anyone having
or

convenient rent will learn
P. O. Box 652.

of

a

dressipg

For

Sale.

In Gorham, Maine, the Residence of the late
S. A. Whittier with eight acres of land, situaJBr4ILted on South St. For terms, etc inquire of
JONAS W. CLARK, 558 Congress St., or D. C. EM-

pleasant

good tenant hy admy27dlw«

Office._

my27tf

STEADY Man to take charge of

A

Peakes’ Island.
bring the best of

No

need

one

farm on
unless he

a

apply

references.
W. C. SAWYER & CO.,
my25dlw_Seed Store, 22 Market Square.

can

Situation Wanted.

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements inat
io Central Wharf.
No.
quire
•
dlf
JnelG

the stomach or bowelsnumber of recommendations might be pubbut
article is so well and favorably known
the
lished,
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.

SOLD ONLY AT

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG STORE,
176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
Drug's, Fancy and Toilet Articles.
dtf
apr29

DR. KENISON,

\|

apr27eo(1tat

For Sale.
will buy a house with five finished
cellar, ell and wood shed; well of good
water; 1J acres good land, 6 apple trees, 2 large
_r trees, plum trees, e1b. Two miles from depot,

«$35©

FOUNDS

Lost.
ROLL of Bills, containing about $30, between
ForbeB Street, on lower road to Morrill’s
Comer and city. The finder will please leave the
same
at 44 Exchange Street, and be
suitably

A

rewarded

0RSv.

I

>

Street
1810.

A

possesses a remarkable
her very successful.

For Sale

Rent.

or

Moth Patches,

GENTLEMAN and bis wife can obtain good
board and lodging for eight dollars per week.
Address A. 0., Press Office.
dlw*

A

BUSINESS

FOR

HOYT dfc FOGG, No. 01 Middle Street.

Book Binders.
A* QIJINCV, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.

WM.

KinALL & NHAf KFORD.
street.

JOHN

SMITH,

FORSALE.

Saix
Office, City.

--

IVa

ZuiOoc

1

OR

WALTER COBEY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order,

aprlSdtf

JE. ponce,
and Exchange Sts.

Middle

Cor.

__

Pattern and Model Maker.
A. 1. BARBOUR, 330 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cross, Portland.

Photographer.
A. S. DAVIS A CO., No 80 Middle Street.

For

in Portwood shed.

f. {• land, or to rent, a two story house,
in
a fountain pure water, ten
acres land, 150 apple trees.
Will be sold cheap. Reference C. PROCTOR or WILLIAM TR1CKEY, Sac-

hennery

barn,

JOHN C.
Street.

g

Street,

is

disease that afflicts
25 per centum of the
human race, Almost every effort hcretotore made
in the treatment ot this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trusting to luck to eflect a
cure. DR. P. J. GRIFFEN
& CO* after years ot research, now present to the
public the only

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A.

0

Id
m

A.. KEITH.

subscriber offers for sale a desirable lot ol
on Stevens’ Plains containing about
30,000
particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
RUFUS DUNHAM.
aprlltt
For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed House,
A
■■gUNo. 422 Cumberland St., containing four-

■uBSff oD?teen

rooms

fitted up with

■*®s--3*Sebago water, and

For

&

Sale—At.a Low Figure.
half of

new

frame, slated roof dwelling

UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modimprovements,

located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every
respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NG & ADAMS,
mlil4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

ern

and

For Sale.
three story brick dwelling house, No.
Danforth Street, recently occupied by
Watson Newball.
Possession given imme-

EThe
175

y.

Also, the two story brick dwelling house on tho
westerly corner of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
easy.

For

Sale.
Lot of land with buildings thereon, situated
on the corner of Fore and Deer
Streets, Portland. Apply to
J. H. FOGG,
apr27dtf42fr Exchange St.

M

UKAbb

bttU.

have

now

on

an

A lsike
Clover, Orchard Brass, Bloc
Brass, Hungarian Brass and Millet Meed,
which we oiler at the Lowest Cash Prices.
We
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and
Flower Meeds.

Kendall &

Wbitney,

feh2BPORTLAND’

ME*

dtl

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,
—

MAiTOFACTUIlERS OF

—

Rubber Hand Stamps,
Name Stamps for Marking Linen, Rnbbcr
and Metnl Outing Stamps,Ribbon
Mtnmps,
Meal Presses, Door Plntes, House Numbers. Mteel
M tamps, MienciN,
■turning
Brands, Baggage nnd Hotel Checks, Ac.

NO. 232 FEDERAL

ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.
tyAgents wanted. Send for circular.

febl5ti

Fireproof Roofing Faint.
The best ami cheapest *no\v «V I>a vim fafeail
Hlnle Hoofing faint for
Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the
or

gallon

applied by

J.

N.

McCOY & CO,

PORTLAND,

ME.
City.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

HEATED BY STEAM.
Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market aflords.

nut

:

ipAtuu

jici yiay

Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-reom,
$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

auglO_

JVew

deodtf

England Hotel,

Columbia”

avenue
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WEST

Hotel is

This

situated

on

Columbia

•Avenue, between Belmont Avenue and
Forty-second Street, and in close proximity

to the Main Exhibition Building.
_i It contains one hundred and fifty lodging
rooms, is managed
by Eastern men, and New
England people and others visiting the Centennial
Exhibition will find home comtorts and very moderate

prices.
N. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Belmont Avenue, is opposite the Globe Hotel, and
the NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is neaf the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND,)
J.L. H. COBB,
S
J. M. ROBBINS,
)

my22

WESTMINSTER

Proprietors.

dtf

HOTEL^

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving EMace and I6h Street, New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most centraj, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

Btages.
sep27d&wly40

dtf

810.
7i

to

§500.

leads

to
nnd

liirhine?11*!,?

Idioms ot
page Book, entitled, Men
Wall Street, explaining everything.

SENT
FREE. ffiK1 TES;
and

Bankers
York.

Brokers,

72

New

Broadway,
jneI9eod&wly*

to families.

Central Depot.

910 Per Dtiy
be

&c.,

to

our

M., or enclose $1.00 for sample, directions,
Box 1932, Portland. Maine.
jatfOdecdtf

^

The

the
disease is

by East-

Railroad

era

m.

p.

Express

Train

RAILROAD.

|

for
m.,

0

0
O'

liar nature, is

cj

On and after Monday, April, 3,1876,
Trains will

0

Treated

g

internally by

h

Pills

r

ting one with the other
according to Directions.

u

means

ol the

and Elixir—altcrna-

To

effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with the Liniment.

w

4
5

9B

K !

ft
Neuralgia, Nervous ProsH tration, Nervous WeakPh ness. Paralysis, Solfcning
ol the Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by
,
the
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ol

H

h

“P

,

Ot. P.”

M
u

ft
h

L
L

s
^
3

**

g

“

4

35

Ask lor Oriffen’s Rhcu-

2.

matic Remedies, they all
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up

=■

securely. Price $1.00 each;

Ph

press, prepaid, on
of $1.25.

ft

4n>r

nnr.

a.

j
B

Express from

dtt

■HUNTS' QUICK DESPATCH.

receipt

AND MENTION PAPER.

aPrt>_

Hotel, Saratoga.

feb21d&wly9

Avenue

Motel,

41st ST. AND ELM AVENUE.
American TInu, Terms 93.00 per Day.

■•■SSSKUS0*"} PHILADELPHIA.
F. FOWLEE.

S. F. CHASE.

d<£wlyl4

1
S

Tx

A

irrTnwx

Portland & Worcester Line
—

||

Established 1841.

[

?

i S

/-v

JiAimimS
ivi(h

laic

our

oATxio,
Patented
Euiprovemcn

—

Hotel is situated on the corner
of Elm Avenue and 41st St., directly opposite the eastern entrance to Main Exhibition
Building, and affords an uninterrupted view
_from its two fronts, ot Eairmount Park,
Centennial Grounds and Buildings, tlio Schuylkill
River, Girard Avenue with its elegant bridge, and
the city of Philadelphia. These surroundings make
it one of the most desirable locations in or about the
city tor persons visiting the exhibition during the
heated term. Street cars pass the Hotel lor all parts

We would respectfully call the attention of
HlerchantM and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

HERRLNG’S
SAFES

AND—

new

of the

city. Our Me. Fowlee, Proprietor of tho
Passamaquoddv House, Eastport, Me., hopes to welall his old patrons and friends
visiting the Ccn-

tennial.____my20d2m
UNITED STATES HOTEL,
PHILADELPHIA,

On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenue,
Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building
CENTENNIAI,

UROl'NDN.

'™s «5lesant Arc-proof structure was
.omit l»y Richard J. Dobbins expsessly to
'accommodate Centeunial visitors at reasonprices. It has 325 looms, all completeable
ly furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can bo engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A tine store in
the building to let. Address,
I*. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
ieb2C
eodtf

oSsT

WHITE LEADS, COLORS
AND VARNISHES.
Buyers of the
call and examine

above named goods are invited to
goods and prices. We warrant all

articles exactly as represented.
W, W. WKIIPFJLU A CO.,
21 UIarket Square, Porilaud.
mytXllm

PHILADELPHIA.--Aow
commodations for 5,000. Can
see rooms before
paying for them. No charge by
agency except fur porterage.
Keep checks. Baggage
promptly delivered.
CKNTKNNIAIa
LO D« ^ IMS AIVD MO A IS MINIS A OK NCI',
717 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
my25codlm
T0

IffiLLIBLE Bffl LOBES.
Theso locks afford the security ot both
Combination and Time Lock, and are a

a

smeparj Against Masted Burglars.
HERRING & CO.,

fob

—

Freight Reamring _Very Quick Despatch.

at 5.00 p. m.,
arrives in Portland 1.15 n. m. NEXT
BAY.
Freight leaving Portland at 2.210 p. m.,
arrive* iu New York 6.00 a. m. NEXT

Freight leaving New York

HIORN1NO.
wo taKe pleasure in reiernng you to an tne itfisii
and liObster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry (*oods merchants. Wholesale milliners ami any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New York is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further iraforraation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,

Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland, Me., May 4, 1876.mv4dtf

close

con-

ot. UUUU AUU

On and alter MONDAY. May 1, 1876.
trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and intermediate stations at
7.00 a. m.
Express train at 1.20 p. m. for Auburn and Lew-

ALLAN

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
ABD

_SERVICE.
Shortest Ocean Voyage.
First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,
for
Liverpool, touching at

ers

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line

Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New Englaod, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
idTSigiif Sterling Checks issued in sums
to suit for £1 and upwards.
my9dtf

CHANGEOF TIME.

the Only Inside Kou
Avoiding Point Judith.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid

equipped

with first-class

rolling

stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to tbe West.
^"PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,
Portland. .Tune 21,1875.
ap29dtf

New York & New

E. R.

England

at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Bag-

£nt

To New York,
To New York and Refarn,
To Philadelphia and Keiurn.

$4

00
6.00

10.00
Express Steamboat Trains each week day,
leaving Boston at 6 and 7 P. M., one hour later than
any other Sound Line; landing passengers at Pier
40, adjoining Pennsylvania R. R. Ferry, at Desbrosses St., New York.
Elegant Steamers. Drawing Room Car3.
Steamer leaves Pier 40, North River, lor Boston
Two

at 5 P. M.
Trains leave New London at 1.40 and 5 A. M.
Ar. at Boston at 6 and 8 55 A. M. Offices, 205
Washington St., Depot foot of Summer St., Boston.
A. C. KENDALL, Gen’l Pass. Agent N. Y. <&
H. M. BRITTON,
N. E. R. R.

TO

Supt.

Eastern

Div. N. Y. &

mj22dlm

THE CENTENNIAL.
THE NEW ROUTE
BETWEEN

Boston,

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington,

and

WIT OUT CHANGE OF CARS.
Via New York and New England H. P. & F.. and
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroads.
Transfer Steamer Maryland (Between Har-

lem River and Jersey City.) Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore, and Baltimore

Railroads.
tg^*Pullman’s Palace Drawing-Room Cars on Day
Sleeping Cars on NigUt Trains.
Commencing Monday, May 8, 1876.
Express Trains will leave the New York and New
England Railroad Depot, foot ot Summer Street,
Boston, each week day as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
Leavo BOSTON.at 9.00 A. SI., 7.00 P. SI.
LeavoWORCESlER, via N.
& W. It. R.at 10.00 A. SI., 8.05 P. SI.
Arrive PHILADELPHIA. ..at 8.50 P. SI., 7.00 A. SI.
Arrive WASHINGTON.at 12.00 SI.
NORTH BOUND.
Leave WASHINGTON.at 1.37 P. SI.
Leave PHILADELPHIA... .at 8.30 A. SI., 7.00 P. SI.
Arrive BOSTON.at 9.00 P. M., 8.55 A. SI.
This is the ONI.Y line Running Cars
THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE.
Regular and Excursion Tickets and Seats and
Berths secured at offleo No. 205 Washington
Street,
and at the New York and New England Railroad
Depot, foot of Summer street, Boston.
A. C. KENDALL,
H. M. BRITTON,
Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Snpt. Eastern Division,
N.Y.&N.E.R.R.
N. Y. & N. E. K. R.

mylO

Doctress,

can

N.

ing fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasuresj <&c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny

part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels ?ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
of friends in any

rom

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

no9dti

50 CENTS FREE.
SPECIAL OFFER-FOR SHOUT TIME

ONLY.

send,post-paid free,to each new subscriber
of The New York Agents’ Monthly, a magnificent Centennial Memorial Medal (in fancy
box), struck in Albata Plate Silver, larger than a
silver trade dollar, If inch in diameter—Price 50
cents each. The Agents’ Monthly is a
handsome,
spicy, 16 page paper. Subscription price 25 cents a

eod2m*

Send 25 cents, and you will receive the
Monthly lor one year, post-paid, and tho
above Medal gratis.
Address, PEIVTOY PIJBL1MK1ING CO
miil5d&w6m
170 Broadway, New York,

Price

Twenty-five

Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
complete list of all the towns in the
United Slates, the Territories and the Dominion ol
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 according to the last census, together with the Dames ol

Containing

a

the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers ml the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and

Mechanical,

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a compkto list of over

German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in ad300

vertising would like
Address
e7

to know.

GEO. P. ROWELL A CO.,
II Park How,IVew York,
dKiiiu

NEW CONNECTIONS.
and after WKDitENDAVi 22d, iust,
and unlit farther notice.
TRAINS AVI 1,1, RUN AS FOLLOWS
WEST.
GOING
8.15 A. ML—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations,running through without change to St.
Johnsbnry. Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
On

C. & M. B. R. for

Lancaster,^Vhitefield. Littleton,

Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
Sc., &c.
2.40 I*. HI .—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. HI.—Passenger train from LTnpcr.Rartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portend at
11.15a.

m.

1.15 I*. M.—Passdnger train from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
MTACE CONNECTION 8.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Comer.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar

Falls and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgfon.
At Fryehurg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

^ •Freight

trains leave

Portland daily at 0 2*

m

J.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Dec. 21, 18T5.

oct25dtf

rAlPENTRR^g

Manual.—A practical guide
Vy to all operations of the tiade; drawing for carpenters, forms of contracts, specifications, plans,
«Sre., illustrated, 50 cts. PAINTERS’ Manual.
—House and sign painting.graining, varnishing, polishing, kalsominiug, r.apering, lettering, staining,
gilding, &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornaments, $1. Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
Soap-maker, 25.
Taxidermist, 5(f. Hunter and
Trapper’s Guide, 20# Dog Training, 25. Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY «& CO.. 119 Nassau
St.. N.

Y._apr5d3ni

PALMER

KN0X7

unrivaled Stallion will stand this season at
Stable*
ill
Biditrford.
increasing popularity makes him the most
desirable Stock Horse in tho Country* His colts
are all good ones, and commaud high prices. For
particulars, inquire of
E. II. MfKKSiHEV. Ri.ldetord,
or M. ii.
PALMER, Portland.

THIS
iUcKrnarr’ii
His

i'PM_

-

dtf

CHARCOAL.
VATAN1ED 1300 Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal at
? T
Eastern Railroad.
Address 772 Portland
Post Office, or PALMER CLARK, Corner Portland

and Urovc Sts., Portland, Mondays.

aprl8dtf

CJen’l

Agent,

—

AND

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship

Line.

Leave each port every lYed’s’y & SatM’y.

Ho

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

From
From

delphia, at

10 a. m.
Insurance oue half

the rate of

or

TEN DOLLARS.

Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
TO Lang Wharf, Boston.

Jn*9-ly

Wm CENTEKNI4L
Excursion

Tickets

-TO-

J*TEAMERS~

Worcester, New London. Stoniuglon an I
Pall River Lines, for sale at the lowest rates

W. D. LITTLE

A CO.

ARE
TO

THE

GOING

—

CENTENNIAL,

an Accident Tirhel or
Policy Insuring $13 00 per week incase of disabling injury, or S.'toOO in the event ol death
by Accident, which arc for sale at the office of

FARE

as

follows:

W.

Freight taken

usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Gen’l Agt.

Eastport,

HARPSWELL.

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harp*well Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeague, Little Chebeague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial WharC at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire of Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
m?8
dtf
\

LINE
4 WII

T TFPI>DftAT

fogs.

Rates of passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates oi sailing and plan of staterooms ap-

ply to

STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fail
River.
Goods Received at Depots

'Daily.

Through Bills Lading given Irom Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk. Kichmoad,
Charleston, Newberne and Washington.
D. D. C. MINK, General Eastern Agent.

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Four time*

JOHNS

HOPKINS.

a

LINE

Cleaned and Ashes Removed,
ORDERS promptly attended to by failing at
or addressing
K. GIBSON,
tonl.lli
COO

One of the most charming and healthful locations
ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST,
within

Four Mile of the State House in Rostou,
ha3 lately been brought into the market by the
BOSTON LAND CO.,
who arc rapidly developing tbeir immense
property
ami

Bordered

cations;

Boston.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.

AGENTM Wanted for TIIE CENTENNIAL BOOK OF DlOilUACHV. or the lives
of the great men of our Oral IOO year.. Scud for
circulars. P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
mylotlw
k lo 8(10 a vvr.U and Expenses, rr 8100
CJxht" torfeited. All tbe new and standard Novelties, Chromos, etc. Valuable Samples free with
Circulars. R. L. FLETCHER, 111 Chambers Street,
N.

ACPI) ICW 73 subscribers in one day.
Best
aA.VNAJi.v A tj literary
paper. Only $1.50 a year.
Three 810 chromos flee. Aii'NYON & Sponsleb,
Pubs., Pbila.
mylotlw

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TTSK

rUT UTOKLY1K If I, UK BOXES.
A IKIED INU HI KE UK.HK»1.
For sale by Druggists generally, anil

tor

the route)
will leave

Boston Railroad Wharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. ro. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to' Windsor. Truro, New Glasand Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
sland; also at New Glasgow, N. S., wHh Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
RETURNING will losve Halifax on TUES-

few

DAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after

10 a.*m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,

dr., Franklin Wharf,

or

Arrangement

!

STEAMER--SEBAGO,
Will

f

on

and after May 22, 1876, unti

make regular trips
fiiarrJ rfimiC Mirther notice,
follows:

the

Sebago Lake Route

over

as

Harrison at 5.45, No. Bridgton at G.OO
30 and Naples at 7.20 a. in., arriving a
Sebago Lake Station in season to make connections
with trains lor Portland and Boston.
Returning—Leave Sebago Lnko Station on the
arrival of the train that leaves Portland at 2.40 p.
m.. arriving at Naples at 5.30, Bridgton at 6.30
Bridgton at 7.00 and Harrison at 7.15 p. m.

Leaving
Bridgton 6

No!

my24dlw

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

C ENTENN1AL
HISTORY
u.S.
of the

The great interest in our thrilling hirtory makes
this the fiwtest selling book ever published. It contains a full account oi the Grand Centennial Exhibition.

CAUTION,—Old. Incomplete and Unreliable
are being circulated: see that the book
you
buy contains 4'lil Kinc Uugrnriugs, and lt‘4.>
works

Pages.
Send for circulars and extra terms to Agents.
Address, National Pcblisuiso Co., Philada, Pa.
my
2d__ (Uwt

Complete ami Graphic History of American PionLite lOO YEARS AOO
Its thrilling conflicts of Red and White Foes. Exciting Adventures,
Captivities, Forays, Scouts, Pioneer women ami
boys, Indian war-paths, Camp life, ami S|K>rts. A
book tor old and young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales. Agents minted everywhere. Illustrated Circulars free. J. C
Jlc<1HD¥ A- ro, Philada Pa.
iny23d4wt

SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO.

Men

arc

earning 9

OUR
AM)

SlilO

SO to

per

week S S seillng

COUNTRY
ITS

RESOURCES.

Complete in the thrilling hi.lory or loti cvoolfnl
years, also of the great
n
description of our mighty resource in agriculture
commerce, minerals, manufactures, natural w

‘-Exhibition’’-,,,.,,,,,,

n,

Veters'

Jury"

hhj

A “U,
t"'r
Sk'U
«IW
moreOJ( Hfs leant, ,1 quit t*‘i:
<>»
t.lV
w
60,000 already sold, aNo new
a
OtMi illustrations,
lies no * qunl
K< r
t0 HUBBAKD BBOS., Pubiish-

.ml

vi"lou«|y

oct28.ltt.JOHN POKTEOPS. Agent.

Summer

GOODWIN & CO.. Boston. Ma-s.

A

Steamship FALMOUTH,
Colbv,

GEO. 0

myiC___illwt

eer

connection. to
I'riuce Kdivnnl 1».
IuimI, «'«)>»' Brelonnnrt !*t John., IN. f.

W. A.

»

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.

cal Work Our

With

Tiio

MACE,

WESTERN BORDER.

MAIL MIVE TO

(built expressly

to throw open
AT ECBLIC

AGENTS WANTED for the New Iliaiori-

Halifax, $ova Scotia,

Capt.

ana on

SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,
which will be sold to the highest bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions
as to the style of buildings to be erected, &c.
Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other days ef sale, also free tickets
from Boston to and from tbe sale, sent to any address on application to
BOUTON LAND COMPANY,
No. 48 Congress St., Room 19, Boston, Mass.
my»
dlwt

—

and 8ATURUAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by fteamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moselv.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.f
Boston.
To all points of North aDd South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, AgeDt, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point! in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

no2dtf

throwing it open to tbo public.
the one side by the
BROAD ATLANTIC,
on

and on the other by the inner
HARBOR OF BOSTON,
with all its innumerable attractions, having
hourly
communication with the city, the heart o! which is
reached iu less than half an hour, by the new narrow
gauge route of Boston, Revere Beach and Lynu Railroad, it offers to all who are seeking health and pleasure an opportunity which seldom occurs, to possess
A SEA SIDE RESIDENCE
at a reasonable price. The Company are now prepared to oft'er at private salo many most desirable lo-

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNENOAV

E.

J l_...._A

A Sea Side RESORT.

UAUAUi!. iViTlTUldlA.

AND

the

Vaults

Boston direct every TCENDAV
and 8ATVKDAV.
—

on

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
oils, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac.
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
ChP"F* eight received on days of galling until 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent,
mnr22
dtf

ircm

week.

First Class SteaiDship
WM. CRANE.

VyXa.

!

Y.__mylotlw

dtf

Washington

STEAMSHIP

WEEK

State St., every Monday
for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

they propose

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England

'i9 Devonshire Street, Boston.

PER

SATURDAY, June 10th,

JOHN O. HALF, Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.

janll

TRIPS

ALL

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of
eacn week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN.
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
CITY OF PARIS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
PasscDgere will find these t earners tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The saloons large and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms. Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop, &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and

m&31d3m

Calaia aad Hu John. Digby,
Windsor aad Uttlifnx.

On and after Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m.,

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS
VAH ATTPP\«TAWW

CO.,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

same

INMAN

A

INTERNATIONAL STEIMSHIP CO.

$1.00.

as

FOB

LITTLE

dtf

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
deca;-75

D.

Stanton Block, 31 Exchange St.
mvlO

cure a

a

year.
Agents

NEW

Procure

A.

Fortune
Quin-

a

"boston-

—

TT ill. UA n

be consulted at No. 3

with

Railroad Wharf.
my5drf

IF 1YOU

From
TEU1.gr.-Madame
FORTUNE
Sladdox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,

furnished

STURDIVANT,

CYRUS

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

dim

Teller and

and

by all the popular Routes, via Rochester and

BOSTON

and Potomac

Trains and

retitted

Portland, May 5th.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little.* Co.’s,49i Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll >73
dtf

NORWICH LIHE.
Ratos.

every

BOILER and new Machinery, making her every
way a first class Steamer.
For further particulars, inquire of

PASSAGE

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston (Tom Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,

Depot Foot of Summer Street, Boston.

Reduced.

recently

For Freight

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Northwest, West and ‘■Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Wharf, Rockland,

Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Hominy
morning nt 5.30 o’clock, touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o'clock, connecting with Steamer City of Richmond for Portland.
The Steamer Chables Houghton has been

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS

—

INGRAKIAH,

R.

leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Tucialay and Thursday morunig* at 5 l.‘J
o’clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W. and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.
Returning, leaves Winter Harbor eveiy Wednesday and Friday morning* at 4.30 o’clock,
touching as above, arriving at Rockland at about
11 o’clock, connecting with Steamer City of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

Tills is

Will

56-80 SUDBURY ST., Boston.

OTHER*.

will, until farther notice, run alternately
Leaving

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. IaouIh. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Franciaco,
and all points in the

well

CAPT. OBIS

NTUKIKtrTOK
LINE
FOR NEW YORK,
OF ALL

STEAMER

Will

from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Liverpool* touching at Queenstown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or Its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

is

THE

CHARLES HOUGHTON,

sail

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, BOUTON, dally at 7 P. JE.
(Sundays excepted).

THE

o’clock.

at Deer Isle.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

condition,

Bangor.
Returning, leaves Bangor, every .Ho ml ay,
Wednesday and Friday morning*, nl t>

Saturday morning at 5 l-'Z o’clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) for Ellsworth, touching

SUMMER

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. in.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8 30 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 1.10 and
5.35 p. m.

—

CAPT. KILBY,
Portland, every H on tiny Wedne*«!ay ami Friday evrniugN at IO o’clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandypoint, Bucksport, Wlnterport, Hampden and
Will leave

Richmond for Portland.
Will leave Commercial

LINE.

iston.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.

251 & 252 BROADWAY, Sew York,

ai>rl8

lUl

ARRANGEMENT

Stations, arrives in Port-

apl

itauna;

£S3BS!3P

m.,

New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
W.50 F. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Sunt,

lorwarded to any part of S.
the Cnited States by cx-

0

Riulon. at.

and 8.50 p. m.
7.20 A. HI. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a. m.
11.26 A. HI. Steamboat

>

ft

and

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11.45

4

r

rnwi>ll

lion for Fitchburg and Hoogac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cars,
there
magnificent
connecting with the
of
the
Norwich
Steamers
Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Rircr
at 6.00 a. m.
Ntate Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. Ifl. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6*20 F. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

4
&J
g
ft

—

P

follows:

m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.23 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
3.30 P. M. Mteamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Epping
for Manchester and Uoncord, at Nashua
fnr

ffl

“Xi

ALTEBATIOffl IN TRAINS.
SUMMER

a.

»
4

g

run as

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47

§

s
g

for sale at Boston & Maine R. R. Ticket Office.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

GO

am

Grand Trunk R. R, of Canada.

a. m.

adelphia

H

g

trains leaving Portland at 1,30

N. B.—Rales as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Free carriages from Depot in Boston to any other
depot and return—choice of carriages.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Hali^ix.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg traius at
transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. II. STEVENS, Agent, Portland.
ap29atl

^

days

AHEAD

tPollman Sleeping Car attached.
tMixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snp t.
Portland, May 8,1876.my8dtf

Excursion Tickets to New Fork and Phil-

;

joints.

on

and Boston 8.45

w

jgB^Freights

Halilax.

1.30 p.:m. runs through to Boston
in Three Honrs and Fifty Minutes, making
close connection with Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich Mound Mteamer Lines and all Rail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.

8

k

ment and elasticity to the
The disease being
a blood poison, of a pecu-

m.

n>vu

jua/siuu

leaving Portland at

M

7

0

76,15 m., 1.25. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland 76.15 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Bath £6.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 76.15 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.
Farmington 6.15 a. m., 1,20 p. m.
The 712.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes

The Fast Express Train

^d

h

..an—at tJ2>35 a. m#r 1.25 p. m.
Skowhegan 1.20 and 1.25 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick 712.35
a.

jj
h

removes
the inflamination, the cause ot pain
in a very short time, thus
restoring freedom ot move-

Trains leave Portland for Ban^^^^^3gor,
Watervilie, Belfast and Dexter
wit

Boston & Maine

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier .*58 Fast River, New Yor8,ev5ry MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods iorwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4P. M., on the
they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

STEAMER CITYOF RICHMOND

lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1876.

GEO. BACHELDER, Superintendent,
myldtf

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Y. &
my22dlm

RAILROAD.

every

leaves Machiasport, every Houdny
Thursday morning, nt 1 i-'d o’clock.

and

N.

Central

Portland

Machiasport.
Returning,

N. Y. & N.

Snpt. Eastern Div.

Maine

1.30

on

for Boston.

p.

Q

u

and

Free omnibus from Grand

CHAS. E. LET,A ND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., ana Claren-

This

arc run

Parlor Cars

externally
by
the Liniment,
^
which, when properly ap- ?
plied, reduces the swelling, relieves the tension H

ROSSmOKE HOTEL,
of Broadway, 7th
Are. and
42d Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modern improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms

don

u

ot

means

u

Junction

VISITORS

by energetic salesmen with
CANgoods. made
Call at' 42£ Exchange Street, between
9 and 10 A.

Cars

C. H. FEBBIN, Prop.

PAI1TS AWD

as Spring St., Pcrtlmia,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

K market.
M treated

0

United States % Hotel,

jElm

extensive Stock ot
WEPrime Herds hand
Brass, Ked Top Clover,

prepared articles in

h

furnace, gas,

all the modern imfirst-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth
St.aprldtf

provements of

m!

*'

Scientifically

s

h

HOTELS.

m

3

MEBRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

A. MERRILL.

a

over

K

and at foot of Summer Street, Boston.
A. C. KENDALL, Gen’i Pass. Agent
II.
BRITTON,
N. E. R. It.

p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.42, a. m., 3.15, 5.30,
6.00 p. m.
For Maco and Biddeford at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30, 3.15, 5.30, 6.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Bine Point and Old Orchard Beach at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.15, 5.30, 6.00
p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnli
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

B
M

b

cor.

Cr. L. HOOPER, Cor. Ifork and Maple

Parlor

6.15,8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3,15 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and Upper Railroads (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
For threat Falls at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.CO

i Rheumatism

£

Stair Builders*

Line Only.

arriving at Boston at 10.45 a. m., 1.30. 5.20,
8.00, 10 00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at
12.25, 12.55, 5.00, 8.10, 10.00 p. m.
For Lawrenee at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00

TO

Street.

Real Estate Agents*
PROCTER, No* 93 Exchange

R* F. LIBBY, No. 333 Fore
Cross St.« in Delano’s Hill.

carappa.apr!5d2m

Land lor Sale In Deering.

WRITE

H

JAiRES HILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

Roofers*
CO., 38 S|>

8.00

p. m.
For Lowell at

<|

Plumbers.

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

North Yarmouth.
sale, or exchange for real estate

At

Night Express, with Sleeping Cars,
Leave Bouton every day (except Sundays) at
p. m., arriving in Portland at 12.15 a. m.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland
Boston at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00 p.

W

Horse Shoers.
E. MORBILL A YOUNG, Experienced
Horscshocrs at No* 70 Pearl St,
nov5dtf

m.

on this

Boston & PtnladelpMa.

without Change of Cars.
viaNew York & New England, Hart., Prov. & Fishkill, and New York, New Haven & Hartford RailTransfer Nteauier Maryland.
roads.
(Between Harlem River and Jersey City).
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore and Baltimore & Potomac Railroads.
Pullman Palace
Drawing-Room Cars on day, and Sleeping Cars on
night traiuB.
Express Trains leave Depot foot of
Summer St., each week day—at 9.00 a. m., aniving
at Philadelphia at 8.50 p. m.; at 7.00 p. m., arriving
at Philadelphia at 7.00 a. m.
Leave Philadelphia
8.30 a. m. Ar. Boston 9.00 p. m. Leave Philadelphia
7.00 p. m. Ar. Boston 8.55 a. m. Only Line running
To Philadelphia
Cars Through Without Change.
$9 40. To Philadelphia and Return $17.50.
Special rates made for parties of 50 or more.
Regular and Excursion Tickets and Seats and
Berths secured at office No. 205 Washington Street,
Direct

Commencing Monday May 1, 1876.

*“■'

(xnASSMAEZC)

IN PinM.

^^2—^Between

2.00

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

TERMS

Two houses and three lots of land in Providence,
E. I., for sale or exchange for Portland property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of

druggist for Perry’s

Corned one and Pimple Remedy, the irfalible skin medicine, or consult Dr. B. C.
Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond Street, New York.
Tu&S&w4ml5

apll

THE NEW ROUTE.

Traiiui Leave Bouton for Portland at 7.30,
9.00 a. m., and 12.30 p.m., arriving at Portland

Pullman Cars

THE CENTENNIAL.

j^T^TO
MARYLAND

RETURNING:
and 5.00 p.

—

my23__dtf

leave

TiieHduy and Friday Eveniugit m IO o’clock for Rock|
land. Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, South West and
liar Harbors (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and

Street,

Baggage Cheeked Through.
S. H. STEVENS,
J. T. FURBER.
Gen. Agent, Portland.
Gen. Supt.

Night Express, with Sleeping Car?,

Ihe

Carpenters and Builders.

nrst-ciass nouses ior saie at

a bargain,
minutes walk from the Post

on

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

ON ST. JOHN STREET.
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

ST.

8nco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, North
Berwick, Mouth Berwick. Conway
Junction,
Hittery,
Portemonth,
Hampton,
Ncwburyport,
Beverly,
Chelsea
anilBonlon
Malem, Lynn,
at 9.00 a. m., 1.30 and 6.00 p. m., arriving in
Boston at 1.30, 5.15 and 10 00 p. m.
For Saco and Biddetord at 5.20 p. m.

12.10.1.00

Will

anil includes tickets entitling the holder to a FREE
< Altl£lA«;i: IN RONTON (from Boston &
Maine Depot to any other Kailroad Station in Boston
and return). Passengers can take any carriage stationed at the depot without charge.

For

For Boston every day (except Mondays) at
a. m., arriving in Boston at 615 a. m.

AS

—

Machias,

STEAMEKLE U ISTON,
CAPT. DEEU1IVG,

OFFICE,

Commercial

—

Ellsworth ami Bangor.

YORK.

NEW

LINE

TO

Mt. Desert,

LOW AS BY ANY OTHER LINE,

PORTLAND

Booksellers and Stationers.

THE

myl3<ltf.*lt 1-8 Exchange St.

Pimple*

A9k your

DIRECTORY?

Situated in the very Center of the

SALE

353

Face* Blackhead*
or Flcshworms

Reference reqaired.
my29

J.

LOTS

FOE

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

fehl7d&wtil5

ONLY

For

handsome 3 Story Brick House, and
Hiii ^urDiture, late residence of Franklin Fox,
JHealLEsa., situated on the sunnyside of Park

HOUSE

power which makes

Use
Perry’s Moth and
Freckle Lotion. It is reliable.

The

Street, with garden and fruit trees; will be sold at a
great bargain or rented on reasonable terms; possession given at once; can be seen at any time, on apUPHAM & GARDINER,
plication to
Real Estate Agents, No. 7 Exchange Street.
my!7d2w*

healing

TICKET

RAV 1, 1876.

Pullman

TORS. L. T. B. KING,

Boarflcrs Wanted.

J. N. McCO V &

bargain for $395. Thirty
a block house, five
and painted, patent
fireplaces, good cellar, stable with
i__cellar, 30 to 40 thrifty growing apple
trees, mostly bearing, plenty of wood and water.
Situated about three-fourths of a mile from the
Town House in Stow, nine miles from Frveburg depot, on a good road in a good neighborhood. Inquire
of A. E. EATON, 5 Merrill St., Portland, Me., or J.
B. EATON, Fryeburg, Me.
myl9d2w*

Locatod in Boston since
SCD20dtf

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be fonnd at the
rear of 30 Danfortb St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each ease demands. Terms *tl.OO. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoyance and remedies,

BOARD.

Farm for Sale!
A

pie Place.

mont

Freckles and Tan.

myl9d2w*

acres of land,
rooms papered

and 57 To

Boston, 37 Tr

in

CLAIRVOYANT.

a

Maine.

Koom

w

my26dtt

rooms,

Post Office, stores and church. School one-third of
mile.
A. E. EATON, 5 Merrill Street, Portland,

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

Tickets

—

Boston & Maine R. R.

Chiropodist,

V

INSIDE

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

sold at the

are

Any

“A.,” at this Office.

LOST AND

gill

ERY, Esq., Gorham.

western

or
a

Partner Wanted.
PARTNER with from $500 to $700 to invest in
a good paying business in this
city. Address

APress

CEMTEUfUilAL

Passenger Trains Leave

store

St*

my!9dtf

To Let.

rjMHE
JL

d&w6mll

Rent Wanted.

EFT.

The W. J. Smith Property. East Deering.
Large brick house and one acre of land. Will be let
for ft term of years.
The Eeighton & Hanson Properly in
Large house and
Deering near Trotting Park.
7 acres of land. Will be let for a term of years.
Otis Brown Property, Saccarappa. Large
house with stable, barn and other out buildings.
Will be let for a term of years.

STORE

HOUSEtile premises.

prise. Address
tJ. S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P. 0. Box 5270.
Sew York.

come

To Let.

aprll__

(designed

mal7dtf

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

H

Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Mam Building, and the grand
representation of the Signing of the Declaration of
Independence
by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. I), upon receipt of
express charges. Agents’ circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 5Uc.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enter-

REDUCER!

TERMS

THE NEW

with Board.

George Washington.”

Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Jaundice, lion
of Appetite, General Debility, C'ostivene**, and all dinensc* caused
by au(unhealthy state of

AS

ap20dtf

stairs tenement in a new house, 171 Lincoln St
Cor. Cedar.
Water closet, Sebago
water, gas. Also light express wagon for sale. InS. D. MERRILL & CO.,
quire of
ray-'Otf31 Temple St.

Pleasant Front

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1§ inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight.
The mont valuable
nouyenir* and ITiemento* ever issued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples for agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust of

1876

Excursion

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it. The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one of the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended lor the cure of

COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady.
Unexceptionable references given. Address

THEland
teet. For

Room In the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power ii
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

suburbs.

color, to

relief.

d3w

my25

IN

HOTEL

and

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD.
Presenting a large variety of beautiful Design*

Wanted.

Building,
THE1st floorStoiy
store;
occupied
Also small house in

all less than ten

I'nr Rent.

IN

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear

PURIFYING

1 m

LI]

1876

Eastern Railroad

WANTED'

CENTENNIAL

O,

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

A

TO

AGENTS

Street tor

on

new two and a half story bouse on
Preble street, facing Lincoln street, containing
seven rooms. Sebago water, good cellar, sink
Irain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
)f payment is §1,000 cash: balance on mortgage.
F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate,
apl2dtf
379^ Congress Street, Williams* Block.

cause.

To

my29_

in

MURRAYS

a

mhl6

New House

SMALL

be pur-

bargain;

can

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

rear

can
a

be examined by applying to
F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.
my!7d2w

Tender and sweet remembrance.
Filling my soul, gives me assurance,—
“Death is but frost. Lo! the eternal
Springtime of heaven shall come.”

House
to F. G.

STABLE

BRICK HOUSE AND
FOR SALE.

None can express the longing.
Mingled with joy, mingled with sadness,
Swelling my heart ever when April
Brings us the bird and liower.

and wife

J. S., Box 644, Lewiston Maine.
dlw*

‘LOAN

TO

desire situation to do meat and
ASIAN
pastry cooking in first class Hotel. Charges
moderate. Address
a

HILL.

MONEY

Situation Wanted.

Ju fo?!hl»ynnd A,,.* V' V
IN«<«Tr«xS “f
Uji.ig
Uiole,

»i
«

luiir

e.*
iT'
eis, s?,r,w?
S|iringiicld,

x?

Mass,_
AN ACTIVE AtiFNT

my23Hw

\V\NTFD

Manage exclusive sales of cigars in every county.
its Renwick St., N. Y.

Address, N. Y. Tobacco Co.,

niyja_

Iwt

GEO. YVASUINGTOK
Centennial Memorial Picture! A genuine Art public
cation, 2Cx32 inches, in Crayon and Colors, price $3,
postpaid. Admitted at CerHennial Art Gallery
Ageuts wanted; out lit $1.73. Favorable terms ir>
General Agents. WITTJRiYI lIN IUSir.1. 191
Willinin 91., New Vorli.
my24d6t

